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Issues in the processing and analysis of functional NIRS imaging





The rst part of this thesis examines issues in the processing and analysis of continuous wave functional
near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) of the brain usung the DYNOT system. In the second part, the same
sensorimotor experiment is carried out using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and near infrared
spectroscopy in eleven of the same subjects, to establish whether similar results can be obtained at the group
level with each modality.
Various techniques for motion artefact removal in fNIRS are compared. Imaging channels with negligible
distance between source and detector are used to detect subject motion, and in data sets containing deliberate
motion artefacts, independent component analysis and multiple-channel regression are found to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.
In an initial NIRS motor experiment, some inconsistency between oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin
responses is found. The same analysis on task-free data results in a few false positive voxels, which are elimi-
nated with correction for multiple comparisons. The eect of smoothing, high pass ltering and prewhitening
on the false positive rate in group analyses of null data is investigated. Although no false positives are found
in random eects analyses, in xed eects analyses the number of false positives increases with increased
smoothing, and is eliminated with prewhitening and correction for multiple comparisons.
Using fMRI and NIRS in two separate sessions, a sensorimotor task is conducted, consisting of motor and
noxious cold stimulation in a conventional alternating block design, followed by longer blocks of motor and
cold stimulation and resting xation to allow for the assessment of steady-state inter-regional connectivity
during each task condition. Group level analyses are performed on the fMRI, NIRS and simultaneously
recorded physiological data, to examine cardiorespiratory changes, neuronal activation, deactivation and
connectivity in cortical sensorimotor regions with each task condition.
NIRS responses are more consistently found in oxyhaemoglobin than in deoxyhaemoglobin. Group laterality
eects from the NIRS and fMRI experiments are in agreement, with a larger contralateral response to left
hand tapping, but to a right hand cold stimulus; and greater ipsilateral deactivation to a noxious cold stimulus
applied to the left, rather than the right hand. However, ipsilateral deactivation to unilateral tapping is found
at the group level in fMRI but not in NIRS data. Interhemispheric connectivity between primary sensorimotor
regions is found in all conditions in fMRI data, but using NIRS only at rest and only in oxyhaemoglobin. No
signicant change in connectivity between activated and deactivated sensorimotor regions with task condition











ABP Arterial blood pressure
ACC Anterior cingulate cortex
ALFF Amplitude of low frequency uctuations
AR(p) Autoregressive model (order p)
ASL Arterial spin labelling
AUC Area under curve
BA Brodmann area
BCI Brain-computer interface
BOLD Blood oxygenation level dependent
DeoxyHb Deoxyhaemoglobin
CBF Cerebral blood ow
CBV Cerebral blood volume
CNR Contrast-to-noise ratio
CMRO2 Cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption
CSF Cerebrospinal uid
CV Coecient of variation
CW Continuous wave
DICOM Digital imaging and communications in medicine
DPF Dierential pathlength factor











DOI/DOT Diuse optical imaging/ diuse optical tomography
EPI Echo planar imaging
FDR False discovery rate
FEM Finite element method
FIX Experimental xation condition
fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging
FRE Fiducial registration error
FWE Family-wise error
FWHM Full width half maximum
GLM General linear model
Hb Haemoglobin
HPF High pass lter
HR Heart rate
HRF Haemodynamic response function
HRV Heart rate variability
IBI Interbeat interval
ICA Independent component analysis
IFG Inferior frontal gyrus
IPL Inferior parietal lobule
ITG Inferior temporal gyrus
LCOLD Experimental condition in which subjects received a cold stimulus to the left hand.
LF Low frequency (0.04 - 0.12 Hz)
LPA Left pre-auricular point
LPF Low pass lter
LTAP Experimental condition in which subjects tapped the ngers of the left hand.










MNI Montreal Neurological Institute
MTG Middle temporal gyrus
PCL Paracentral lobule
PET Positron emission tomography
PFC Prefrontal cortex
PMC Premotor cortex
PMU Physiological monitoring unit
PSD Power spectral density
NIRS/fNIRS Near infrared spectroscopy/ functional near infrared spectroscopy
OxyHb Oxyhaemoglobin
PCA Principal component analysis
RCOLD Experimental condition in which subjects received a cold stimulus to the right hand.
RETROICOR Retrospective image correction (for physiological motion eects)
RFT Random eld theory
ROC Receiver operating characteristic
ROI Region of interest
RPA Right pre-auricular point
RLS Recursive least squares
RSA Respiratory sinus arrythmia
RTAP Experimental condition in which subjects tapped the ngers of the right hand.
S1 Primary somatosensory cortex (BA 123)
S2 Secondary somatosensory cortex
SDNN Standard deviation of the interbeat interval
SE Spin echo
SM1 Primary sensorimotor cortex
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Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is rapidly gaining popularity for functional brain imaging. It is portable,
easily tolerated and well-suited to studies of patients or children, and its relative inexpensiveness makes it
an ideal tool for neuroimaging research, particularly in developing countries, where more expensive imaging
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are often not available.
NIRS oers advantages over fMRI in that it measures concentration changes in both oxygenated and de-
oxygenated haemoglobin, and has ner temporal resolution. However, there are certain disadvantages and
limitations to the use of NIRS. These are well-known to imaging experts, but may not be to researchers
using an o-the-shelf imaging system to address neuroscientic questions, who may therefore fail to design
and analyse experiments appropriately or to interpret their data correctly. Some of these limitations include
the fact that NIR light only penetrates the adult skull suciently to sample cortical areas; the diuse nature
of light propagation in tissue makes localisation dicult, resolution poor and measured signals noisy; the
measurement of brain signals through the skull and scalp introduces systemic interference into the measured
responses; the consistent placement of optodes between subjects and sessions is dicult; and variations in
anatomy, skull thickness, skin colour and the presence of hair may alter the measurable signal. In addition,
some of the same considerations that apply to the analysis of fMRI data apply equally to the analysis of
fNIRS.
The ability to reconstruct images in three dimensions from NIRS data, as in diuse optical tomography
(DOT), holds much appeal, as the depth localisation of functional responses is improved. However, these
images are still subject to noise and systemic variation, and in the solution of the inverse problem the location
of activation is biased towards more supercial regions.
Although several early studies have established the correspondence between oxyhaemoglobin (oxyHb) and
deoxyhaemoglobin (deoxyHb) signals measured with NIRS and the BOLD signal measured with fMRI in
individual subjects [1, 2, 3], a question of relevance to NIRS researchers is whether similar conclusions would
be drawn from the same population and task, measured with NIRS or fMRI [4]. Two studies have recently
directly or indirectly addressed this question for NIRS [4, 5], but no such investigation has been done for












In this thesis we use the DYNOT (DYnamic Optical Tomography) system, a commercially-available NIRS
imaging system by NIRx Medical Technologies, NY, to examine selected topics of current relevance in neu-
roimaging of the sensorimotor system using fNIRS/DOT. Because facilities for simultaneous imaging were
not available, we perform the same experiment twice, in 11 of the same subjects, once using fNIRS and once
using fMRI performed on a 3T Siemens Allegra scanner, in order to determine whether broadly similar results
can be obtained at the group level using each technique.
First, ipsilateral activation and laterality eects to motor and noxious cold stimulation are investigated in a
conventional neuroimaging block design. These have previously been studied using fMRI with some conicting
results, but not previously using NIRS imaging. Second, in a novel task, we investigate the modulation of
interhemispheric functional connectivity in the sensorimotor system to motor and noxious cold stimulation.
Because systemic interference is known to aect NIRS data, and may alter the spontaneous haemodynamic
uctuations used to assess connectivity in both fMRI and NIRS, physiological recordings of pulse or ECG
and respiration were performed simultaneously with each scan.
Although strictly DOT refers to 3D imaging using NIRS measurements, throughout this thesis we use the
terms NIRS or NIRS imaging to refer to DOT images reconstructed from multichannel NIRS measurements.
Thesis outline
This thesis consists of two parts. Part I relates primarily to NIRS, although a description of fMRI techniques is
included to highlight similarities and dierences between the two modalities. Part II describes a sensorimotor
experiment with several components, which was conducted twice, once with fMRI and once with NIRS.
In chapter 2, the principles behind neuroimaging with functional MRI and NIRS are described, with particular
emphasis on sources of noise, which may be shared, or specic to one modality. Various factors that aect
the preprocessing and analysis of NIRS data are discussed, to introduce the options from amongst which a
prospective NIRS researcher might have to select.
Chapter 3, which has been previously published in [6], considers and compares several dierent methods for
the removal of artefacts in NIRS data caused by motion. The signal from imaging channels with negligible
distance between the source and detector is used as an indicator of head motion, instead of using an additional
sensor. Results are evaluated using NIRS data sets containing deliberate head motion.
The investigation of a motor execution and observation task using NIRS in single subjects is described in
chapter 4. Adaptations required to analyse DOT images with a software package intended for fMRI data are
described. Results of the investigation are discussed in terms of the consistency of oxyhaemoglobin (oxyHb)
and deoxyhaemoglobin (deoxyHb) responses, and the impact of data quality. The nal section of this chapter
presents an investigation of the eect of dierent preprocessing parameters and design block length on the
rate of false positive results in group analyses.
Chapter 5, the rst in part II, describes the subjects, task and imaging for a sensorimotor experiment assessing
autonomic and cerebral responses to a nger tapping task and to noxious cold stimulation. The task consists











experiments. This is followed by two runs of motor and cold stimulation and resting xation with longer block
length to allow for the assessment of steady-state inter-regional connectivity during each task condition. The
results of the analysis of physiological data are then presented. Chapter 6 describes an attempt to register the
locations of NIRS probes to individual subjects' MRIs and evaluate the registration accuracy using markers.
Because of poor results, an alternative approximate registration method is adopted.
In chapter 7, activations and deactivations to left and right hand motor tasks, particularly in ipsilateral
primary motor cortex (M1), are investigated in our group of right-handed subjects using both functional
MRI and NIRS. The eect of tapping hand: dominant or non-dominant, on the degree of ipsilateral and
contralateral activation is investigated using region of interest (ROI) analyses and voxelwise statistics, and
the relationship across subjects between the magnitude of ipsilateral responses and contralateral responses
in motor regions is examined in both modalities. The group results from analysis of BOLD fMRI data and
the NIRS oxyHb parameter are found to be in broad agreement. In chapter 8 activations and deactivations
to a noxious cold stimulus are investigated in a similar manner.
Chapter 9 describes the measurement of interhemispheric connectivity at rest between primary sensorimotor
areas that are activated and deactivated by the tasks. The modulation of inter-regional connectivity by
task condition is investigated using both fMRI and NIRS. Simultaneous changes in systemic variables are
accounted for using the RETROICOR algorithm [7], and regression of heart rate, heart rate variability and
respiration variation signals.
Finally, in chapter 10 a synopsis of the most important ndings of this theses is presented, the limitations





















Processing and analysis of brain imaging





















Functional brain imaging: fMRI and
NIRS
Although the rst use of fMRI for studying the haemodynamics associated with brain function [8, 9, 10, 11]
does not signicantly pre-date the use of NIRS [12], the enormous interest in fMRI has led to huge growth
in the eld, resulting in the development of advanced and rigorous techniques for processing, analysis and
interpretation of fMRI data. There are several software packages for the analysis of fMRI data, many of
which are freely available, and although the methods used by these programs dier in minor ways, there is
to a large extent standardisation of generally accepted analysis techniques.
Functional NIRS on the other hand has developed somewhat less rapidly and there has been less standardisa-
tion of preprocessing, artefact rejection, and statistical analysis; and intersubject registration and comparison
is an ongoing problem which is just starting to be addressed. This is possibly due to the variation in instru-
mentation used by dierent research groups, where for example the number of measurement channels may
vary between 1 and 128 or more, making registration and multiple comparison correction either more or less
relevant.
Some of the issues aecting the processing and analysis of brain imaging data that have been resolved or
standardised for MRI dier widely in published NIRS studies. These include
 identication and rejection or ltering of artefacts, for example due to motion
 registration to anatomical locations and between subjects
 analysis of the task-related response, which may be model-based or model-free
 accounting for temporal autocorrelation
 identication of and compensation for systemic eects (physiological noise)











CHAPTER 2. FUNCTIONAL BRAIN IMAGING: FMRI AND NIRS
 group-level comparisons
Both fNIRS and fMRI measure the evoked haemodynamic response to functional stimulation, however, the
dierent biophysical principles behind the methods means that there are some considerations unique to one
or other of the techniques. The physical principles behind the imaging techniques are described in sections
2.1, 2.4 and 2.5. Sections 2.2 and 2.6 contain a description of the types of noise present and preprocessing
required for fMRI and NIRS respectively. Intersubject registration and the analysis of fNIRS data is dealt
with in sections 2.7 and 2.8.
2.1 Functional MRI: the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD)
signal
The usual measurement parameter in fMRI is the BOLD signal, which, broadly speaking, depends, as its
name suggests, on the oxygenation state of blood. However, the oxygenation state in turn depends on ow,
volume and oxygen consumption, and, although models exist that attempt to elucidate this relationship [13],
the exact contribution of each of these to the BOLD signal is not yet entirely clear.
Although the mechanism by which neuronal demand increases blood ow is not known, the increased BOLD
signal in response to neuronal activity results from an oversupply of oxygenated blood to the area. Because
oxygenated haemoglobin (oxyhaemoglobin) has dierent magnetic properties from deoxyhaemoglobin, this
changes the transverse relaxation rate (T2*) of intra- and extravascular protons. The relative decrease in
paramagnetic deoxyhaemoglobin resulting from an increase in regional cerebral blood ow thus causes an
increase in BOLD signal. BOLD percentage signal change is thought to increase linearly with echo time (TE)
in grey matter and blood vessels [14], where the maximum BOLD contrast (active versus rest) occurs at
a TE equal to the resting T2* of grey matter.
Because the BOLD signal is sensitive to the concentration of deoxyhaemoglobin [15], signal changes occur
mostly because of haemodynamic changes in the veins, rather than in arteries, although a T1-related ow
component may also occur, due to the inow of unsaturated spins into the imaging slice. Contributions to
the BOLD signal come from the macrovasculature (large arteries and veins), microvasculature (arterioles,
venules and capillaries) and extravascular tissue.
BOLD vessel sensitivity depends on the eld strength, echo time (TE) and the pulse sequence used [16, 17].
The more commonly used gradient echo (GE) BOLD is sensitive to inhomogeneities of all sizes, and therefore
represents both intravascular and extravascular signal contributions from small vessels as well as draining
veins. At low eld strengths the veins contribute most to the BOLD signal, but at high eld strengths
larger contributions from the capillaries and extravascular tissue is observed [16]. However, there remains a
signicant extravascular contribution from tissue water surrounding larger veins.
Spin echo (SE) BOLD is less commonly used, but is considered to have greater specicity, since it is sensitive
to small compartments, such as red blood cells and capillaries. This makes SE BOLD sensitive to intravascular
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are closer to the site of neuronal demand than are draining veins. In spite of the fact that SE BOLD is
more spatially specic, and less subject to signal dropout, it is also less sensitive to functional BOLD signal
changes, since these arise from the same inhomogeneities that can be refocused using a spin echo pulse. At
higher eld strengths the T2 and T2* of blood decreases faster than that of grey matter, so at long TE (>70
ms) the sensitivity of both GE and SE BOLD towards extravascular signal increases. However, high eld
strengths also increase physiological noise and signal dropout.
For fMRI a scanner with high-performance gradients and uniform eld density is required. The Siemens
Allegra 3T scanner used in this study is a head-only scanner designed for brain research, and has a maximum
gradient strength of 40 mT/m and slew rate of 400 T/m/s. The relatively high eld strength oers good
signal-to-noise ratio and BOLD contrast, and although physiological noise is increased at 3T relative to 1.5
T, susceptibility-based distortions are minimised by ultra-short echo-spacing.
2.2 Noise sources in fMRI
There are many dierent sources of signal uctuation in BOLD imaging, some of which have complex eects




 changes in B0 eld homogeneity due to the shifting of organs on respiration
 motion of blood vessels and CSF caused by respiration and cardiac pulsation
 cardiac-related ow changes, causing inow eects (fresh spins) resulting in T1-dependent signal in-
creases
 cardiac and respiration related changes in spin density caused by blood volume changes
 changes in T2* relaxation due to changes in blood oxygenation state, which may be caused by changes
in ow, volume or oxygenation due to cardiac pulsation, respiration, or ongoing metabolic activity
2.2.1 Scanner noise
Low frequency drift below 0.015 Hz in the fMRI T2* signal has been investigated previously, and has been
found to be greater in regions with large spatial intensity gradients in both cadavers and non-homogeneous
phantoms as much as in healthy volunteers. Less drift occurs in a homogeneous phantom, suggesting that
the cause of the drift is slight changes in the local magnetic eld due to scanner instabilities, which causes a











CHAPTER 2. FUNCTIONAL BRAIN IMAGING: FMRI AND NIRS
2.2.2 Cardiac pulsation
Cardiac pulsation, respiration and brain motion can cause uctuations in signal intensity and phase [19].
The traditional idea has been that cardiac pulsation should aect mainly the arterial compartment due to
propagation of the pulse pressure wave, and that respiration is apparent mainly in the veins due to blood
volume changes [20]. Because of the dampening of periodic pressure changes along the circulatory system,
cardiac pulsation should not be expected in small vessels and capillaries. However, the veins in the head do
exhibit pulsatile blood ow because of the xed cranial volume and compression from pulsating brain tissue.
For this reason cardiac-related BOLD signal changes also occur around the venous sinuses [21].
It has been suggested that cardiac noise in a BOLD time series is due to an interaction of steady-state free
precession (SSFP) eects and eld changes from cardiac and respiratory movement in regions where the T2
relaxation times are much longer than the repetition time (TR), especially in CSF. If this were the only
source of cardiac noise it should not be signicant in BOLD-weighted voxel time series with a long TR, and
undersampling should not cause aliasing of the cardiac signal [22, 23]. However, even when crusher gradients
are applied to eliminate SSFP in the CSF, cardiac pulsations are still present in arteries, veins and grey
matter, and hence must be at least in part due to genuine T2* eects or vessel motion [24].
Cardiac-induced noise has been found to be dominant near large vessels [25], including veins, arteries and
CSF [21, 26, 20] and in the midbrain [27], but has also been found in grey matter [20, 27]. Dagli et al. [21]
found strong cardiac-related BOLD signal variation in almost 30% of brain voxels, but especially near large
vessels and CSF. This aected medial areas of the brain, the anterior temporal lobes and insula, and the
anterior interhemispheric ssure in the medial frontal lobes, as well as the sigmoid transverse and superior
sagittal sinus regions.
2.2.3 Respiration-induced signal changes
Respiration can aect the fMRI BOLD signal in several ways. It may produce motion of the head or brain
parenchyma, as well as changes in static magnetic eld homogeneity due to moving organs in the chest. This
leads to susceptibility changes, particularly at the base of the brain, which decreases with increasing distance
from the chest [28, 29, 19]. The resulting distortion in the phase encoding direction becomes greater at higher
eld strengths [30, 31] and varies in space as well as time [32], making respiration-related variation dependent
on local image properties, rather than being simply additive [30].
Several strategies have been used to attempt to correct for respiration-induced susceptibility changes. These
include K-space correction of phase variation [33], real time B0 shimming [31], changing the resonance
frequency in real time to match the respiration-induced oset [34], and global [35], 1D [32] and 2D navigator
correction [36].
As well as aecting the static magnetic eld, respiration also has purely physiological eects on cerebral
haemodynamics, which therefore also aect imaging modalities other than fMRI. Changes in arterial blood
pressure (ABP) and hence cerebral blood ow are also caused both by mechanical consequences of respiration
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pressure on inspiration or expiration causes changes in central venous pressure. On inspiration, the decreased
intra-thoracic pressure causes increased venous return to the heart along the steeper pressure gradient. This
increases cardiac output through increased cardiac contractility, and hence aects ABP.
Secondly, the phenomenon known as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), thought to be mediated by the
arterial baroreceptor reex, causes slowing down of the heart on expiration, and acceleration of heart rate
during inspiration, thereby modifying cardiac output and ABP. This is achieved through the activation or
inhibition of the parasympathetic nervous system which exerts its inuence on the heart through the vagus
nerve [37].
A further mechanism by which respiration aects cerebral blood ow is through variations in end-tidal carbon
dioxide pressure (end-tidal pCO2), since arterial CO2 causes cerebral vasodilation [20]. This causes slow
oscillations in BOLD signal which may be confused with the correlated uctuations exhibited by functionally
connected networks during the resting state [38].
In fact, both physiological and magnetic eld eects of respiration have been found in functional MRI [20].
Respiratory-induced noise has been found to be prominent in the cerebral veins [26, 20, 25], as well as in CSF
[25, 39], and at the edges of the brain [25]. Because most sources of physiological noise have multiple dierent
eects on the fMRI signal, the signal characteristics may vary between tissue types and brain regions [27].
2.2.4 Aliasing of systemic noise
Some eort has been made to disassociate correlated slow uctuations in the BOLD signal, which are used to
examine resting state connectivity, from physiological noise. Using a short TR, Cordes et al. [26] found that
connectivity resulted mostly from correlations below <0.1 Hz, and not at respiratory and cardiac frequencies.
Using independent component analysis (ICA) decomposition Beckmann et al. [40] also found that low-
frequency patterns appeared primarily in grey matter, while separate blood vessel networks were found with
slightly higher peak frequencies. However, the low sampling rate of fMRI image acquisition (about 2 s for
whole brain acquisition) means that the temporal variation of BOLD signal caused by cardiac and respiratory
cycles is aliased into the low frequency range [41]. Some resting state correlation arises due to this aliased
noise [26]. Lowe et al. [42] observed that increasing the TR introduced spurious correlations, which was
attributed to the increasing contribution from aliased cardiac and respiratory noise.
Undersampling of the cardiac rate can therefore confound measures of functional connectivity, particularly
when heart rate changes due to the task or pharmacological manipulations [23, 43].
Many techniques have been used to reduce the eect of physiologically-induced noise in fMRI time series.
These include the use of xed bandwidth nite impulse response band-reject digital lters [44] to eliminate
signal at the cardiac and respiratory frequencies, Fourier series tting in the image domain [7], adaptive
ltering [45], and regressing the signals from the time series during analysis [25]. The latter three methods
require simultaneous recordings of physiological variables.
To overcome the problem of physiological noise in functional connectivity studies, one must either take
simultaneous measurements of heart beat and respiration to regress out of the time series, or critically
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the fMRI data, however, the spatial patterns of physiological noise have been found to be rather consistent
over time [46], and ICA has been used to nd subject-specic spatial patterns of physiological noise, allowing
the temporal noise signal to be estimated in subsequent scans [27]. It has been shown that ICA techniques
are reasonably good at separating respiratory and cardiac noise sources from grey matter uctuations, even
when these signals are aliased to lower frequencies [47, 40]. Alternatively, a global pattern of variation can
be removed from the time series by subtraction or partial correlation of the average brain time course [48].
There is some evidence that the preprocessing strategy chosen can have an eect on subsequent measures of
connectivity [49].
Using faster sampling rates it has been shown that low frequency correlations still exist when physiological
noise is regressed out or critically sampled [42, 26, 50]. However, the cardiac cycle is not completely regular:
there are dierences in the length of the diastolic period that contribute to variation in the time interval
between beats [21]. Cardiac variability at respiratory and lower frequencies is a potentially important source
of low frequency noise.
Certain sources of noise, namely those originating from the subject, may be common to both fMRI and
fNIRS time series. However, even these common sources of noise may manifest dierently in each of the
imaging techniques due to their dierent physical principles.
2.3 Analysis of fMRI data
In the design of fMRI experiments, the most commonly used paradigm is the 'block' design, also sometimes
called a box-car design, in which a series of trials of one condition is presented in a continuous block with
duration ranging from 10 s to a minute. Repeated blocks of two or more dierent conditions are presented
in an alternating manner, and the BOLD signal measured during blocks of one condition is then compared
with that from blocks of another condition. This design enables dierences in regional brain activity to be
detected with good statistical power. By contrast, in an event-related paradigm, individual trials of dierent
types are presented in random order. Because the BOLD response to repeated events sums linearly, the signal
contribution from individual trials of one type can be extracted and directly compared to the contribution
from trials of a dierent condition [51].
The most common approach to fMRI data analysis is a mass-univariate approach in which the haemodynamic
response is estimated at each voxel, independently of all other voxels, to produce a statistical parametric map
(SPM). This approach is oered by the SPM fMRI analysis software, as well as many other widely available
software packages.
The generation of a statistical map involves the detection of voxels in which a haemodynamic response is
present. This may be done either making no assumption about the form of the haemodynamic response, for
example averaging the signal over time, or by detecting signal that correlates with a specied haemodynamic
response function. The former, model-free, method may be less powerful than extracting activity correspond-
ing to the known characteristics of the haemodynamic response function. However, the model-based method











2.4. NEAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY (NIRS): OXYHAEMOGLOBIN, DEOXYHAEMOGLOBIN
AND CEREBRAL BLOOD VOLUME (CBV)
Figure 2.1: Absorption spectra of deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb), oxyhaemoglobin (O2Hb) and water.
Most often, fMRI experiments are repeated for several subjects from a population, and group level analysis
is required to combine the results across multiple subjects. In the early days of fMRI, xed eects analyses
were often performed, in which it is assumed that the response and its variance is the same across all runs,
sessions and subjects and that variation between subjects is not of interest. A more appropriate method in
most cases is a random eects analysis, which assumes that the measurements are a random sample from a
larger population. Unlike xed eects analysis, random eects analysis allows inference to be made about
the population from which the sample is drawn, by considering the eect size relative to the between-subject
variance [51].
2.4 Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS): Oxyhaemoglobin, deoxy-
haemoglobin and cerebral blood volume (CBV)
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [52] makes use of the fact that changes in haemoglobin concentration in
tissue aect the absorption of infrared light by the tissue. Near infrared light sources placed on the scalp
emit light at two or more wavelengths between 650 nm and 850 nm, in the region where limited absorption
by haemoglobin and water allows light to penetrate tissue suciently. The absorption spectra of oxy- and
deoxyhaemoglobin and water are shown in gure 2.1. NIRS studies of the brain usually use a wavelength on
each side of the isobestic point of haemoglobin at 800 nm [53].
Detectors a few centimetres away from the source measure the light that is transmitted through the skin,
scalp and skull. The light attenuation, which is proportional to the distance that the light travels and the
absorption of the molecules in the medium, is converted to concentrations of oxyhaemoglobin (oxyHb) and


















where 4A is the change in attenuation (optical density), Io is the emitted light intensity, I is the intensity
of light transmitted through the medium, ai is the specic extinction coecient of each absorbing compound
i (in micromolar per cm), 4ci is the change in concentration of each absorbing compound (in micromolar),
and d is the distance of the path between source and detector. DPF is a dierential pathlength factor which
accounts for the increased distance travelled through biological tissue because of the large amount of scatter.
The additional amount of light lost to scatter is unknown, so using continuous wave NIRS it is not possible
to calculate absolute chromophore concentrations, but by assuming constant light attenuation due to scatter,
changes in oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin concentration may be calculated.
The DPF depends on tissue type, optode geometry and wavelength and can therefore vary between subjects
and systems [54]. An incorrect DPF causes incorrect estimates of oxy- and deoxyhaemoglobin concentrations,
and introduces crosstalk between the two measurements [55].
2.4.1 Continuous wave, frequency domain and time domain NIRS
Continuous wave (CW) NIRS instruments have a source that either emits light at constant intensity, or is
modulated at a low frequency (a few kHz) in order to exploit phase-locked signal detection. These instruments
only provide information about the intensity of the light transmitted through the medium. In frequency and
time domain instruments, the light source is intensity modulated between 50 and 500 MHz, or pulsed with
a duration of a few picoseconds, which makes it possible to measure respectively the phase or the temporal
delay of the light propagation, as well as its intensity. In addition to allowing the measurement of the optical
path length and hence the DPF, this enables absolute absorption and scattering properties of the tissue to
be estimated [53].
In contrast with frequency and time domain methods, CW NIRS has poor depth resolution, poor ability
to separate the eects of absorption and scatter, and it only allows the calculation of relative and not
absolute chromophore concentrations. Despite these limitations, CW systems are the most frequently used
for functional brain imaging, perhaps due to their relatively better SNR, faster sampling rates, lower cost,
and greater ease of use.
2.4.2 Depth resolution of NIRS
The penetration depth of near infrared light depends on the separation distance between the light source
and detector: it is often assumed to be about half the source-detector distance [53]. However, the adult
head is not a homogeneous medium, and in reality the low-scattering cerebrospinal uid layer and the highly
scattering skull have a large eect on the NIRS signal at source-detector separations greater than 3 cm, and
the penetration depth does not increase with separation distances greater than this [56, 57]. A separation











2.5. DIFFUSE OPTICAL IMAGING
Figure 2.2: Banana shape of photon density path from source to detector.
[58, 53]. One confound in CW NIRS imaging is the contribution of signal from supercial tissues, which
cannot be fully characterised or compensated for. At small source detector separation distances, signal
contribution is entirely from supercial tissue such as skin, whereas at larger distances, although the signal is
smaller due to increasing light attenuation by absorption and scattering, it is more heavily weighted towards
deeper tissue. However, a signal contribution from supercial tissue is possible even at optimum separation
distances, as intensity measurements are much more sensitive to surface than to deeper tissues. This is
because of the `banana' shape of the volume of tissue interrogated, which is narrow near the source and
detector and very broad in the middle [53] (gure 2.2).
2.4.3 Vessel sensitivity
Because it measures changes in both oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin, NIRS is sensitive to both
arterial and venous blood. However, because of the high probability of photon absorption in larger vessels,
the technique has a theoretically greater sensitivity to small vessels and capillaries. The total haemoglobin
(totHb) signal can be used as an indicator of cerebral blood volume (CBV), based on the assumption of a
constant haematocrit.
2.5 Diuse optical imaging
Concentration changes measured with NIRS can be mapped spatially with low resolution using tomographic
or topographic techniques. Because of the diuse nature of light in biological tissue more than 1 mm from
the source, these techniques are known as diuse optical imaging, topography or tomography (DOI, DOT).
Topographic imaging, in which a two dimensional image is created from non-overlapping measurements at
a single source-detector separation, has been used far more often than tomography, but has limited lateral
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Using high-density DOT grids, measurements at dierent sourcedetector separation distances provide in-
formation about dierent depths, and overlapping measurements provide superior resolution and localisation
[59, 60]. High-density probes are not always practical, however, depending on the area of interest, and the
subject's hair colour and thickness [61]. In the case where multiple overlapping sets of sources and detec-
tors are used, three dimensional reconstruction of the supercial internal optical properties of the head is
possible. A full tomographic data set can be acquired rapidly enough for the optical properties to remain
approximately stationary, and fast reconstruction algorithms allow for three dimensional functional imaging
of the brain [62]. When multichannel measurements are used for tomographic reconstruction an estimate of
the DPF is not required [63].
Image reconstruction from diuse optical measurements is an inverse problem, which is ill-posed and un-
derdetermined because the large amount of scatter makes each measurement sensitive to the whole imaged
volume. Solving the inverse problem involves rst solving the forward problem: a model of light propagation
in tissue must be used to predict the distribution of light in the imaged area. This allows the measurements
to be predicted from the model, and generates a sensitivity matrix which relates the surface measurements to
the internal optical properties of the medium. The image is reconstructed by inverting the sensitivity matrix
to solve the inverse problem. However, because of its ill-posed nature, some form of regularisation is required
[53].
2.5.1 Modelling light transport
For diuse optical imaging, the diusion equation derived from the radiative transport equation, is commonly
used. This assumes that light propagation is isotropic, which is usually true in tissue but the assumption
does not hold near the source, near the surface, near internal boundaries, in anisotropic tissues such as skin
and muscle, and in regions where absorption is greater than scatter, such as CSF.
2.5.2 Solving the forward problem
The forward problem y = F (x) involves calculating simulated data y, given a forward operator F and
knowledge of the internal optical properties x. The forward problem may be solved analytically using Green's
functions; statistically, using techniques such as the Monte Carlo method; or numerically, using methods such
as nite element (FEM) modelling. Solutions to Green's function only exist for simple objects. Monte Carlo
methods are commonly used in diuse optical imaging, however, a nite element mesh can be used to model
complex geometries with inhomogeneous optical properties.
2.5.3 Image reconstruction
To reconstruct an image the inverse problem x = F−1(y) must be solved to determine the internal optical
properties x, given data y. This problem can be linearised by reconstructing the dierence between two
similar states, where the actual optical properties x are close to an initial estimate x0 and the measured data
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by neglecting higher order terms of the Taylor expansion of x = F−1(y), while the Rytov approximation
linearises the change in log intensity [53].
Image reconstruction then involves inverting the matrix J using truncated singular value decomposition or
Tikhonov regularisation to minimise the eect of noise and modelling errors.
2.5.4 Incorporating a priori information
The quality of the image reconstruction can be improved by using prior information, for example by incorpo-
rating anatomical information into the forward model, or by considering temporal information from auxiliary
physiological signals such as the heart rate, respiration and vasomotion. If physiological changes occur on a
shorter time scale than the image acquisition, the optical properties change during image acquisition. The
Kalman lter has been used to improve image reconstruction by modelling these physiological changes [64].
2.5.5 The DYNOT (dynamic optical tomography) system
The DYNOT (NIRx Medical Technologies, New York) continuous wave imaging system used in this study
uses time-division multiplexing of 30 sources and parallel detection by 30 detectors. Frequency modulated
light from laser diodes is coupled to an optical switch which sequentially directs light at wavelengths of 760
nm and 830 nm to each illumination bre. Light collection occurs simultaneously at the 30 detectors, each of
which uses a lock-in amplier to allow separation of the signals at dierent wavelengths. The detector gain
is individually adjustable for each channel, oering a wide dynamic range (90 dB) in detection sensitivity
[65], which allows for tomographic imaging. Complete tomographic data sets can be acquired at a sampling
rate of 1.8 Hz. This ability to perform rapid three-dimensional measurements suggests a possible equivalency
with fMRI, at least for imaging haemodynamic activity in the cerebral cortex. It is therefore particularly
relevant to compare NIR images from the DYNOT system to similar data acquired using fMRI.
2.6 Noise removal in functional NIRS
There are multiple sources of noise and artefact in functional NIRS, which have distinct statistical properties.
These include [66, 67]: instrument noise, such as electronic (Johnson-Nyquist) noise and shot noise, which
follows a Poisson distribution; low frequency drift, which may be introduced by small instabilities in the
laser diode light sources; measurement noise, which is assumed to be Gaussian random white noise; and
nally noise introduced by the human subject, which includes motion artefact and global oscillations from
systemic sources (pulse, respiration, blood pressure Mayer waves and other low frequency oscillations). Since
photons reected from brain tissue must travel through the skin, skull and dura before reaching a detector
on the scalp surface, there is also interference in the NIRS signal arising from uctuations in the supercial
layers of the scalp.
Preprocessing is an essential requirement for functional NIRS data. As much noise as possible should be re-
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quality of tomographic image reconstructions. Routine preprocessing for functional NIRS data primarily in-
volves xed-bandwidth high and low pass ltering before signals are converted to oxy- and deoxyhaemoglobin
concentrations. Commonly used high pass cuto frequencies range from 0.004 to 0.1 Hz and low pass from
0.1 Hz to 0.8 Hz [68]. Whereas this ltering is eective in eliminating much of the low frequency instrument
noise and white measurement noise as well as physiological noise which falls outside of the lter pass-band,
some of the noise originating from the human subject may remain. A signicant amount of postprocessing
is almost invariably needed to allow functional activation to be detected in the presence of possible subject
movement, heart beat and respiration eects, and other physiological variation [67].
2.6.1 Systemic interference
Because light spreads as it penetrates deeper into the tissue, NIRS measurements are much more sensitive to
absorption changes in the supercial layers of the scalp than those in the cerebral cortex. This means that
NIRS-measured signals include contributions from systemic processes such as cardiac pulsation, respiration,
and blood pressure changes, which manifest as haemodynamic ch nges in the scalp and underlying cerebral
tissue. This physiological noise can obstruct the detection of smaller functional responses, although it may
also contain interesting information about vascular physiology, such as vasomotion or autonomic regulation
[69].
Removal of supercial and global signals has been addressed using linear regression [2, 70, 60, 68] and least
mean square adaptive ltering [71, 72] to separate physiological variation detected in short-separation channels
from the deeper brain signal. Eigenvector-based spatial ltering [73] and independent component analysis
(ICA) [74] have been used for similar purposes. Adaptive ltering and regression of auxiliary physiological
measurements have also been used to remove contributions from cardiac pulsation and respiration [75, 76].
Although is not common practice to measure physiological signals simultaneously with NIRS brain signals
during motor tasks, it is dicult to interpret measured haemodynamic changes as localised task-related
activity if changes in the global systemic or brain resting state are occurring at the same time [77]. Some
studies have included a measure of heart rate [78, 79, 80], but only rarely blood pressure, respiratory motion or
skin ux [81]. Heart rate measurements have rarely been used to investigate the inuence of systemic changes
on changes in cerebral haemodynamics [81] even though NIRS data may contain physiological contributions
from breathing, heart rate, and Mayer waves of arterial pressure.
A few investigators have simultaneously monitored mean blood pressure, heart rate and scalp blood ow, and
found signicant changes in these variables during motor [82] and anagram-solving tasks [83, 84], which in
some cases correspond to cerebral haemodynamic changes measured with NIRS. This can result in apparent
activation of a control region which is not expected to be activated by a particular task [83]. In particular,
stressful tasks may elicit an emotional response which produces changes in blood pressure and may cause
changes in scalp blood ow that are picked up as task-related changes in oxyHb and deoxyHb as measured
by NIRS. The eect of systemic changes should therefore be considered in NIRS analysis [83, 84, 77]. Si-
multaneous blood pressure changes, manifesting haemodynamically both outside and within the brain, have
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Franceschini et al. [82] attempted to correct for the systemic contribution by subtracting the haemoglobin
concentration changes at a location outside the region of interest from haemoglobin concentration changes
measured at all other locations. This produced a more localised oxyHb response, comparable to that of
deoxyHb, without changing the deoxyHb response.
Physiological uctuations may be separated from the evoked haemodynamic response using simultaneously
acquired physiological data and regression or adaptive ltering, or using blind source separation techniques
such as Principal Component Analysis and Independent Component Analysis [86]. However, these techniques
are not universally used, despite signicant systemic eects during tasks involving some degree of physical
exertion [87].
2.6.2 Motion artefact
One important form of subject-introduced noise is motion artefact, which may aect the measured signal in
several ways. First, the uncoupling of the source or detector from the skin may result in sudden increases
or decreases in the measured light attenuation. Second, gravitational eects may result in changes in blood
ow or volume in parts of the head. Eort is made when designing NIR instruments to address the rst
problem: probes are tted rmly to the head using a cap or frame to minimise the eects of motion, and
optical bres are placed at right angles to the scalp surface. However, motion artefacts cannot always be
eliminated entirely. This is a particular concern in studies on patients or children - populations for which
NIRS imaging is otherwise well suited, given its portability, cost-eectiveness, and ease of use compared to
other brain imaging techniques.
Many NIRS studies concentrate on identifying motion artefact in the time series, and then removing the
aected blocks or events from the analysis. Not many studies also attempt to clean the signal of motion
artefact, and few evaluate the ecacy of their artefact removal procedures. Among the methods used to
lter motion artefact are adaptive ltering, Wiener ltering [88], and principal component analysis (PCA)
[89, 90, 91]. The former two require some knowledge about the expected signal variation caused by motion,
whereas the latter assumes that the principal components accounting for the largest variance in the data
set correspond to motion artefact. All methods require that the artefact be uncorrelated with any signal of
interest.
Body-movement artefacts are larger and occur more rapidly than genuine haemodynamic changes, and are
more irregular than system noise [92]. Most motion detection methods have relied on detecting changes
between successive samples that are larger than a specied threshold value [93, 94], and eliminating these
blocks from the analysis. In a departure from this strategy, Sato et al. [92] introduced a wavelet-based method
for detecting body-movement artefacts in optical topography, producing good motion-detection results.
2.7 Optode placement and intersubject registration
In functional MRI it is a simple matter to ensure the area of interest is being imaged, and intersubject
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tic co-ordinate system for comparison. Because anatomical information is not available in NIRS, accurate
positioning of optodes over an area of interest is a challenge, and it is less straightforward to register data,
both between sessions and subjects, and to anatomical images so that the NIRS signal can be localised to a
particular region of cerebral cortex.
Ideally optodes should be positioned stereotactically using a neuronavigation device before data acquisition
[95, 96], but most often in NIRS studies, the optodes are positioned using the International 10-20 system for
electrode placement [97]. The relationship of the 10-20 positions on the head surface to underlying cortical
anatomy in stereotactic co-ordinates have been described probabilistically [98]. In some studies where there is
a typical expected response, in primary motor cortex for example, if no signal change is observed the optodes
can be repositioned until the expected signal is observed [99, 100, 101, 102, 103].
To conrm after the fact that the intended brain regions were interrogated by NIRS, ducial markers at optode
locations are often used, with high resolution T1-weighted 3D MRI images [104, 105, 79, 106, 107, 108, 80, 2].
Alternatively, optode surface locations in fNIRS may be measured in 3D with a magnetic digitiser and
registered to individual subjects' MRIs using landmarks visible in both modalities [63], or alignment of head
surfaces [109]. These techniques require an MRI of each subject, thereby negating the cost advantage of
NIRS, although if surface-based alignment is used only one MRI is required for each subject, instead of
having to acquire an MRI image for each NIRS session.
Digitised optode surface locations in fNIRS also may be transformed directly to MNI space so that an
anatomical MRI of each subject is not necessary. This was rst done using the 10-20 electrode locations
and knowledge of their probabilistic MNI co-ordinates [110]. Based on this, several groups are beginning
to register optode locations directly to an atlas or brain template, bypassing the need for individual MRIs
[111, 112, 113, 114, 115]. Virtual registration to MNI space using knowledge of the deformation of the optode
holder may also be performed [116], if optodes are placed in a reproducible manner. This technique eliminates
the need for digitisation of 3D co-ordinates, but it is not yet widely used [81].
In DOT, the forward problem may be solved once optode registration has been performed using knowledge
of individual [111] or atlas [111, 114] anatomy.
Most of these registration techniques do not, however, ensure accurate optode positioning before data acqui-
sition, although they may justify rejection of data [81]. Recently a method has been proposed to locate the
appropriate 10-20 positions for optode placement given the MNI co-ordinates of a target region of interest,
using a physical model of the ICBM152 template [115]. Although registration eorts are sometimes not
reported, eort should be made to report the registration technique, and the degree of misalignment between
intended and actual channel locations [87].
2.8 Analysis of fNIRS data
In functional MRI, the spatial proximity of measurements is often used in the analysis of image time series, and
the evoked response is represented by a combination of basis functions. By contrast, until recently information
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analysis methods such as linear deconvolution have been used to retain information about the haemodynamic
response, after band pass ltering to remove artefacts in the signal [69].
Unresolved issues aecting the analysis of fNIRS data include
 the specication of an appropriate haemodynamic model in the analysis of the task-related response
 selection of a method to account for temporal correlation
 correction for multiple comparisons over several measurement channels or image voxels
 comparisons at the group-level, which are complicated by vascular, anatomical and probe positioning
dierences between subjects
2.8.1 Model-based vs model-free analysis
The conventional approach to NIRS analysis has been model-free, consisting of block designs in which Hb
concentrations during a task period and a control period are averaged together, and tested for signicant
dierences using either a parametric [117, 104, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122] or non-parametric [123, 124] statistical
test. This still appears to be the most widely used format for NIRS experiments, with event-related designs
used far more rarely. Until recently, the most frequent approach to NIRS analysis has been a linear decon-
volution, or event-related averaging which does not assume a xed form for the response function, therefore
avoiding the possibility of misspecication and dierent response functions for dierent subjects, brain regions
and haemoglobin species [69]. The alternative, model-based, approach as is used in an SPM-type analysis in
functional MRI, consists of tting a haemodynamic response function (HRF) to the data using the general
linear model (GLM) (e.g. [125, 126, 127]).
The good temporal correlation between the BOLD fMRI signal and the deoxyHb signal measured with NIRS
and between oxyHb and ASL-measured blood ow [3], justies the use of the GLM with an appropriate
haemodynamic response function for NIRS [128], and since the BOLD response is closely related to deoxy-
haemoglobin, there is justication for the use of the same HRF for deoxyhaemoglobin as for fMRI [3, 128, 69].
However, because of the dierent timing of the deoxyHb and oxyHb responses, it is not certain that the con-
volution of the paradigm with a single canonical haemodynamic response function for both haemoglobin
species is most tting [128, 69]. The basis functions most often chosen to model NIRS responses include a
Gaussian function and its temporal derivatives [129] or a combination of gamma functions, as is often used for
fMRI analysis [63]. Using a canonical basis set incorporating the temporal and dispersion derivatives of the
canonical HRF is a common way to improve exibility of model-based analysis. Although there is a strong
correlation between the canonical HRF and deoxyHb, the weaker correlation between the canonical HRF and
oxyHb/totHb is increased by including the temporal and dispersion derivatives in the specication of the
HRF, and increased further if the HRF is approximated with multiple gamma functions [63]. A constrained
parameter estimation approach has been proposed with NIRS in order to produce realistic HRFs using the
basis set consisting of the canonical HRF and its derivatives [130]. Hu et al. [131] and Abdelnour et al.











CHAPTER 2. FUNCTIONAL BRAIN IMAGING: FMRI AND NIRS
estimate of the canonical response function used is allowed to vary with time, so although a form for the
haemodynamic response function is assumed, it acts as a prior rather than a strict constraint on the shape
of the response as in the static general linear model approach.
The GLM method has the advantages of imposing a priori assumptions on the model, temporal smoothness
for example, and reducing the number of unknowns, which improves the response detection eciency and
simplies subsequent statistical tests [69]. And in spite of the limitations, GLM-based analyses of NIR data
have successfully been used [125, 129, 128, 127] with a single haemodynamic response function (HRF) for
both Hb species specied by a Gaussian kernel [125, 129, 127] or combination of gamma functions [132].
Plichta et al. [129] compared a GLM model-based analysis (of a rapid event-related design) with a model
free analysis, using a Gaussian HRF with derivatives for both oxyHb and deoxyHb to analyse responses
to visual stimulus with parametrically varying contrast. The magnitude of response estimates were similar
with both approaches, although compared to the event-related averages the model was found to peak about
0.5 s too early. In control regions, however, the model-based method was found to produce far fewer false
positives [129, 77]. This is especially true for oxyHb, which is more aected by systemic physiology. These
results [129, 77] suggest that the SPM model-based approach may be more rigorous than traditional analysis
methods for NIRS have been. The reason for this may simply be that the model-based approach includes a
serial correlation correction whereas averaging often remains uncorrected.
Publicly available packages for NIRS analysis include HomER [69] in which the individual haemodynamic
response is calculated using ordinary least-squared linear deconvolution and no canonical haemodynamic
response is assumed, and the functional optical signal analysis (fOSA) [133] and NIRS-SPM [63] toolboxes
which use SPM methods for NIRS data in the same way as is done for fMRI.
Wavelet-based methods have also been used for response detection [134] and estimation [135, 136, 137].
2.8.2 Temporal autocorrelation
The General Linear Model (GLM) used for neuroimaging time-series data, as in SPM, assumes that the errors
are zero mean, have constant variance, and are independent and normally distributed. The assumption of
normality and independence is primarily to obtain accurate p values to determine the statistical signicance
of eects, while the remaining assumptions ensure that the estimates of the regression coecients are unbi-
ased and have the minimum possible variance. However, it is known that the noise in brain haemodynamics
as measured with fMRI and with NIRS is not random, or white; instead the power spectrum is dominated
by low frequencies and varies according to 1/frequency [138]. The sources of this low frequency noise include
low-frequency drift from hardware imperfections, oscillations due to respiration and cardiac pulsation, spon-
taneous vasomotion and residual movement artefacts [25]. When noise is not white the errors are correlated
and the assumption of normality and independence is violated. The temporal correlation does not bias the
estimates of regression coecients, but estimates of their variance are biased, which inates signicance and
can lead to increased type I error rates.
Most fMRI analysis packages oer methods to detect the serial autocorrelations in the residuals of a linear
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in a second analysis [139]. However, although recommended, these methods are not universally used [140].
Although the autocorrelation model is less of a concern in a random eects group analysis [141], it has
been shown that the problem of non-white noise and the method used for correction can aect the results
of a second-level analysis [142]. This is thought to occur if within-subject variance is larger than between-
subjects variance, when the reverse is usually assumed to be true. Therefore random eects analysis may
also be aected by non-white noise, although less than xed eects analysis [140].
There are two possible reasons for false positives occurring in NIRS data. One is the occurrence of task-related
systemic changes which modulate scalp blood ow, aecting the transcranial measurements of cerebral Hb
changes, as suggested in [77]. The other is that systemic biorhythms and ongoing vasomotor uctuations,
both intra- and extra-cerebral, result in autocorrelation in the Hb time series which inates t-values and
hence false positives when parametric statistics are used for analysis. This issue is well-known in fMRI
analysis where the usual approaches are to precolour [143] or prewhiten [139, 144] the time series in order to
apply parametric statistical tests. Precolouring uses a low pass lter to impose a known correlation structure
on the time series; the standard deviation and degrees of freedom can then be adjusted accordingly. In the
prewhitening method the intrinsic autocorrelation is estimated from the data, usually using an autoregressive
(AR) model, and used to whiten the data. These approaches have only recently started to be used for NIRS
data [125, 129, 128, 133, 77, 63].
Whitening serially correlated data, as used in SPM for fMRI, is the more statistically ecient approach
to parameter estimation [145], particularly for event-related designs [146] and is the one that is usually
used in NIRS GLM analyses [147, 129, 133]. However, dierences between the assumed and the actual
autocorrelations may bias parameter estimates [145], which is likely to be a greater problem in NIRS than
in fMRI because the smaller number of channels and lower SNR of the unsmoothed time series reduces the
precision of autocorrelation estimation [63]. Also in the SPM method spatial homogeneity of autocorrelation
is assumed, which may not be the case with NIRS data which is often sparsely spatially sampled.
Ye et al. [63] compared the precolouring and prewhitening methods for NIRS data and found no signicant
dierence between the methods in deoxyHb t-statistics averaged over an activated region. In the control region
the t-statistics resulting from the prewhitening method were more variable those using the precolouring
method. When prewhitening was performed after an anti-aliasing lter and downsampling a signicant
dierence was found between deoxyHb t-statistics in activated and non-activated regions using either method,
but for oxyHb there was only a signicant dierence between activated and deactivated regions when the
precolouring method was used. They conclude that precolouring is more appropriate for NIRS data than
prewhitening. This eect appears to be minimised when a low pass anti-aliasing lter is used prior to
whitening as this improves the SNR of the time series used to derive the estimated autocorrelation. However,
the reason that low pass ltering appears less eective for oxyHb than for deoxyHb may be that an AR1
model is insucient to model the oscillatory behaviour of this haemoglobin species, rather than an issue of
low SNR.
Because smoothing is usually required for NIRS data and is often performed as a preprocessing step, which
is not usually done for fMRI, it may be advantageous to use precolouring to estimate temporal autocorrela-











CHAPTER 2. FUNCTIONAL BRAIN IMAGING: FMRI AND NIRS
autocorrelation can be used instead of a possibly inaccurate estimate of the intrinsic correlation.
2.8.3 Multiple comparison correction
In multichannel NIRS, multiple hypothesis tests are made simultaneously, which increases the risk of Type I
error (false positives). This is an issue that is well-known in fMRI where multiple comparison correction is
required for tests performed at each voxel. Because of the increasing availability of NIRS instruments with
30 or more measurement channels, there is an increasing number of multichannel NIRS studies, as well as
topographic or tomographic imaging studies, necessitating correction for multiple comparisons. The most
frequently used method in NIRS is still Bonferroni correction e.g. [78, 119, 61], where to test n comparisons
at a signicance level of α the individual tests should be tested at α/n. However, although this provides
strong control against Type I error it is conservative and comes at the expense of reduced power, especially
in neuroimaging data [148].
The random eld theory (RFT) method [149] used for PET and fMRI requires data to be smoothed. In an
SPM analysis for fMRI it is assumed that after smoothing with a Gaussian kernel the residuals are dense
samples on a homogeneous Gaussian random eld. Because there is a comparatively large distance between
channels and a small number of measurements this is not feasible for channel-wise NIRS [148, 63], although it
may be possible when tomographic images are reconstructed from NIRS data. A recent development is NIRS-
SPM [63] that uses Sun's tube formula [150] to calculate the p-value required to reject the null hypothesis as
the excursion probability of an inhomogeneous Gaussian random eld resulting from interpolated estimates
between NIRS measurements, which are sparse and irregularly distributed. This also allows super-resolution
localisation on two dimensional activation images for oxyHb, deoxyHb and totHb.
Another approach to the multiple comparison problem which is frequently used in neuroimaging is the
false discovery rate (FDR) method [151], which controls the expected proportion of false positive detections
among the channels found to be signicant. Singh et al. [148] found that the FDR method provided a better
balance between specicity and power than Bonferroni in simulated and real NIRS data. When activation
is widespread, the FDR method is more sensitive than Bonferroni correction and if there is no signicant
activation the family-wise error (FWE) is as strongly controlled as with Bonferroni correction. In this method
the p values for N tests are arranged in ascending order, P (1) ≤ P (2) ≤ P (3)... ≤ P (N) corresponding to
null hypotheses, H1, H2, H3, ...,HN . The largest k is found such that
P (k) ≤ k
N
α
Then the null hypotheses Hii = 1..k, for which P (i) is less than or equal toP (k) may be rejected.
2.8.4 Group-level comparisons
Ciftci et al. [61] compared classical and Bayesian inference methods and were able to identify group-level












variation in deoxyHb and failed to nd any activation at the group level for deoxyHb. They recommend the
use of mixed/random eects at the group level because the within-subject variance is much smaller than
between-subject variance. Conjunction analysis across subjects is a possible way to avoid the problem of
false positives in xed eects analyses [61].
The comparison of results both in multichannel NIRS and DOI across multiple subjects is complicated by
vascular and anatomical dierences between individuals and dierences in the positioning of the NIRS probe
which can introduce partial-volume and path-length dierences [69]. To overcome this diculty in DOI,
Abdelnour et al. [152] have proposed a random eects model for simultaneously reconstructing images from
multiple subjects to estimate group-level statistics. Because of the ill-posed nature of the diuse optical image
reconstruction inverse problem, the solutions to individual image reconstructions may dier between subjects
even if the brain activity did not dier. This leads to a decrease in statistical power when individually-
constructed brain images are averaged across subjects in the conventional way. However, if no solution to the
inverse problem can be found that matches all the data from all the subjects, the hypothesis that two groups
of subjects are identical can be rejected. If a solution does exist, this does not allow precise conclusions about
how the two groups may dier, but it does eliminate the possibility that dierences are due to systematic
anatomical or probe dierences [152]. With small random displacements of the probe and dierences in
subject anatomy they show more localised estimation using the simultaneous group reconstruction method
with a xed, random or mixed eects model than by reconstructing images for each subject individually.
Large inter-individual variability in NIRS response has been observed during nger-tapping, with detectable
oxyHb increases found in 90% of participants and deoxyHb decreases only in 76% [153]. Weaker signicance
has also been found for group and individual level NIRS responses to visual stimulation [154] and cognitive
tasks [4] than for simultaneously recorded fMRI . In a comparison of the variability of fMRI and NIRS, the
intersubject variability in response amplitude during a visual task was found to be almost twice as great for
NIRS than fMRI, even with careful optode positioning. However, the within-subject variability of response
amplitude was not signicantly dierent between the two methods [5].
2.9 Conclusion
Although fNIRS and fMRI measure a similar functional response, the dierent biophysical principles behind
the techniques mean that there are dierent considerations for the preprocessing and analysis of NIRS data
than for fMRI. Preprocessing issues that have been described in this chapter include the removal of systemic
interference and motion artefact, optode placement and intersubject registration. The analysis of NIRS data
requires consideration of the type of analysis: model-based or model-free, the selection of a haemodynamic
response function if appropriate, a method to deal with temporal autocorrelation, correction for multiple
comparisons and factors that aect group-level comparisons.
Standards for the processing and analysis of NIRS data are beginning to be established, and several software
packages for NIRS data exist, including HomER [69], fOSA [133] and NIRS-SPM [63]. However, these
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as in DOT is less frequently used, and it may be possible to adapt and use software intended for fMRI data












A comparison of methods for motion
artefact removal in functional near
infrared spectroscopy
Although functional NIRS is reportedly less sensitive to head motion than other brain imaging methods,
motion can still have a signicant eect on the signal time course. If not removed, these artefacts can
confound the detection of activation-related changes. It is therefore desirable to have an indicator of head
motion which can be used to remove artefact from the NIRS signal. Adaptive motion artefact removal
algorithms for NIRS, as well as EEG, ECG and photoplethysmography generally use an additional sensor
to measure motion, such as an accelerometer [155, 156]. However, when the optodes on the imaging system
house both light source and detector, for each source, the detector on the same optode should measure little
or no physiological signal, because photon penetration depth is dependent on source detector separation.
Signal variations at this optode may provide a representation of signal uctuations caused by changes in
optode coupling to the head.
This chapter evaluates the use of these redundant imaging channels with a negligible source-detector sepa-
ration to identify artefacts resulting from changes in optode coupling due to motion. The detected signals
from these channels where the source and detector are co-located, are then used to lter motion artefacts
from the functional NIRS time series. Several dierent methods are compared: recursive least square (RLS)
adaptive ltering, wavelet-based ltering, independent component analysis (ICA), and multiple linear regres-
sion. These methods have previously been used to remove artefacts of various origins from functional MRI
[45], EEG [157, 158, 159], photoplethysmography [155] or ECG [156] time series.
The methods used in this study are detailed in section 3.1. Section 3.1.1 describes the data acquisition, section
3.1.2 describes the procedure used to detect signal variations due to motion on the co-located channels, and
section 3.1.3 describes the dierent techniques used to remove motion artefact from the measurement channels,
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Figure 3.1: Location of NIRS optodes. Each numbered optode location consists of both a source and detector
bre.
Results are presented in section 3.2. The results of applying the motion detection procedure to a dataset
containing known motion are presented in section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 presents the change in SNR that results
from applying each ltering technique to datasets containing known and unknown motion. Finally, the results
are compared and discussed.
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Data acquisition
Data containing known motion and periods without motion were collected from three subjects using the
DYNOT imaging system (NIRx Medical Technologies, New York). NIRS data was obtained simultaneously
at wavelengths of 760 and 830 nm, with a sampling rate of 1.8 Hz. Fifteen source-detector pairs were
placed over each of the left and right motor cortices, as illustrated in gure 3.1, using Cz from the 10-20
system for EEG electrode placement as a reference point for consistent positioning between subjects. To
produce motion-related signal variations, subjects were instructed to shake, tilt or nod their heads slightly
at a demonstrated speed.
A fourth data set was recorded from another subject who did not perform deliberate movements. Instead,
this subject performed a left-hand sequential nger tapping task in 30 second blocks, alternating with 30
seconds of rest, repeated six times. In this subject all 30 optodes were placed over the right motor cortex to












3.1.2 Motion artefact detection using co-located channels
Motion artefacts are usually characterised by rapid signal changes manifesting as sharp spikes, generally
much larger in magnitude than absorption-related changes, which either return immediately to pre-movement
values or result in a dc signal change. Algorithms to detect motion rely on these characteristics to distinguish
artefact from other signal changes. The use of a co-located channel for motion artefact detection presents
an advantage, since apart from instrument noise, there should be very little other signal change on these
channels, allowing artefacts to be detected easily.
Each of the 30 numbered optodes in gure 3.1 contains both a source and detector. Since each detector
measures signal from every source, each detector will measure signal from the source at the same optode
location. Measurement channels where detector n measures signal from source n are referred to as co-
located. Because each dataset provides measurements from 30 co-located source detector pairs at two dierent
wavelengths, 60 channels were examined for motion artefact. To detect rapid deviations in the detected signal
from the co-located channel, the dierence between each sample and the previous one was calculated. If the
only signal variation is due to random noise, these dierences should be centered about zero; outliers in this
dierence series can be attributed to motion. Outliers were calculated as values greater than T times the
interquartile range above and below the upper and lower quartiles respectively.
To examine the diering predictive value of channels at dierent locations and wavelengths, receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were generated for all channels by increasing the threshold T at which outliers
were dened along a scale where T ranges from -10 to 10, and plotting the hit rate (detection of motion events:
sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1-specicity). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is used as an
index of each channel's reliability in detecting motion events, where larger values for AUC represent better
discrimination between motion and non-motion.
3.1.3 Motion artefact removal
The results of motion detection using the co-located channels suggest that it should be possible to use these
channels to remove motion artefact from the other channels which contain correlated artefacts. Five dierent
methods are evaluated on the same data sets.
The data was rst band pass ltered between 0.01 and 0.3 Hz to remove some of the random noise from the
measurement channels and to suppress aliased cardiac noise and remove low frequency drift. After band pass
ltering, excessively noisy channels were excluded from the analysis. Noisy channels result from poor optode
coupling or source-detector separations that are too large for any signal to be registered at the detector.
Channels with a coecient of variation (CV) greater than 10% were rejected, where CV = σ/µ and σ is the
signal standard deviation during a period while the subject was at rest, and µ is the mean signal level. The
log-normalised optical density time series for each wavelength was then calculated.
The signal measured at each channel was considered as a combination of true signal, noise resulting from
motion of the source bre, and noise resulting from motion of the detector bre. Motion of the source and
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Figure 3.2: y(n) is the measured signal assumed to contain true signal x(n) plus noise m(n) due to motion,
r(n); the motion noise reference is the concatenation of the estimates of the source motion s(n) and detector
motion d(n); e(n)is the dierence between the measured signal and the ltered noise reference m(n)′.
which are expected to be correlated in some way with the motion artefact. For example, the signal measured
from source 1 detector 5 was ltered using the signal from source 1 detector 1 as an estimate of source motion,
and source 5 detector 5 as an estimate of motion of the detector. All processing was done in Matlab® (2007b,
The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
3.1.3.1 Two-input RLS adaptive lter
Figure 3.2 illustrates the recursive least squares (RLS) noise cancellation algorithm [160] adapted for the
multichannel case [161, 162] with two noise reference inputs representing source and detector motion.
Equation 3.1 is the recursive algorithm for updating the lter weights
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + e(n)K(n) (3.1)
where e(n) is the estimated error: the dierence between the measured signal y(n) and the ltered noise
reference r(n), calculated as in 3.2, and K(n) is the gain, calculated according to 3.3 and 3.4.
e(n) = y(n)− wT (n)r(n) (3.2)
K(n) =
P (n).r(n)
λ+ rT (n)P (n)r(n)
(3.3)
P (n+ 1) = λ−1P (n)− λ−1K(n)rT (n)P (n) (3.4)
Here y(n) is the measured signal, assumed to contain the signal of interest x with some noise m due to
motion. λ is the forgetting factor which weights how sensitive the lter is to previous samples. P (n) is the
scaled covariance matrix of the weight vector w(n). The reference signal r(n) is formed by concatenating M
samples of s(n) and d(n), the estimates of the source and detector motion, as follows:
r(n) = [s(n), s(n− 1), .., s(n−M + 1), d(n), d(n− 1), .., d(n−M + 1)]T
where M is the length of the lter.
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The wavelet transform [163, 164] expresses a time series as a combination of shifted and scaled mother
wavelets. The wavelet transform W of a time series f(t) using the mother wavelet ψ(t) is a function of time
τ and scale s.








In the discrete case the mother wavelet is scaled and translated discretely in powers of two. The wavelet
basis functions are related to the mother wavelet by 3.6, where the mother wavelet is scaled by s = 2−j and
translated by τ = k2−j .
ψj,k(t) = 2
−j/2ψ(2−jt− k) (3.6)





The wavelet transform thus provides a time-scale decomposition of a signal in a limited number of wavelet
coecients, where high frequencies are well localised in time and low frequencies are poorly localised in time,
but have high frequency resolution. Wavelet shrinkage denoising is an eective method for reducing Gaussian
noise in a signal [165, 166].
The wavelet transform is good at localising rapid signal changes [92], and is able to separate signal into
dierent frequency components at dierent times, allowing frequency components related to motion at specic
times to be removed, rather than ltering a particular frequency from the entire time series.
To identify motion artefact the discrete wavelet transform was applied to the co-located channels representing
the source and detector noise references. The decomposition was performed to 10 levels using a symlet 8
wavelet, which is not shifted in time and thus suited for localising high frequency artefacts [157]. At each





where N is the length of the signal.
The estimate of the variance σ2 at each scale j is
σ̂2j = median(|Cj,k|)/0.6745 (3.9)
The same process was applied to the signal for each source-detector combination. Wavelet coecients larger
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percent of their initial value; thus only large wavelet coecients that did not appear in either the source or
detector reference signals were retained.
3.1.3.3 Two-channel multiple regression
The simplest technique for motion removal was to subtract a best-t linear combination of the source and
detector noise references from each signal. This was done using least squares multiple linear regression of the
form













where xs is the signal from the co-located source reference and xd is the signal from the detector reference.
The regression coecient vector a is calculated from (XTX)−1XT y. The ltered signal is the remaining
signal R once a linear combination of source and detector signal ŷ = aX has been subtracted from the
measured signal y.
3.1.3.4 Multiple regression with all 30 channels
To attempt to improve on this result, a best-t regression on all the co-located channels, not only the source
and detector involved in the measurement, was also performed. This involved tting the 30 co-located
channels to the measured signal and then subtracting the best t. The rationale for attempting this was that
if the motion characteristics of a particular co-located channel do not appear in the signal, the regression
coecient for that co-located channel would be expected to be zero, and it would therefore not be subtracted
from the signal. This procedure also allowed us to examine which co-located channels contributed most to
the signal variation measured at each channel.
3.1.3.5 Independent component analysis
ICA is a signal processing technique which attempts to decompose a linear mixture of signals into source












the signal mixture. The FastICA algorithm [167, 168] achieves this through negentropy minimization. If X
is a set of measured signals then the entry ai,j in the mixing matrix A species the contribution of source sj
in S to measured signal xi.
x = As (3.11)
Unmixing the signals to nd the sources s involves nding the unmixing matrix A−1. Because the components
are statistically independent, the motion artefact can be expected to be separated from signals of physiological
interest and to appear in a small number of components. Once identied, these artefactual components can







The diculty, however, is in identifying which of the independent components produced by the ICA algorithm
correspond primarily to motion artefact. Using the knowledge that the signals at the co-located channels
correspond more to motion artefact than to any other phenomenon, one can examine the weight matrix A
to determine which components have a large contribution from these co-located channels. This method was
used in [169] for retrieving the event-related fast response without the interference of supercial signals. ICA
has also been used to lter skin blood ow signal from the NIRS task-related response [74]. In the PCA
whitening step prior to FastICA, we retained 99% of the data set variance, then calculated 60 independent
components. For each co-located channel, the component to which it contributed most was identied from
the weight matrix and removed. Components were also removed if their greatest single contribution from the
weight matrix came from a co-located channel.
3.1.3.6 Calculation of SNR change after ltering
The methods were compared using the change in SNR calculated as follows:
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Figure 3.3: Sensitivity from ROC curve for each co-located channel, restricting 1-specicity to 0.01 (16 false
positives).
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Motion artefact detection in datasets with deliberate motion
Because of the unequal number of examples in each class (19 motion events and 1816 non-motion events),
the ROC curves reveal an AUC of above 0.9 for all channels at both wavelengths. This makes it dicult to
use the AUC to separate channels that demonstrate good motion detection from those that do not.
A better method to determine which co-located channels are sensitive to motion is to decide on an acceptable
number of false positive and false negative detections. To be able to use a channel for motion detection it
should miss few of the motion events: we selected a maximum of 5, whereas the number of false positives
should certainly be less than the number of motion events in the data set. For the data set under consideration
a sensitivity of 0.7 corresponds to a correct positive rate of 14 out of 19 motion events. The value for 1-
specicity only becomes acceptable at about 0.01, corresponding to 16 false positives. Figure 3.3 shows the
thresholds T, and sensitivities located from the ROC curves when 1-specicity is restricted to 0.01. It can
be seen from gure 3.3 that with this restriction on false positives, the sensitivity becomes unacceptable in
channels 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 21, 22, 24, 29 and 30. However, channels 2, 3, 16, 19, 20, 26 and 27 perform very
well.
Figure 3.4 shows the signal on channels with good motion discrimination (sensitivity > 0.7 and specicity >
0.99) and bad motion discrimination (sensitivity <<0.7 or specicity <0.99) for all three data sets. Visually
examining the time courses from these channels together with the timing of the motion events, it is easy to
see the dierence between channels that have good or bad motion discrimination.
Some of the channels with poor motion discrimination appear to show signal changes at particular motion
events and not at others. This is particularly evident in gure 3.4d, where motion events around time point
200 do not appear. This suggests that some channels may have sensitivity to particular types of motion
only. It should also be noted that the false positives in gure 3.4c may be due to actual motion which
was not recorded as such, as it is possible that the subject moved even when not instructed to do so. This
















a) Timing of motion events




b) Channels with sensitivity>0.7 when specificity>0.995
 
 




























Figure 3.4: Subject 2: (a) motion events and channels with (b) good and (c,d) bad motion discrimination.
I/I0 represents measured light intensity normalised to the mean intensity during a baseline period.
3.2.1.1 Dependence on type of motion
The preceding results appear to indicate that although deliberate motion tends to cause detectable artefact
on at least some of the co-located channels, motion is not detectable on all these channels, and not every
motion event is detectable on a particular channel. This may be because the direction and magnitude of a
particular movement aects some channels more than others. To investigate this we looked at the co-located
channel signal according to motion type, and calculated the ratio of the signal variance during each type of
motion σ2m compared to the signal variance where there was no motion σ
2
s .
Figure 3.5 shows the amplitude of the motion artefact in every co-located channel for each type of motion
in one of the subjects. It is clear that dierent channels have sensitivities to dierent types of motion:
for example channel 16 shows a large artefact for facial movement and a relatively small one for nodding,
whereas for channel 30 the reverse is true. Although motion might be expected to aect both wavelengths
in an identical manner, the artefacts detected at dierent wavelengths are similar but not always the same.
3.2.1.2 Threshold selection and motion classication
A threshold can be selected by examining the operating range between the thresholds of 0.7 for sensitivity
and 0.01 for specicity for each channel and selecting a value where the largest number of channels shows
good discrimination. Using this technique the best overall threshold is 2.34 for data set 1, 4.5 for data set
2 and 1.84 for data set 3. Settling upon a universal threshold of T=2 for all data sets and all channels,
the detected motion events for one subject are shown in gure 3.6, together with the true motion timing.
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a) Detection of motion events for wavelength 1 at T=2









b) Motion event timing
Figure 3.6: Data set 3 motion detection
It is apparent that although there are false positives (and misses) in individual channels, by looking at the
consensus from all channels, accurate motion detection can be achieved.
Because each channel appears to have sensitivity to dierent motion events, detection of motion can be
performed by classifying a detected event as a motion event when it appears in more than 20 of the 60
channels. Doing this using a universal threshold of 2 for all data sets results in the performance summarised
in table 3.1.
3.2.1.3 Motion artefact on measurement channels
Despite being able to detect known motion on many of the co-located channels, it is obvious that motion
will not necessarily cause an artefact, and even when motion artefacts are present, they may not appear in
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Table 3.1: Motion event detection using all channels using a threshold T=2.
Sensitivity Specicity False positives False negatives
Data set 1 0.74 0.99 8 5
Data set 2 0.75 0.98 44 5
Data set 3 0.99 0.99 3 3





































































































Figure 3.7: Relative amplitude of motion artefact for each data set.
all measurement channels. To determine whether the motion artefacts detected on the co-located channels
were present in the measurement channels we calculated the ratio of the variance during non-motion periods
σ2s , to the signal variance during motion periods σ
2
m, for every channel. In the channel maps shown in gure
3.7 a ratio near 1 indicates that there is no signicant motion artefact on that channel, whereas a ratio close
to zero indicates large motion artefact.
It is assumed that channels with large motion artefact should be correlated to some degree with either the
motion from the co-located channel representing the source or the channel representing the detector or a
combination of both. It might be expected that the motion artefact be most prominent in channels where
the source-detector separation is small, as these channels will contain less signal variation due to absorption
changes, or noise due to scatter. For example, gure 3.8 shows the signal from co-located channel 1, together
with the signal from source 1 detector 2, and source 12 detector 1, which have small source-detector separation
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Signal from channels with lowest correlation to S1 D1
 
 
S1 D2 cc=0.81 (1.04 cm)
S12 D1 cc=0.87 (2.34 cm)
S1 D4 cc=0.32 (3.12 cm)
S5 D1 cc=0.31 (4.15 cm)
Figure 3.8: Example of a motion reference (co-located) channel and dependent measurement channels. I/I0
represents measured light intensity normalised to the mean intensity during a baseline period; cc is the
correlation coecient between the signal shown and the signal from co-located channel 1; the separation
distance in cm is given in brackets.
The signal from widely separated channels source 1 detector 4 and source 5 detector 1, however, show much
lower correlation to the motion reference, because they contain other sources of signal variation.
Channels that are aected by a combination of source and detector motion may also show low correlation
to individual co-located channels. For example, the signal from source 14 detector 7 (and its reciprocal from
source 7 detector 14) show no greater than 0.2 correlation with the detected signal in either the source or
detector reference (co-located channels 7 and 14). However, upon examination of gure 3.9, which shows the
signal(s) together with the source and detector references at co-located channels 7 and 14, it appears that the
low correlation with either is because of the contribution of both source and detector motion to the signals.
3.2.2 Motion artefact removal
All of the ltering methods were applied to three data sets with deliberate motion and one data set containing
activation signal from a motor task, but without known motion.
3.2.2.1 Application of ltering methods to data sets containing known motion
The variable parameters for the two-input RLS lter described in 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are the lter order M
(number of weights) and λ. The forgetting factor λ was held constant at 0.99 and the lter order was varied





















Signal from channels with low correlation to source and detector co−located channels
 
 



















S14 D7 cc=0.20 (2.34cm)
S7 D14 cc=0.19 (2.34 cm)
S14 D14
S7 D7
Figure 3.9: Example of a measurement channel with the detected signal in its source and detector reference.
I/I0 represents measured light intensity normalised to the mean intensity during a baseline period; cc is
the correlation coecient between the signal shown and the signal from the co-located channel representing
motion of the source (co-located channels 14 and 7 respectively); the separation distance in cm is given in
brackets.
Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3
Filter
order
760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm
3 0.74 0.83 0.24 0.88 0.86 0.61
4 0.81 0.88 0.31 0.96 0.87 0.63
5 0.95 0.91 0.41 1.04 0.94 0.70
6 1.08 0.95 0.51 1.10 0.72 0.72





































Figure 3.10: Map of SNR change in dB for subject 1 after RLS adaptive lter of order 10.
Subject 1 (n=446) Subject 2 (n=452) Subject 3 (n=448)
760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm
RLS adaptive (order 6) 1.08 0.95 0.51 1.10 0.72 0.72
Wavelet lter 3.92 3.04 9.63 8.86 4.32 2.90
ICA 5.20 4.97 6.59 6.29 5.48 4.64
Regression (two channels) 0.59 0.69 0.70 0.97 0.61 0.40
Regression (all channels) 4.77 3.68 7.59 7.08 4.64 2.93
Table 3.3: Median SNR change in dB over all channels using each ltering method
Because the motion artefact is not equally severe on all channels, particularly those where the source and
detector are widely separated, the SNR change varies substantially from channel to channel. Certain channels
also show an apparent decrease in SNR. For this reason the median across channels is used as an indicator of
overall SNR change, or ltering eciency, rather than the mean. The map of SNR change after ltering for
subject 1 (gure 3.10) illustrates that the increase in SNR for individual channels is as high as 6dB, whereas
for many channels there appears to be no change in SNR at all. Figure 3.11 shows example time courses
from channels where there was an increase or a decrease in SNR after ltering. A decrease in SNR may occur
when the lter alters the signal corrupted by motion artefact without reducing the variance, possibly while
reducing the variance in the segment unaected by motion.
The optimal RLS lter order varies between subjects, presumably due to dierent motion characteristics
caused by individual variation and optode setup.
Table 3.3 shows the median SNR change across all measurement channels for each ltering method on each
data set.
3.2.2.2 Application of ltering methods to data set containing unknown motion
The same methods were applied to the data set containing motor task activation and no known motion
artefact. In this case the SNR calculation SNR = 10log10(
σ2s
σ2m
















S25 D18 before filtering




S25 D18 after filtering (SNR change = −3.9dB)




S19 D18 before filtering




S19 D18 after filtering (SNR change = 6.8dB)
Figure 3.11: Sample results from RLS ltering for a channel with decreased SNR after ltering (S25 D18),
and a channel with increased SNR (S19 D18).
760 nm 830 nm
RLS adaptive (order 10) 0.13 0.33
Wavelet lter 0.89 0.58
ICA 2.97 3.06
Regression (two channels) 0.35 0.44
Regression (all channels) 3.01 2.54
Table 3.4: Median SNR change in dB over all channels using each ltering method for data set 4 (n=879)
the signal containing motor task activation and σ2m the variance of a period during which the subject was
not asked to perform any task.
The results, shown in table 3.4, are qualitatively similar to those from the data sets containing deliberate
motion, in that two-channel regression and adaptive ltering produce a modest median SNR improvement,
wavelet ltering performs slightly better and ICA and multiple channel regression produce the largest SNR
changes. Naturally, the SNR changes are smaller than is the case when the data sets contain large deliberate
motion artefacts.
3.2.2.3 Correlation of signals with source and detector references
Because the greatest improvements in SNR were obtained by multivariate methods rather than methods that
relied on the source and detector references only, we examined the multiple correlation of each signal rstly
with its source and detector reference, and secondly with all 30 co-located channels, to determine how much
41
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Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4
760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm 760 nm 830 nm
median R2for two channel regression 0.41 0.32 0.40 0.38 0.35 0.26 0.30 0.28
median R2for 30 channel regression 0.81 0.75 0.89 0.86 0.75 0.64 0.69 0.65
% channels where max(a) = as 37 15 31 15 30 18 36 20
% channels where max(a) = ad 10 11 13 11 14 14 5 7
% channels where max(a)is neither asnor ad 53 74 56 74 56 68 59 73
Table 3.5: Value for two-channel and all-channel regression and percentage of channels where the largest
regression coecient is from neither source nor detector
variance was explained by the source and detector reference channels and whether more variance could be
explained using all 30 co-located channels.
Table 3.5 shows that, considering only the reference channels for source and detector motion, the median
multiple correlation coecient R2 is less than 0.5 for all data sets, but using all 30 reference channels increases
the median R2 to around 0.8. Moreover, in all data sets, for more than 50% of the channels, the largest
regression coecient was obtained for a co-located channel other than that representing the source or detector.
3.3 Discussion
Functional brain imaging using near infrared spectroscopy is becoming increasingly common, as technological
and theoretical advances make it easier to apply to the study of brain function. NIRS presents advantages
over functional MRI in that it is easy to use on patients and infants, and it produces semi-quantitative
results, measuring changes in the concentrations of oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin during functional
activation.
However, if attention is not paid to sources of signal change other than functional activation, researchers risk
drawing the wrong conclusions from their data. The sources of physiological noise in NIRS are well-known,
and some eort has already been made towards identifying these and nding signal processing techniques to
deal with them [67]. Motion artefact removal, however, has been quantitatively explored to a lesser degree,
although individual researchers have developed methods for use in their own studies [93, 91, 89]. There is no
set of standards for dealing with motion artefact in NIRS, as there is in functional MRI. This is no doubt in
part because of the large dierences between instruments and imaging parameters used by dierent research
groups.
We have investigated the use of co-located channels to identify motion artefacts in NIRS time series containing
periods with known motion. Motion artefact can be detected with high sensitivity on these co-located
channels. The signal from the co-located channels can also be used to lter artefact from the remaining
channels which contain signals of physiological interest as well as varying degrees of contamination by motion.
The type of motion has a large inuence on the resulting artefact - this is to be expected, as movement in a












optodes is largely constrained by the rigid helmet.
We compared ve dierent methods for removing motion artefact from the measured signal, namely adaptive
ltering, wavelet ltering, ICA and linear regression using two, and all co-located channels respectively. All
of these methods make use of the co-located channels to identify signal that was related to motion, rather
than originating from some other source.
Regressing or adaptively ltering the signal from the co-located channels representing source and detector
motion references produces a moderate average improvement in SNR for data sets with known motion and
unknown motion. Linear regression of estimated source and detector motion cannot be expected to remove
artefact entirely if dierent types of artefact aect co-located channels dierently, that is, the relationship
between the motion estimate and the artefact changes over time. Adaptive ltering, which is equivalent to
regression in the case where M = 1 and λ = 1 [170], should work better in this situation, however, the
results indicate that the RLS technique is sensitive to the order of lter used, and the optimum lter order
varies between subjects, possibly because of diering motion characteristics in each dataset. Although RLS
adaptive ltering can be eective and can be used with multiple noise references, this sensitivity to lter
order makes it dicult to adopt as a generic solution for motion artefact noise cancellation.
The wavelet-based ltering method produces good improvements in SNR for data sets with deliberate motion,
but the SNR improvement for the data set without known motion was hardly better than regression or
adaptive ltering. This may be because no large excursions due to motion were present. The excellent
(~9dB) wavelet ltering results for data set 2 are additional evidence that the wavelet ltering method is
useful when the artefact takes the form of large sudden movements, or spikes.
The best motion artefact removal results in all data sets were produced by the methods that take into account
the signal changes in all 30 co-located channels, namely ICA and regression. This shows that although motion
artefact is represented in the co-located channels' signal, the assumption that one channel represents the
motion of each of the source and detector is too simplistic. This was conrmed by looking at the amount of
variance in each channel that could be explained by the signal variation on the co-located channels. Better
SNR increases can be achieved by ltering the signal on all co-located channels from the signals originating
from deeper tissue.
The results from applying these ltering methods to real data indicate that it may not be necessary to
visually or heuristically identify motion artefacts and remove aected segments of data from the time series.
Of course, some degree of data checking is always necessary, but it is desirable that motion artefact removal
require as little user intervention as possible. Using the co-located channels as indicators of motion goes
some way towards achieving this. Existing artefact removal methods such as PCA require the selection of a
number of principal components to be removed from the data. The requirement that the largest covariance
in the data results from motion must also be met. Using ICA for artefact removal requires the identication
of components that correspond to motion artefact. This can be achieved automatically through comparison
with the co-located channels.
The principle we have used here for motion artefact removal is the same as the one that has previously
been used to lter supercial signal such as skin blood ow eects, and global signal like blood pressure
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spacings between the NIR source and detector. Some of the techniques presented here have been used for
removal of supercial and global signals, for example ICA [74, 169], regression [2, 70, 60, 68] and adaptive
ltering [71, 72], but not for removal of motion artefact.
Motion artefact in NIRS has been identied using wavelet transformation [92], but has not been used for
ltering human data. However, wavelet denoising and ICA have been used to remove motion artefact from
simulated NIRS data [66]. We have shown that these techniques may also be used for the removal of motion
artefact in functional NIRS from human subjects.
3.4 Summary
We proposed the use of redundant imaging channels with negligible distance between light source and detector
compared to actual measurement channels, to detect subject motion without the need for an additional motion
sensor. Data sets containing deliberate motion artefacts were obtained from three subjects. Motion artefacts
could be detected in the signal from the co-located channels with a minimum sensitivity of 0.75 and specicity
of 0.98. Five techniques for removing motion artefact from the functional signals were compared, namely
two-input recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive ltering, wavelet-based ltering, independent component
analysis (ICA), and two-channel and multiple-channel regression. In most datasets the median change in
signal to noise ratio (SNR) across all channels was greatest using ICA or multiple channel regression. RLS
adaptive ltering produced the smallest increase in SNR. Where sharp spikes were present wavelet ltering
produced the largest SNR increase. We nd that ICA and multiple-channel regression are promising ways to












Investigation of NIRS-DOT data analysis
in a motor execution and observation
task and on null data
To investigate the analysis of NIRS data, a preliminary experiment consisting of a motor performance, obser-
vation and imitation task was run on a small set of subjects. The main aim of this preliminary investigation
was to investigate the use of SPM for the analysis of DOT data produced by the NAVI software (Near-
Infrared Analysis, Visualization and Imaging Suite, NIRx Medical Technologies, NY), in single subjects. We
also wished to determine whether a bilateral or contralateral NIRS response to motor stimulation and motor
observation could be measured and whether this response was consistent in both oxyHb and deoxyHb. Finally
we wished to examine empirically the rate of false positives in this type of data by doing the same analysis
on null (task-free) data. Using additional data we then assessed the impact of preprocessing parameters and
block length on the occurrence of false positives in xed eects group analyses.
4.1 A motor execution and observation task in single subjects using
NIRS
Because the motor cortex shows a reliable and robust haemodynamic response to stimulation, motor tasks
are frequently used in functional neuroimaging as a benchmark or a means to obtain an activation data set
for testing analysis and processing methods. Motor tasks involving the hands are also easy to perform in any
imaging environment; for this reason a large number of neuroimaging studies of motor behaviour have been
carried out using fMRI and PET.
In addition, the primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1) and the premotor cortex (PMC), as well as the prefrontal
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in humans, making these areas accessible to surface-based measurements such as NIRS.
The portability, robustness to motion artefact and good temporal resolution of NIRS make this technique
suitable for investigating realistic everyday motor tasks (e.g. [106, 80]), which are less practical with other
imaging techniques such as PET or fMRI [81]. Because of these advantages there is also much interest in using
NIRS for brain-computer interfacing (BCI). Consequently, in addition to studies on motor task execution,
there are several NIRS studies that investigate motor imagery, usually with a BCI as the end goal (e.g.
[171, 90]). However, there are few NIRS studies of action observation and imitation, although the neural
mechanisms of observing actions performed by others has been studied fairly extensively using fMRI. To our
knowledge the only NIRS studies of action observation are in [126, 172, 173, 174, 175, 127] and [176].
The pattern of haemoglobin concentration change common to most motor task experiments is a rapid increase
in oxyHb in contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) peaking 5-10 s after the start of motor stimulation
and a slower, lower amplitude decrease in deoxyHb, which may take as long as 15 s to reach a minimum
[177, 95, 101, 96, 105, 178, 79, 2, 179, 180, 181, 100, 107]. This is compatible with ndings using BOLD
fMRI, thought to reect a disproportionate change in regional cerebral blood ow (rCBF) which occurs in
an activated brain region. The deoxyHb response to motor stimulation has been found to be delayed with
respect to oxyHb by 1-2 s [101, 2, 78, 82].
The large number of NIRS studies on motor tasks has been thoroughly reviewed in [81]. Simple hand
movement tasks have been studied using a single NIRS source and detector [102], and with multichannel
congurations covering several locations, or the whole head [182]. Multichannel NIRS has also been developed
into topographic and more recently tomographic imaging methods, where a time series of three-dimensional
images can be reconstructed from NIRS surface measurements. This raises the possibility that software
developed for functional MRI may also be used for NIRS-DOT data, with some consideration of appropriate
adaptations specic to optical data.
Lateralization of motor activity in NIRS
Consistent with ndings from fMRI, many NIRS studies have reported a lateralised eect, with larger haemo-
dynamic responses over the contralateral motor cortex during motor execution [95, 101, 96, 105, 123], as well
as imagery [183]. Smaller [95, 101, 82, 123] and delayed [103] ipsilateral responses to motor tasks have also
been reported, although some studies fail to nd signicant ipsilateral change [100]. Other studies have
found bilateral NIRS activation during unilateral movements [184, 120] and imagery [120], a result that has
also been found using fMRI [185, 186]. OxyHb responses have been suggested to be less specic, with no
clear dierences between ipsi- and contralateral movements, while deoxyHb responses have been found to be
smaller for ipsi- than for contralateral nger movements [184].
Action observation
Observation of actions is known to activate a motor network similar to that involved in the performance of
the same actions. This network which includes the primary motor cortex (M1) and secondary motor areas
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action is observed as well as when it is executed. The same areas are also activated by motor imagery. In
a rehabilitation context, activation of these brain areas to observation or motor imagery may facilitate the
subsequent relearning and execution of that movement [176]. Regions activated during both the execution
and observation of actions include the ventral premotor (BA6/44) and inferior parietal cortex, and the dorsal
premotor, supplementary motor, middle cingulate, somatosensory (BA3, BA2, and OP1), superior parietal,
middle temporal cortex and cerebellum [187]. A recent meta-analysis found consistent activation across 104
action observation experiments symmetrically across both hemispheres in frontal areas BA 44/45, lateral
dorsal premotor cortex (dPMC, BA 6), supplementary motor area (SMA, BA 6), rostral inferior parietal
lobule (IPL, area PFt), primary somatosensory cortex (S1, BA 1,2), superior parietal lobule (SPL, area 7A),
intraparietal cortex (IPS, area hIP3), posterior middle temporal gyrus (pMTG) at the transition to visual
area V5, and fusiform face area/fusiform body area [188]. Somatosensory areas have also been found to be
modulated by observation of hand actions [189].
As with imagery, activation is smaller for observation than for execution [187] and is more pronounced upon
observation of goal-directed behaviours [190] and live action as opposed to video [191].
4.1.1 Methods
Because this was a preliminary investigation to determine the feasibility of analyzing DYNOT data using
SPM, few subjects were included in the experiment and analysis was performed on a single subject basis.
Subjects
Five neurologically normal right-handed subjects (one female, age range 25-39 years) underwent NIRS imag-
ing with a DYNOT system (NIRx Medical Technologies, NY). Subjects were seated comfortably in a dentist's
chair, in front of a computer monitor on which the task cues were displayed using E-Prime software (Psychol-
ogy Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The DYNOT system performs continuous wave measurements
using two laser sources of 760 nm and 830 nm in a time-multiplexed scanning fashion at a sampling rate of
1.8 Hz.
NIRS optode setup
Thirty NIRS optodes were placed over the right motor cortex in a 5x6 grid pattern, so that images of
oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin could be reconstructed using one of the nite element mesh (FEM)
models in the NAVI software provided by NIRx Medical Technologies. The FEM model for the motor cortex
is shown in gure 4.1.
The NIRx helmet system for optode placement consists of an adjustable rigid metal frame into which curved
optode-holder strips can be xed with screws. The optic bres containing the laser diode light sources and
detectors are then mounted into the optode-holder strips with a spring-loaded mechanism for comfort and
close contact with the head. This rigid arrangement (by comparison with other systems) allows a repeatable
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Figure 4.1: FEM model generator utility in NAVI.
model requiring consistent relative placement of sources and detectors. However, since subject head shape
and size can vary substantially between subjects, in practice it can be very time-consuming (approximately
45 minutes) to adjust the helmet and optode-holders to t an individual subject and ensure good contact of
the optodes with the scalp, particularly in the presence of hair.
To determine the approximate position of the motor cortex, the C3 site in the 10-20 system for EEG electrode
placement was located and used for the centre of the optode grid. This is a commonly-used method for locating
sites of interest in surface measurements of brain function.
Task
For the rst 8 minutes of imaging, subjects were asked to remain still with their eyes open, as a resting
baseline. They were then verbally prompted to start the task when they were ready to do so. The motor
task consisted of three 20 s blocks of left tapping alternating with 20 s rest blocks, and three 20 s blocks
of right tapping alternating with rest blocks. The prompts for this task consisted of the written instruction
Tap left or Tap right displayed on the screen. An observation task followed this, where subjects were
instructed not to tap, but to observe a video of left and right hand movements performed by another person.
The videoed hand movements consisted of tapping dierent ngers in an unpredictable pattern, and were
shown as if they were in the rst person view. The task sequence was the same as the motor task: three
20 s blocks of observing left-handed movements and three 20 s blocks of observing right hand movements,
alternating with 20 s rest blocks. Finally, the same task sequence was repeated, but this time the subject was
asked to imitate the hand movements performed by the second person. The whole sequence was repeated
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Rejected channels Gain asymmetry > 1 Correlation < 0.5
wl1 wl2 wl1 wl2
Subject 1 89 89 44 134 150
Subject 2 0 0 0 126 230
Subject 3 0 0 0 24 70
Subject 4 0 0 0 2 16
Subject 5 0 0 0 46 218
Table 4.1: Channel diagnostics after bandpass ltering between 0.01 and 0.15 Hz. For each subject, and
each wavelength where relevant, the number of channels that fails a specic criterion is shown. The number
of rejected channels is the number of channels whose coecient of variation was greater than 0.25. Gain
asymmetry shows the number of reciprocal channels (source x detector y and source y detector x) whose
gain setting dierence is greater than 1. The two rightmost columns show the number of reciprocal channels
whose correlation is less than 0.5.
Preprocessing and image reconstruction
Preprocessing and image reconstruction were performed using the NAVI software (NIRx Medical Technolo-
gies, NY), which is a software package written in Matlab, and distributed as Matlab pcode les. The raw
data was band pass ltered between 0.01 and 0.15 Hz. Noisy channels were identied and rejected if the
coecient of variation (CV, ratio of standard deviation to the mean) in the 8 minute baseline period was
greater than 0.25. Out of a total of 900 channels, the number rejected for each subject is shown in table
4.1. Another measure of data quality is the number of reciprocal channels (source x detector y and source
y detector x) with dierent gain settings. Since the light paths between source x detector y and between
source y detector x are the same, the required gain on the detector should be the same. Similarly, since
these reciprocal channels sample the same area, a reciprocal correlation of less than 0.5 indicates that these
channels are dominated by noise.
Images of oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin concentration changes were then reconstructed on a 64x64x64
grid using the normalised dierence method [192, 193]. In this algorithm the image sensitivity matrix for
inversion is precalculated from the solution to the diusion equation on a Finite Element Method (FEM)
mesh obtained from a single template MRI [192]. Reconstructed images were then exported to the Analyze
format using NAVI's export feature, for analysis with SPM5.
Modication of NAVI DOT images for SPM compatibility
The FEM mesh model that NAVI uses for image reconstruction is based on the MRI of an individual head
which is available in the NAVI distribution as a 256x256x256 image .mat le. Inside NAVI, DOT images can
be displayed overlaid on a cropped version of this anatomical MRI image, shown in gure 4.2. However, the
images exported by NAVI are in an arbitrary orientation and the voxel size is not specied in the output - in
fact the Analyze header species a voxel size of 1 mm, regardless of the resolution (reconstruction grid size)
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Figure 4.2: DOT/MRI overlay displayed by NAVI.
and the DOT images inside NAVI are not known by the user and have to be calculated as best as possible
from the output of the program. To align the images requires rotation, scaling and translation.
First, to get the anatomical MRI and the DOT motor cortex images into the axial space required by SPM,
a yaw rotation of -π/2 is applied to both images.
Scaling factor The next step required to re-register the DOT image to the original anatomical MRI
outside of NAVI, is to calculate the DOT voxel size, which is not given because the 64x64x64 (or user-
selected resolution) MRI image displayed and exported by NAVI is cropped, as well as scaled, with respect
to the original 256x256x256 image.
The maximum and minimum co-ordinates of the FEM mesh in each direction can be found on each axis in
NAVI's FEM model generator utility (gure 4.1). The minimum and maximum voxel co-ordinates of the
head (the bounding box of the information-containing part of the image) in each of the X, Y, and Z directions
can also be found from the DOT and MRI images as displayed in NAVI in 64x64x64 resolution (DOT_64
and MRI_64) and for the 256x256x256 voxel image supplied with the package (MRI_256). These are shown
in table 4.2.
The maximum dimensions of the head in each of the X, Y and Z directions in FEM, MRI and DOT space
can therefore be calculated, and are shown in table 4.3. Dividing the FEM dimensions by the number of
DOT voxels gives the approximate voxel size, or scaling factor in each dimension for the DOT images. In
the X direction the FEM mesh dimension is divided by 2, as the DOT image shows only half of the head
whereas the FEM dimension is the entire breadth of the head. Because there is no common inferior limit to











4.1. A MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION TASK IN SINGLE SUBJECTS USING NIRS
Left (X) Right (X) Anterior (Y) Posterior (Y) Inferior* (Z) Superior (Z)
NAVI DOT_64 (vox.) 1 26 1 64 40 64
FEM (mm) 4.4554 21.0186 3.2401 23.4385 17.4005 25.2932
NAVI MRI_64 (vox.) 15 54 1 64 1 64
MRI_256 (vox.) 46 205 23 226 47 249
Table 4.2: Boundaries of the head in various images used by NAVI: the 64x64x64 voxel NAVI DOT image
(DOT_64), the FEM mesh co-ordinates (FEM), the 64x64x64 voxel NAVI MR image (MRI_64) and the
original 256x256x256 voxel MR image (MRI_256). *Because there is no common inferior limit to the head,
the most inferior slice in the MRI image has to be estimated by visual similarity with the bottom slice shown
in the NAVI display.
DOT_NAVI FEM DOT voxel size
(FEM/DOT_NAVI)
L - R (X) 26 voxels 165.632 mm (÷2) 3.184 mm*
A - P (Y) 64 voxels 201.984 mm 3.156 mm
I* - S (Z) 25 voxels 78.927 mm 3.156 mm
Table 4.3: Actual head dimensions and calculated DOT voxel size. *Because there is no inferior limit to the
head, the most inferior slice in the MRI image has to be estimated by visual similarity with the bottom slice
shown in the NAVI display.
slice shown in the NAVI display.
Translation Once the DOT voxel size has been calculated, to align the DOT images exported by NAVI
with the original MRI, the oset of DOT image relative to the MRI image must rst be calculated, and then
the translation required to align image landmarks (the head extremes in the X, Y and Z directions) needs
to be determined. The steps required to align the image centres are listed below and the results of each step
are shown in table 4.4.
1. The voxel co-ordinates of the DOT and MRI image centres, corresponding to mm co-ordinates (0, 0,
0) mm are determined by displaying the image in SPM.
2. The number of voxels either side of the centre, that is the dierence between the centre voxel co-ordinate
and the co-ordinate of the rst and last voxel along each dimension is calculated.
3. The distance in mm from the centre to the image border is calculated for DOT and MRI images, by
multiplying the voxel distance by the voxel size.
4. The oset of the DOT image with respect to the MRI image is calculated by subtracting the distance
from the centre to the image border in the DOT image from that of the MRI image.
To align the images, the co-ordinates of the rightmost and most posterior, anterior, and superior voxel
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X Y Z
1 MRI head centre (voxels) 128.5 128.5 128.5
DOT head centre (voxels) 32.5 32.5 32.5
2 MRI voxels to edge 127.5 127.5 127.5
DOT voxels to edge 31.5 31.5 31.5
3 MRI mm to edge 127.5 mm 127.5 mm 127.5 mm
DOT mm to edge 100.30 mm 99.41 mm 99.41 mm
4 Image oset 27.2 mm 28.09 mm 28.09 mm
Table 4.4: Calculation of the DOT oset with respect to the MRI in X, Y and Z directions.
Right (X) Posterior (Y) Anterior (Y) Superior (Z)
1 Extreme head voxel in DOT image 64 1 64 64
2 Extreme head voxel in MRI image 205 23 226 249
3 DOT head extremes in MRI space 227.70 28.01 226.84 226.84
4 MRI head extremes 205 23 226 249
5 Shift required (mm) -22.7 -5.01 -0.84 22.16
Table 4.5: Calculation of the required translation to align DOT and MRI images .
the DOT and MRI images. The co-ordinates of the DOT voxel in MRI space can then be calculated by
subtracting 1 from the most extreme voxel co-ordinate, multiplying the result by the scaling factor for that
dimension (table 4.3) and adding the image oset calculated in table 4.4. The translation required to align
the heads in the DOT image is then the dierence between the co-ordinates of the head extremes in the MRI
image and the co-ordinates of the head extremes in the DOT image in MRI space (rows 3 and 4 in table 4.5).
This value (shown in row 5) is then rounded to the nearest integer.
The calculated rotation, scaling and translation can then be applied to DOT images using SPM and the
alignment of the DOT with the original MRI conrmed visually. The MRI image can also be transformed
into MNI space using SPM, and the resulting transformation used to transform the DOT images into MNI
space. Of course the accuracy of the transformation to MNI space depends on the accuracy of the optode
placement so that there is little dierence between the actual positioning and positioning assumed by the
FEM model in NAVI.
SPM masking and NIRS data scaling SPM makes some assumptions about the range of fMRI data
values in order to mask non-brain voxels. While fMRI data in arbitrary units are in the range 500-1000,
NIRS data are orders of magnitude smaller and may be negative. Because the values of NIRS data are so
dierent from typical functional MRI values the masking procedure used to identify brain voxels in SPM
does not work for NIRS image data. This problem can be overcome either by adding a large constant to the
NIRS data, or more practically, by changing a line of code in SPM so that masking is not used, as unlike











4.1. A MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION TASK IN SINGLE SUBJECTS USING NIRS
head model, so are in eect already masked.
Determination of the optimal HRF for DOT data
In order to examine the HRF selection for dierent subjects and haemoglobin species, Bayesian model compar-
ison [194] was used to compare the standard haemodynamic basis sets available in SPM: Inf-1: the canonical
response, Inf-2: the canonical and its temporal derivative, Inf-3: the canonical and temporal and dispersion
derivatives, F: a Fourier basis set with 10 sinusoids covering 20 s, FH: a Hanning windowed Fourier set,
Gamm3: a set of three Gamma basis functions and FIR: a nite impulse response, corresponding to a block
average. Using SPM a region of interest of 3 mm radius was extracted around the most activated voxel from
the L_TAP contrast and used as input to the spm_vb_roi_basis.m function provided in SPM.
The model selection problem involves choosing between two modelsMi on the basis of observed data D. The





where p(D|Mi) is the model evidence: the probability of the data given model Mi, P (Mi)is the prior proba-
bility of the modelMi and P (D) is the unconditional marginal likelihood of the data. If no model is preferred
a priori the their prior probabilities are equal and the model with the highest posterior probability also has
the largest evidence.
Taking the model parameters θ into account, the model log-evidence can be written as







where q(θ|D,M) is an approximate posterior density whose parameters are updated to maximise the rst
(negative free energy) term, and the second term is the Kullback Leibler divergence for probability densities
p and q and [194].
Data analysis with SPM
First level analysis was performed on the oxyHb and deoxyHb images for each of the 5 subjects using the
general linear model (GLM) as implemented in SPM5. Regressors were included for each of the task conditions
left tapping (L_TAP), right tapping (R_TAP), observing left hand movement (L_OBS), observing right
hand movement (R_OBS), and imitating left (L_IMIT) and right (R_IMIT) convolved with SPM's canonical
haemodynamic response function. High pass ltering was performed to remove signal drifts with a period
longer than 128s. Correction for serial autocorrelation in the data was performed using an AR1 model.
Contrasts for testing for increases in oxyHb and decreases in deoxyHb for the conditions L_TAP, R_TAP,
L_OBS and R_OBS were constructed for each subject. The imitation condition was not analysed. In the
data of one subject (subject 5) no signicant voxels were found in the early stages of SPM analysis. This











CHAPTER 4. NIRS-DOT DATA ANALYSIS: MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION
Empirical determination of the false positive rate in single subjects using DOT null data
To obtain an idea of the likelihood of false positives in this kind of analysis on single subject NIRS data,
exactly the same analysis was run using null data for each subject which was obtained from an 8 minute
baseline prior to the start of the task.
4.1.2 Results
Bayesian model comparison of haemodynamic basis sets
As shown in gure 4.3 for oxyhaemoglobin in 2 subjects (subjects 1 and 2) the combination of gamma
functions has the highest model log-evidence and for 2 subjects (3 and 4) the canonical HRF shows the
highest model log-evidence. For deoxyhaemoglobin in subjects 1 and 3 the canonical HRF shows the highest
model log-evidence and for subjects 2 and 4 the combination of gamma functions is the best model.
Although this is not an event-related design and specication of an accurate HRF is not as critical, there
is some discrepancy between subjects and haemoglobin species over the optimal HRF which is either the
canonical HRF or combination of 3 gamma functions. Little or no advantage appears to be gained by
including the derivatives of the canonical HRF in the model, even for oxyHb. The canonical HRF shows the
highest log-evidence for 4 out of 8 cases and it being simple to implement and perform statistical testing,
there seemed to be no motivation for using any other HRF in further analysis. Although it may not be the
optimal basis set for all subjects and all Hb species, interpretation is simplied by the ability to perform
ANOVAs and t-tests at the second level.
Single subject responses to action execution and observation
The number of signicant voxels for each subject, haemoglobin species, and condition are listed in table
4.6. All four subjects showed large signicant clusters of activation for oxyHb in the L_TAP condition, and
smaller clusters of activation for deoxyHb. However, the signicant oxyHb and deoxyHb clusters only showed
spatial overlap in two of the subjects. The overlap area for one subject is shown in gure 4.4. In the R_TAP
(ipsilateral) condition, three out of four subjects showed large oxyHb and deoxyHb clusters of activation, with
some overlap in each case. In the L_OBS condition one subject showed a large cluster of activation in oxyHb
and deoxyHb with overlap, and another two showed activation clusters in deoxyHb without any signicant
voxels in oxyHb. In the R_OBS condition two subjects showed activation clusters in oxyHb without any
signicant voxels in deoxyHb. There were signicant dierences between left and right conditions in oxyHb
only for two subjects.
The location of the activation region found with DOT in gure 4.4 extends to a greater depth than might
be expected to be probed with near infrared light. The inclusion of fth nearest-neighbour measurements
in image reconstruction, at a source-detector separation distance of 54 mm, as used here, has been shown
to be able to recover changes up to 20 mm deep within the brain; sucient to measure activity within







































































































































































a) Subject 1: oxyHb b) Subject 1: deoxyHb
c) Subject 2: oxyHb d) Subject 2: deoxyHb
e) Subject 3: oxyHb f) Subject 3: deoxyHb
g) Subject 4: oxyHb h) Subject 4: deoxyHb
Figure 4.3: Model evidence for dierent haemodynamic basis sets: Inf1 - Canonical HRF, Inf2 - Canonical
plus temporal derivative, Inf3 - Canonical plus temporal and dispersion derivatives, F - Fourier, FH - Fourier
with a Hanning Window, Gamm3 - 3 Gamma basis functions and FIR - a Finite Impulse Response function.











L_TAP R_TAP L_OBS R_OBS L_TAP vs RTAP L_OBS vs R_OBS
Subject 1 OxyHb 11112 0 3 11144 0 2819,18,34
DeoxyHb 60, 11 0 6116, 58, 18 0 0 170
Overlap 1 0 0 0 0 0
Subject 2 OxyHb 9148 9224, 87, 42 8090, 7 0 52,15,843 4460
DeoxyHb 1664, 29, 8 2505, 4 8243, 13 0 0 0
Overlap 235 621 5143 0 0 0
Subject 3 OxyHb 836, 59 12180 0 0 0 0
DeoxyHb 12, 7, 4, 16 12339, 5 79, 27 0 0 0
Overlap 0 7782 0 0 0 0
Subject 4 OxyHb 13756 96,16, 147, 10, 12 0 6723 12041,64 0
DeoxyHb 3878 8270, 220 0 0 0 0
Overlap 3257 16 0 0 0 0
Table 4.6: Number of signicant voxels in each cluster for each contrast p<0.05 FDR corrected.
Figure 4.4: Area of overlap between signicant oxyHb and deoxyHb clusters for the L_TAP contrast for
subject 2, thresholded at p<0.05 FDR corrected. The DOT activation image has been transformed to MNI











4.1. A MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION TASK IN SINGLE SUBJECTS USING NIRS
p<0.001 uncorrected p<0.05 FDR
L_TAP R_TAP L_TAP R_TAP
Subject 1 OxyHb 0 0 0 0
DeoxyHb 0 22,1,1,3,1 0 0
Subject 2 OxyHb 1 1,1 0 0
DeoxyHb 1,6 2,2,13,1,1 0 0
Subject 3 OxyHb 2 0 0 0
DeoxyHb 290,435,1,1,1 54,54,6,1,10,2,1,1 385,662,2 6,1
Subject 4 OxyHb 0 3,1 0 0
DeoxyHb 0 11,4,49,7,1,1 0 0
Table 4.7: Number of signicant voxels in each cluster for each contrast tested on null (baseline) data.
activation at this depth. Firstly, the activated regions may occupy larger regions of image space due to
blurring inherent in diuse image reconstruction. Secondly, the diusion approximation to the radiative
transfer equation which is most commonly used for forward modelling is not accurate when a heterogenous
medium includes non-scattering regions such as CSF, and may overestimate the depth sensitivity. However,
using the normalised dierence method for image reconstruction, as is used here, accurate reconstructions
of scatter and absorption have been obtained despite the inclusion of a non-scattering layer [196]. Lastly,
because the sensitivity of diuse light measurements drops o quickly with increased depth, the sensitivity
of the imaged area is weighted to supercial regions closest to the source and detector. To improve the depth
accuracy, a spatially variant regularization parameter is often used in the solution of the inverse problem.
Equivalently, Pei et al. [196] solve the inverse problem using a scaled weight matrix. However, this means
that image reconstruction algorithms may tend to push the recovered perturbation into regions of the medium
with the lowest weight [197], which here is the inferior boundary of the FEM model (shown in gure 4.1).
False positive rate determined with null data
The number of false positive voxels occurring at signicance levels of p<0.001 uncorrected and p<0.05 FDR
corrected are shown in table 4.7. Except for one subject the false positive voxels are small in number and
isolated.
4.1.3 Discussion
DYNOT images reconstructed by NAVI were successfully modied for use with SPM. However, the results
of analysis on single subjects was quite variable. A contralateral response to the motor task was observed in
all subjects and an ipsilateral response was observed in three out of four, while responses to the observation
task appeared inconsistent. Only two subjects showed a signicantly greater response to contralateral than
ipsilateral tapping, and only in oxyHb. The number of subjects available for analysis was very small, not











CHAPTER 4. NIRS-DOT DATA ANALYSIS: MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION
which can vary widely in NIRS due to dierences in optode contact with the scalp which may depend on
subject factors such as head shape and hair thickness and colour.
Uncontrolled experimental factors could contribute to dierences in response between subjects. The NIRS-
measured response to motor activity is known to increase with increasing frequency [101, 198, 199], intensity
[199, 108] or complexity [123] of nger tapping, with complex tasks evoking both larger contra- and ipsilateral
oxyHb changes than simple (one-nger) tapping [123]. Although the complexity of the task in our case was
the same between subjects, the frequency and intensity of tapping was not strictly controlled.
Consistency between oxyHb and deoxyHb responses
Although both oxyHb and deoxyHb responses were observed in all subjects in response to the contralateral
motor task and in three subjects in response to the ipsilateral task, there was only substantial spatial overlap
between the oxyHb and deoxyHb responses in two subjects, both contralaterally and ipsilaterally. Strictly,
an increase in oxyHb without a signicant decrease in deoxyHb should not be taken to represent activation
as it would not result in activation if BOLD fMRI were used [81]. However, many investigators choose only
to analyse oxyHb: because the deoxyHb response is small it is often dicult to show statistically signicant
eects in this parameter. DeoxyHb also has a lower signal to noise ratio than oxyHb and is more likely to
be aected by inaccuracies in optical path length and cross talk [181]. The deoxyHb response may be more
spatially localised than that of oxyHb [105, 107], but may vary more between subjects, as some studies have
been unable to nd equally reliable deoxyHb responses [96, 123, 124, 176].
Good spatial and temporal correlation has been found between motor-task induced haemodynamic changes
measured with fNIRS and cerebral blood ow velocity measured using transcranial Doppler sonography
(TCD) [105] and the BOLD response quantied using fMRI [184, 2, 1, 15, 3]. However, it is not certain
which haemoglobin species correlates best with the BOLD response or which best reects cortical activation.
Although deoxyHb should be expected to correlate best with BOLD only a few studies have demonstrated
good correlation between deoxyHb and fMRI BOLD signals [184, 2, 15, 3], perhaps because of lower SNR
in deoxyHb, while some have shown better spatiotemporal correlations between oxyHb and BOLD fMRI
[200, 1].
However, because the oxyHb signal is most likely to be contaminated with systemic physiological noise [81],
caution should be exercised when interpreting activations using only oxyHb data.
NIRS studies of action observation
A signicant oxyHb and deoxyHb response to observation of contralateral (left) motor observation was
observed in one subject, and signicant deoxyHb response in a second subjects. Activation to ipsilateral
(right) motor observation was found in oxyHb in two subjects, and in the fourth subject no response at all
was observed.
Action observation tasks most consistently evoke activation in an extended bilateral network comprising











4.1. A MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION TASK IN SINGLE SUBJECTS USING NIRS
S1 (area 2), IPL (area PFt), and visual area V5 [188]. However some studies have found more premotor
and parietal mirror activation in the left hemisphere [187, 201] in right-handed subjects observing right
hand actions. The left-lateralization is present but less strong in right-handed subjects observing left hand
movement. Very left-handed subjects show a similar pattern of lateralization on the right, while the activation
of more ambidextrous left-handed subjects is more bilateral [201]. Without measuring the left hemisphere it
is unclear whether the responses to observation of the ipsilateral (right) hand in our study were bilateral or
left-lateralised.
Holper et al. [176] observed bilateral oxygenation changes using NIRS, both during action observation
and imitation, and found that the averaged oxyHb response during observation and motor imagery were
approximately one-third lower than during an imitation task. We did not observe bilateral response to action
observation in any subject.
A number of factors appear to inuence the NIRS-measured motor response to action observation. As
with fMRI [191], smaller, dierent or non-existent responses have found for the observation of televised
action compared to that of live action in both adults and infants [126]. In one NIRS study, recognition and
integration of nursing actions was found to be modulated by expertise [172]. In another set of studies, activity
in the motor area has been found to be modulated by the outcome - win or loss - of a competitive game
[173, 174]. View of the player also modulated the NIRS-measured motor activation: activity over the dorsal
anterior region of the motor area was greater when the player was presented in third person view (facing
the subject), regardless of the outcome of the game, although the dorsal posterior region of the motor area
was activated only when the supported player won and was observed with a rst-person view [175]. The
oxyHb response has also been found to be sensitive to the appearance and kinematics (human vs robot) of
the observed action [127].
Laterality of motor execution and imagery
In three of four subjects a response was measured to movement of both the contralateral and ipsilateral hand,
and in two subjects there was no signicantly greater response to left than right tapping in the contralateral
motor cortex. NIRS is known to be sensitive to haemoglobin changes over the contralateral motor cortex both
in response to a motor stimulus [177, 101, 117] and to motor imagery [202, 90, 203, 121], although the response
to imagery is smaller than that of action execution [120, 124]. NIRS studies measuring cortical oxygenation
during motor imagery have found the expected activation in primary, premotor and supplementary motor
areas [79, 202, 171, 90, 120] with a delayed oxygenation response to imagery compared to execution [120].
However, several studies have, like us, measured a bilateral response to motor execution [184, 120, 103], and
imagery [120], with smaller ipsilateral activation [95, 101, 82, 123] or a contralaterally dominant response
only to left [120, 176], or right [183] hand movement, which may be dependent on subjects' handedness. Since
we measured only the right motor cortex in our right-handed subjects, we assume our response to right hand
movement is bilateral, although possibly with contralateral dominance, but cannot say anything about the
laterality of the response to the left hand stimulus. It is possible that systemic changes may also contribute
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NIRS studies that use motor tasks only measure the hemisphere contralateral to the executed movement
[117, 78, 3].
Systemic changes and latency between oxyHb and deoxyHb responses
Motor activity has been found to be accompanied by an autonomic response, which results in systemic
changes, such as an increase in heart rate, which is correlated to extra-cerebral changes in blood ow and
oxyHb concentration [82]. Systemic changes may therefore aect the interpretation of an oxyHb response to
stimulation and may also alter the latency between the oxyHb and deoxyHb responses.
One of the early studies on cerebral oxygenation in response to a motor task found a biphasic change in
oxyHb, with a fast initial increase and a pronounced poststimulus undershoot, while the deoxyHb response
was monophasic, with a greater response latency [101]. This latency may help to explain the existence of
transients sometimes observed in BOLD responses: the initial dip and post-stimulus undershoot.
However, the latency between oxyHb and deoxyHb responses observed over M1 during motor stimulation
appears to be dierent over the visual cortex (V1) during visual stimuli [179, 78]. In the motor cortex the
oxyHb increase precedes the deoxyHb decrease with a mean latency of 1.6 ± 0.2 s [101, 184, 179, 78, 82, 204, 3]
while in the visual system the change is nearly simultaneous (0.1 ± 0.3 s) [205, 206, 179, 78]. Although the
peak response time for oxyHb, deoxyHb and totHb is similar for motor and visual stimulation (6-7.5s), an
early (2s post stimulus) deoxygenation response has been found in the visual but not the motor cortex [78].
This dierence in delay between the oxyHb and deoxyHb response may be attributable to dierences in
the vascular and neuronal architecture of the motor and the visual cortex, or dierences in the coupling
mechanisms [179]. Alternatively, these dierences may arise because the surface measurements used in NIRS
are also sensitive to haemodynamic changes in the scalp, meaning that changes in systemic haemodynamics
are a confound [119]. A motor paradigm may evoke a much larger pulse and CBF change than a passive
sensory stimulus [82], and a se sory stimulus results in a negligible latency between oxyHb and deoxyHb.
Boden et al. [119] found that when ipsilateral nger tapping was used instead of a resting period the increase
in oxyHb occurred 2s later than when periods of rest were used, while the deoxyHb response was the same for
both tasks, suggesting that early oxygenation is a systemic confound. They also applied a global correction
scheme, which was found to eliminate the delay observed in the stimulation vs. rest paradigm [119].
False positives and the eect of data quality
The varying responses to motor execution and observation tasks observed in individual subjects leads to the
question of how many of these results are false positives or negatives. Although the rate of false negatives
at dierent noise levels could be examined using simulated data, a simple method to investigate the rate of
occurrence of false positives using task-free data from the resting baseline. This does not address the problem
of false positive activation resulting from systemic changes that occur as a result of the task, only that which
results from the structured noise in NIRS data.
Using FDR correction for multiple comparisons on analyses of null data, false positive voxels occur in only one











4.2. THE EFFECT OF PREPROCESSING ON FALSE POSITIVES IN GROUP ANALYSES
voxels occurring by chance is 262 for an uncorrected signicance level of p<0.001, and for all other subjects
the actual false positive rate is well below this number. Interestingly the subject that does show false positives
shows them in deoxyHb and not in oxyHb which is contrary to expectation given the known low SNR of
deoxyHb measurements and the structured noise in oxyHb time series which might lead to synchronization
with a block design stimulus.
The absence of false positives may of course merely indicate low SNR data, particularly where little activation
could be measured. Subject 1 had several channels which did not survive the CV threshold. This indicates
low SNR in those channels, which may be due to poor contact with the scalp or dark skin pigmentation.
(Subject 3 was also darkly pigmented.) Subject 1, together with subject 2 also shows the largest number
of reciprocal channel correlations less than 0.5 for the 760 nm wavelength. Subjects 1, 2 and 5 also show a
larger number of noisy (low correlation) channels at 830 nm, although all channels for all other subjects are
within the CV threshold limit. The lower number of reliable channels for subject 1 may explain why little
signicant activation was observed for this subject. Subject 2, however, who also had a large number of low
correlation channels although all survived the CV threshold, shows signicant activation in three conditions
in both haemoglobins. Subject 3 was the only subject who had a signicant number of false positives using
null data - although these are only in deoxyHb and so are easily distinguishable using the strict criterion of
activation as signicant increase in oxyHb as well as decrease in deoxyHb. The data quality for subject 3 was
also very good: very few channels had low SNR. Subject 4 also had good SNR but much fewer false positives
- this may be because of dierent spontaneous physiological processes in these 2 subjects.
4.2 The eect of prep ocessing parameters on the false positive rate
in group analyses
In functional MRI, data is usually high pass ltered but rarely smoothed, and some form of correction for
autocorrelation is performed. The prewhitening method necessitates high pass ltering. However, in NIRS,
smoothing is usually required to improve the SNR. In this experiment we investigated the rate of false positives
for various high and low pass lter cuto frequencies, with and without AR1 autocorrelation correction used
in SPM5 and with two dierent task block lengths.
4.2.1 Methods
Eight minutes of null data was collected from the right motor cortex of 10 subjects while they rested with
eyes open. The optode locations were the same as for the motor task and are described in section 4.1.1.
Three minutes of resting state data were acquired in the same way from a further 7 subjects.
Data were preprocessed and images reconstructed as described in section 4.1.1, except that band pass ltering
was not performed. Instead two sets of images were reconstructed using low pass ltered data: one with a
cuto frequency of 0.5 Hz and one with a cuto frequency of 0.15 Hz. The 0.15 Hz cuto frequency should











CHAPTER 4. NIRS-DOT DATA ANALYSIS: MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION
Block length LPF HPF p<0.001 unc p<0.05 FDR
10 s 0.5 Hz
0.005 Hz 3 0
0.02 Hz 68 0
0.04 Hz 260 216
0.15 Hz
0.005 Hz 18 0
0.02 Hz 226 104
0.04 Hz 1112 1825
20 s 0.5 Hz
0.005 Hz 77 56
0.02 Hz 186 160
0.15 Hz
0.005 Hz 111 86
0.02 Hz 309 296
Table 4.8: OxyHb: False positive voxels in a xed eects group analysis of null data from 10 subjects
Two analyses were performed.
First, xed-eects group analyses were carried out on the last 320 s of the 8 minute null data from 10
subjects in SPM5 on both the oxyHb and deoxyHb images, with dierent temporal low pass lter cutos.
Two dierent block design frequencies were investigated: one with a 40 s period (20 s stimulation and 20 s
rest alternating 8 4 times) and one with a 20 s period (10 s stimulation and 10 s rest alternating 16 8 times).
Three dierent high pass lter cutos: 0.005 Hz, 0.02 Hz and 0.04 Hz, were investigated for the 10 s block
length and two HPF cutos were investigated for the 20 s block length. The third HPF cuto frequency (0.04
Hz) is higher than the frequency of the 20 s block design paradigm (0.025 Hz) so it was assumed that all
noise at the stimulation frequency would be ltered out and no false positives would result [140]. The number
of activated voxels at thresholds of p<0.001 uncorrected and p<0.05 corrected using the FDR method, was
recorded.
Second., to look at the eect of using more subjects with less data per subject, 160 s of the three minute
null data from 17 subjects were analysed in a xed eects model using the same ltering and block length
variations, except that there were 8 repetitions of 20 s on/o blocks and 16 repetitions of the 10 s on/o
blocks. For each lter/block length combination one analysis was conducted using AR1 prewhitening in SPM,
and one with no correction for serial correlation.
4.2.2 Results
Fixed eects group analysis on 10 subjects
The number of false positives in oxyHb and deoxyHb in a xed-eects group analysis of the last 320 s of null
data in the 8 minute recordings from 10 subjects are shown in tables 4.8 and 4.9.
In oxyHb, the number of false positives tends to increase with HPF cuto frequency (as in [140]) and











4.2. THE EFFECT OF PREPROCESSING ON FALSE POSITIVES IN GROUP ANALYSES
Block length LPF HPF p<0.001 unc p<0.05 FDR
10 s 0.5 Hz
0.005 Hz 13 0
0.02 Hz 1 0
0.04 Hz 1 0
0.15 Hz
0.005 Hz 866 3362
0.02 Hz 1071 4655
0.04 Hz 2088 6739
20 s 0.5 Hz
0.005 Hz 2206 4256
0.02 Hz 2087 4679
0.15 Hz
0.005 Hz 4361 10151
0.02 Hz 8158 352
Table 4.9: DeoxyHb: False positive voxels in a xed eects group analysis of null data from 10 subjects
FDR correction for multiple comparisons reduces the number of false positives, but where a large number of
false positives occurs, even larger clusters are found using FDR correction.
In general there are substantially more false positives for deoxyHb than oxyHb. False positives also increase
with increased smoothing and with longer block length when correction for multiple comparisons is not
applied, but not always for increasing HPF cuto frequency. No false positives were found for similar random
eects analyses under any of the conditions.
Fixed eects group analysis on 17 subjects
The number of false positive voxels occurring in a xed-eects group analysis of 160 s of null data in 17
subjects with various preprocessing and analysis parameters are shown in tables 4.10 and 4.11 respectively.
FDR correction for multiple comparisons reduces the number of false positives almost to zero in most cases.
However, in seven cases where AR1 prewhitening is not used and a large number of false positives occurs,
even larger clusters are found using FDR correction.
When AR1 prewhitening is used for deoxyHb no false positives are found in any instance. For oxyHb when
AR1 prewhitening is used, the number of false positives is greatly reduced, or eliminated.
With AR1 correction, false positives for the 10 s block length only occur at the lowest high pass lter cuto
frequency (0.005 Hz). False positives in oxyHb and deoxyHb for the 10 s blocks without AR1 correction and
without correction for multiple comparisons are shown in gure 4.5. The eect of the dierent low pass lters
is smaller for deoxyHb than for oxyHb where increased temporal smoothing increases the number of false
positives. The eect of high pass ltering is opposite for oxyHb and deoxyHb: an increase in high pass lter
cuto frequency up to the block frequency (0.05 Hz) in general increases the false positive rate for oxyHb,
while decreasing it for deoxyHb. The absence of false positives for oxyHb at a cuto frequency of 0.02 Hz is
dicult to explain. The false positive problem appears to be worse in deoxyHb than in oxyHb.











Block length LPF HPF Whitening p<0.001 unc p<0.05 FDR
10 s 0.5 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 5 0
AR1 5 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 0 0
AR1 0 0
0.04 Hz
no AR1 27 0
AR1 0 0
0.15 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 40 7
AR1 29 17
0.02 Hz
no AR1 0 0
AR1 1 0
0.04 Hz
no AR1 66 0
AR1 0 0
20 s 0.5 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 1155 2760
AR1 17 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 158 3221
AR1 36 0
0.15 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 264 0
AR1 25 4
0.02 Hz
no AR1 2358 6036
AR1 76 43







OxyHb false positives for different filters
(10s blocks No AR1)
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DeoxyHb false positives for different filters 
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Figure 4.5: False positives for 10 s blocks without AR1 correction and p<0.001 uncorrected for multiple
comparisons. With AR1 correction no false positives are found except in oxyHb at 0.005 Hz. Note the










wnBlock length LPF HPF Whitening p<0.001 unc p<0.05 FDR
10 s 0.5 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 1956 10685
AR1 0 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 180 1480
AR1 0 0
0.04 Hz
no AR1 2 0
AR1 0 0
0.15 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 2057 11056
AR1 0 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 176 1500
AR1 0 0
0.04 Hz
no AR1 2 0
AR1 0 0
20 s 0.5 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 1 0
AR1 0 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 0 0
AR1 0 0
0.15 Hz 0.005 Hz
no AR1 1 0
AR1 0 0
0.02 Hz
no AR1 0 0
AR1 0 0






















OxyHb false positives for different filters
(20s blocks)
LPF 0.5 Hz OxyHb No AR1
LPF 0.5 Hz OxyHb AR1
LPF0.15 Hz OxyHb No AR1
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Figure 4.6: False positives for oxyHb with a block length of 20 s. No false positives were found for deoxyHb
with a 20 s block length.
shown in gure 4.6. Here again, the false positive problem is reduced, although not eliminated using AR1
prewhitening. The eect of low pass ltering depends on the high pass lter used: at the lower high pass
lter cuto increased smoothing leads to fewer false positives whereas at the higher high pass lter cuto
increased smoothing leads to increased false positives, as in the 10 s block length.
There were no false positives in random eects analyses.
4.2.3 Discussion
AR1 prewhitening greatly reduces the false positives in all cases. FDR correction for multiple comparisons
reduces the number of false positives in some cases, but increases it in others. A FDR threshold is determined
from the observed p-value distribution, and therefore adapts to the amount of signal in the data. The larger
the signal is, the lower the FDR threshold will be and the more false positives will occur. Since FDR
correction depends on the p value distribution, if p values are severely underestimated due to incorrect
autocorrelation modelling, FDR correction does not necessarily help to control false positives. However, if
the null hypothesis is true everywhere, a FDR procedure controls the chance of a false positive anywhere in
the brain at the specied level. The procedure guarantees that the average proportion of false alarms among
the voxels identied as signicant will be below the specied bound on average over many replications of an
experiment. For any given data set the FDR may not be below the bound [207].
Smith et al. [140] did an empirical investigation of the false positive rate in null (resting) fMRI data. They
found that without correction for multiple comparisons the actual rate of false positives at a probability
threshold of p<0.001 was about 25 times the expected rate. They regard this as a conservative estimate of
the eect of non-white noise, due to the long TR (3 s) which should reduce the temporal correlations. This
false positive rate was substantially reduced when prewhitening or precolouring was used to correct for serial
correlation. In principle the autocorrelation problem should be more severe in NIRS since the sampling rate
is higher.
In the 17 subject analysis using 10 s blocks produces a large number of false positives in deoxyHb if no AR1
prewhitening is used, but for the 20 s blocks the false positive problem is non-existent. However, in the 10
subject analysis there are more false positives in deoxyHb for the 20 s block length. For oxyHb the false
66










4.3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
positive problem is worse with 20 s blocks than 10 s blocks, both with and without AR1 prewhitening and
in both sets of data.
The eect of ltering is somewhat variable. In general increased smoothing increases false positives - this
eect is particularly pronounced for deoxyHb in the 10 subject analysis. The eect of high pass ltering is
not consistent for deoxyHb, but increasing the high pass lter cuto increases the number of false positives
in oxyHb.
In [140] the number of false positives was found to increase with high pass lter cut-o, up to the frequency
of the stimulus. With and without AR1 correction the number of false positives was much larger with this
optimal high pass lter (just below the stimulus frequency) than with no lter. The number of false positives
obtained with the optimal high pass lter and with AR(1) correction was similar to the number obtained
with no high pass lter and no AR(1) [140]. This suggests that correction for non-white noise is necessary for
single subject and xed-eects GLM analyses of fMRI data, and recommended [142], although less important,
for random eects analyses. These authors also found that including a larger number of subjects in both xed
and random eects analyses reduced the number of false positives. Our nding is that the larger number of
subjects (17) reduced the number of false positives in about half of the cases considered.
We found no false positives in random eects analyses of null DOT data, however, in xed eects analyses it
is recommended that methods to correct for serial correlation and multiple comparisons be employed, so as
to control the rate of false positives.
4.3 Summary and conclusions
We explored the use of SPM for the analysis of NIRS tomographic images. In our block design data we found
the best HRF was a combination of gamma functions or SPM's canonical HRF. Unlike others [63], we did
not nd evidence for including temporal or dispersion derivatives.
In three individuals we found similar activation to both left tapping and right tapping in the right motor
cortex, however, the spatial locations of the oxyHb and deoxyHb responses did not always coincide. Two of
these subjects showed the expected greater response to tapping with the left (contralateral) hand than with
the right, but only in oxyHb. In two subjects we found some activation to the right hand observation task,
and in the other two we found activation to the left hand task, but these responses were not consistent across
haemoglobin species. To investigate whether these disparate results could come about by chance, we did the
same analysis on task-free data. Small clusters of false positive voxels were found in deoxyHb for all subjects,
however with FDR correction for multiple comparisons only one subject retained any false positives.
Next we investigated the eect of preprocessing parameters: temporal smoothing, high pass ltering and
AR1 prewhitening on the false positive rate in group analyses of null data from 10 and 17 subjects. We found
no false positives in random eects analyses. In xed eects analyses, AR1 prewhitening and FDR correction
for multiple comparisons eliminated the false positives, as has previously been found for fMRI data [140].
The number of false positives increased with increased temporal smoothing, and in oxyHb with increasing











CHAPTER 4. NIRS-DOT DATA ANALYSIS: MOTOR EXECUTION AND OBSERVATION
20 s appears to produce more false positives than a 10 s block length and a larger number of false positives
occurs in deoxyHb than oxyHb.
Although we did not investigate the eciency of actually detecting a response, we conclude that to avoid false
positive results, random eects analyses should be used as in fMRI, with AR1 prewhitening and correction
for multiple comparisons. From the point of view of false positives, less temporal smoothing, a lower HPF
cuto-frequency and a block length closer to 10 than 20 s appear to be optimal. However, in selecting design
and preprocessing parameters, a compromise should be sought to ensure that a true response can be detected,












Group level comparisons of fNIRS and





















Responses to sensorimotor stimulation:
experiment description and physiological
data analysis
The aim of this part of the thesis was to investigate selected topics in neuroimaging of the sensorimotor sys-
tem using both fNIRS and fMRI and to contrast the results obtained using each of these imaging techniques.
Because facilities for performing simultaneous imaging using NIRS and fMRI were not available and com-
parisons of these modalities at the individual level have been performed previously [1, 2, 208], the research
question posed is rather whether equivalent group level results in a given experiment can be obtained using
either modality. Although there are many known limitations to the use of NIRS that have yet to be resolved
or improved, some of which have been discussed in Part 1, we wished to establish whether in typical current
use NIRS could be substituted for fMRI and similar results obtained. If NIRS results prove equivalent to
fMRI with little additional eort, this is encouraging for neuroimaging research in developing countries where
fMRI is an expensive and often unavailable research tool, and NIRS could provide a more aordable and
convenient solution.
Continuing in the sensorimotor theme which is easily accessible to NIRS, the neuroscientic issues we chose
to address are:
 ipsilateral activations and deactivations in motor tasks and noxious sensory stimulation
 modulation of spontaneous uctuations and connectivity during the same tasks
Because systemic interference is a critical issue in NIRS, and is becoming more recognised as an issue for fMRI,
we selected a task that is known to perturb the autonomic nervous system, namely noxious cold stimulation.
We also recorded respiration and heartbeat during imaging in order to determine whether changes in systemic












CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
In section 5.1 the experiment used to investigate systemic and cerebral responses to motor and noxious
thermal stimulation is described. The processing and results of physiological data analysis are discussed in
section 5.2, whereas the analysis and results of the neuroimaging components of this experiment are presented
in subsequent chapters (7, 8 and 9).
5.1 An investigation of systemic and cerebral responses to motor
and noxious thermal stimulation
5.1.1 Task
The task protocol for functional imaging consisted of two dierent block design sequences that were each
repeated twice. The task cues for each block were programmed using E-Prime software (Psychology Software
Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and were presented to the subject on a personal computer during NIRS scanning
and in the MRI scanner via a data projector, and a rear projection screen and mirror.
The rst task sequence, Short_Blocks, was 288 s long and consisted of 12 s blocks of left hand nger tapping
(LTAP), right hand nger tapping (RTAP), and a cold stimulus which was applied to the left or right hand
(LCOLD and RCOLD). The 12 s task blocks were interspersed with 12 s xation blocks (FIX) during which
subjects focused their attention on a block displayed in the centre of the screen. This sequence was repeated
three times. The task design is shown in gure 5.1.
During left and right nger tapping subjects were required to tap the ngers of their left or right hands
against the thumb of that hand at a constant pace which they selected themselves. During the cold stimulus
blocks the experimenter applied an ice pack to the entire palm and ngertips of the subject's left or right
hand.
The second sequence Long_Blocks was 600 s long and consisted of 150 s blocks, in which only the right
hand was used. An initial xation block was followed by 150 s of sequential nger tapping of the right hand,
followed by a second 150 s xation period, and then a cold pressor challenge in which an ice pack was applied
to the palm of the right hand for 150 s.
5.1.2 Subjects
Twenty right-handed subjects between the ages of 22 and 35 were recruited for functional MRI and NIRS
imaging. Subjects were healthy, without neurological or cardiovascular disorders or contraindications for MR
scanning, and gave their written informed consent to a protocol approved by the human ethics committees of
the Universities of Cape Town and Stellenbosch. Volunteers were compensated R100 for each scan in which
they participated and were given a CD with an MR image of their brain.
The data from one male subject was excluded because he was found subsequent to MRI scanning not to
t the recruitment criteria, leaving 19 subjects: 11 who were scanned with both NIRS and fMRI, 4 with











5.1. AN INVESTIGATION OF SYSTEMIC AND CEREBRAL RESPONSES TO MOTOR AND
NOXIOUS THERMAL STIMULATION
(a) Short_Blocks sequence with 12 s blocks
(b) Long_Blocks sequence with 150 s blocks
Figure 5.1: Task design for the Short_Blocks and Long_Blocks sequences. Each run was repeated twice. In
the fMRI experiment each run was measured using a dierent TR (1100 ms and 2200 ms).
Total Short blocks useable data Long blocks useable data
subjects scanned Imaging Physiological Imaging Physiological
NIRS 16 (10 male) 15 15 (1 run) 15 15 (1 run)
14 (2 runs) 13 (2 runs)
fMRI 16 (9 male) 14 10 15 13 (1 run)
12 (2 runs)
Both NIRS and fMRI 12 (6 male, 10 6 (1 run) 11 9 (1 run)
(one excluded) 5 (2 runs) 8 (2 runs)
Table 5.1: Summary of useable data obtained for study session.
because of errors in the performance of the task. An acquisition error during one subject's NIRS recording
resulted in the loss of physiological data for one short run and one long run, and during fMRI recording the
physiological data for one of the long runs for one subject was accidentally overwritten. In addition, some
of the physiological data acquired during fMRI scanning (4 subjects' short block data and 2 subjects' long
block data) was too noisy to use and had to be discarded. The number of subjects whose data was available
for each part of the analysis is shown in table 5.1.
5.1.3 Functional imaging
Functional MRI and NIRS scanning took place at the Cape Universities Brain Imaging Centre, a facility
situated on the medical campus of the University of Stellenbosch. Due to logistical considerations functional
MRI scanning always took place prior to NIRS scanning. Subjects were given a short break between scanning
sessions.
5.1.3.1 Functional MRI
MRI scans were acquired using a 3T Allegra MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Ger-











CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
magnetisation-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence ( 160 slices, TR=2399 ms, TE=3.93 ms,
slice thickness 1 mm), 240 x 256 mm eld of view. During the fMRI protocol, functional volumes sensitive
to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast were acquired with a T2*-weighted gradient echo, echo
planar imaging sequence (18 interleaved axial slices, in-plane resolution 3 mm x 3 mm, thickness 5 mm,
gap 1.5 mm, TE=30 ms). The eld of view covered most of the brain but excluded the cerebellum in most
subjects. For the rst run of each task sequence a TR of 1100 ms was used with a ip angle of 55°, and for
the second a TR of 2200 ms and ip angle of 90°. T2-weighted structural images (18 slices, TR=5000 ms,
TE = 33 ms, slice thickness 5 mm) were also acquired with the same slice-orientation as the fMRI volumes.
5.1.3.2 NIRS
Imaging was performed using a DYNOT system. During scanning, subjects were reclined comfortably in a
dentist's chair, which was reclined approximately 60 degrees to the vertical in an attempt to replicate the
supine posture used for fMRI scanning and so that subjects could still see the task cues on the computer
monitor in front of them. Fifteen source-detector pairs were placed over each of the left and right motor
cortices, as illustrated in g. 3.1 on page 28, using Cz from the 10-20 system for EEG electrode placement
as a reference point for consistent positioning between subjects.
5.2 Physiological responses to sensorimotor stimulation
5.2.1 Methods
During fMRI, pulse, ECG and respiration was monitored for each subject using the Siemens optical plethys-
mograph, ECG leads and respiratory belt which are provided for gating using the Physiological Monitoring
Unit (PMU). The fMRI pulse sequence was modied to allow the physiological data to be recorded to a le
on the host computer.
During NIRS, respiration and ECG were monitored using a Biopac MP150 system.
The synchronisation, processing and analysis of physiological data are described in the sections that follow.
5.2.1.1 Synchronising physiological recordings with fMRI data
The Siemens PMU records pulse and respiration at approximately 50 Hz and ECG at approximately 400 Hz.
However, there is some variation in sampling frequency from the nominal frequencies [27]. Also, since the
PMU is a separate acquisition system from that used to record the MRI data, timing information from the
MRI acquisition is needed in order to synchronise the recordings [27]. This means that the true sampling
rate needs to be determined for each subsystem, as well as the oset of the physiological data with respect
to the functional MRI time series.
Because this was not known before scanning commenced, data collection proceeded based on the assumption











5.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
N ECG Respiration Pulse
288.2s TR 1.1 13 -0.036 ±0.012 s 0.435 ±0.012 s 0.931 ±0.013 s
288.2s TR 2.2 13 -0.069 ±0.0076 s 0.414 ±0.013 s 0.907 ±0.010 s
600.6s TR 1.1 15 -1.173±0.007 s -0.695±0.009 s -0.199±0.005 s
600.6s TR 2.2 14 -1.187±0.010 s -0.706±0.009 s -0.217±0.007 s
Table 5.2: Time dierence between length of fMRI run and physiological recording assuming a xed sampling
rate of 50 Hz for pulse and respiration and 400 Hz for ECG for N subjects.
with the start of the scan. This meant that synchronisation of the physiological and fMRI data had to be
done after the fact.
1) Assuming a nominal sampling rate of 50/400 Hz The Siemens PMU inserts an additional data
point, a logical HIGH, to indicate when an event has been detected for use in gating. These values are much
larger than the possible values recorded for any physiological signal. Since these are extra data points and
do not reect actual samples of the signal they need to be removed so as not to aect the apparent number
of samples in the log le. An initial attempt at processing the physiological data therefore consisted of the
following stages:
1. The PMU event marker peaks (iden ied by their value of 5000) were removed from each signal.
2. The number of dummy scans performed by the scanner prior to the start of the scan was established
from the pulse sequence code. The scanner performs two dummy scans if the TR is greater than 1500
ms and three if it is less than or equal to 1500 ms.
3. Assuming a xed sampling rate of 50 Hz for pulse and respiration and 400 Hz for ECG, the number of
samples corresponding to the dummy scans for each sequence was discarded in an attempt to align the
start of each functional MRI run with the start of the physiological recording.
Assuming the nominal, xed, sampling rate, it was found that there was a timing dierence between the end
of the fMRI run and the end of the physiological recording, where the physiological recording appeared to end
slightly before or slightly after the functional MRI scan. These time dierences were dierent for respiration,
pulse and ECG and also diered depending on the length of the fMRI run, but were very consistent between
fMRI runs of the same length as shown in table 5.2.
As can be seen from the second column of table 5.2, the number of subjects N whose physiological data was
useable for each run was not always equal to the number of subjects scanned (15). Because of idiosyncrasies
in the physiological logging the physiological data from one short 1.1s TR run and one short TR 2.2s run
(from dierent subjects) was longer than the fMRI run, because the scan was restarted without clearing the
physiological log. The 600s 2.2s TR data from one subject was accidentally overwritten. The fMRI data for











CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
ECG (Hz) Respiration (Hz) Pulse (Hz)
288.2s TR 1.1 399.953 50.159 50.074
288.2s TR 2.2 399.920 50.153 50.070
600.6s TR 1.1 399.232 49.984 49.943
600.6s TR 2.2 399.262 49.982 49.943
Table 5.3: Apparent sampling rates based on length of log le.
2) Assuming synchronous start and end of fMRI scans and PMU logging It was subsequently
established, from [27], that the start and end of sampling and storage of physiological data occurs simultane-
ously across the PMU subsystems, and that there is some deviation from the nominal sampling rate. These
authors found a sampling rate oset of 0.3% which in their data (run length 4 - 6 minutes) meant that the
apparent position of cardiac pulses at the end of the run would be o by as much as a second. Obviously
this eect is much worse in the 10 minute runs used here.
In the absence of markers for calculating the oset of the physiological acquisition with respect to the fMRI
acquisition, a second attempt at aligning the data was performed under the assumption that the start and
end of the physiological recordings and the fMRI scans were simultaneous. The actual sampling rate was
then calculated based on the length of the fMRI run (including dummy scans and the 4 additional volumes
discarded from the beginning of each run), and the number of samples in each physiological data le. Under
this new assumption the actual sampling rates were calculated as in table 5.3.
If the physiological recording is oset with re pect to the fMRI scans, this alignment of the physiological data
with the fMRI data would be incorrect. However, if the assumption of simultaneous starting and stopping
of PMU subsystems in [27] is correct, the physiological data sets should be properly aligned with each other.
Beall and Lowe [27] used triggers at the beginning of every fMRI volume acquisition to align the physiological
data with the fMRI data, but also assumed a xed sampling rate and simultaneous starting and stopping
of PMU data logging. However, upon examination of the aligned ECG and pulse data towards the end of
the 600s runs, the pulse peak appeared to precede the QRS wave of the ECG, while at the beginning of the
recording a pulse peak followed the QRS complex within a physiologically plausible time delay. This delay
decreased consistently across data sets to reach zero after approximately ve minutes, and after this time the
pulse appeared shortly before the closest ECG. The most plausible explanation for this seemed to be that
the sampling rate of the PMU changes over time, and that this drift is dierent between subsystems. This
does not appear to be well-documented although there is one implication in the literature that this type of
drift in sampling rate may occur in the Siemens PMU [209].
However, based on the consistency of the lengths of the physiological recordings and the location of the shift
between the ECG and pulse timecourse, it seemed that the drift over time should be fairly deterministic and
repeatable and therefore might be corrected retrospectively.
3) Determining time oset or sampling rate variation In order to determine a drift or oset of the











5.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
Figure 5.2: Number of samples in PMU log le vs length of scan showing linear relationship.
pulse sequence, the number of samples in the physiological data les were recorded for 20 fMRI runs varying
in length from approximately 15 s to 10 minutes (table 5.4). This was done for a TR of both 1100 ms and
2200 ms. Because the number of dummy scans is dierent for the dierent TRs, the number of TRs in each
run was chosen so that the duration of the run in seconds, including dummy scans, would be the same for
equivalent runs with dierent TRs. The shorter runs were repeated 3 times to assess the variation in the
number of samples for scans of the same length.
From the repeated scans of the same length in table 5.4 it is apparent that there is very little variation in
the number of samples in the physiological log les. This variation is greater for ECG probably because of
the higher sampling rate.
Because the apparent sampling rate (samples/scan length) of the shorter runs is much greater than that of
the successively longer ones it suggests that, rather than a drift of sampling rate, there is a constant time
oset at the beginning and/or end of the scan which increases the number of samples in the short log les
by a relatively larger amount. To determine this oset, as well as the average sampling rate, for the pulse,
ECG and respiration log les a linear regression of samples against scan length was performed (gure 5.2).
The x-intercept and slope representing the oset and sampling rate, respectively, are shown in table 5.5.
This result indicates that there is consistently almost an extra 2s (±100 samples) in the respiration log le,
1.5s (±75 samples) in the pulse oximeter log le, and 1s (±406 samples) in the ECG log le compared to
the length of the fMRI run, and that the average sampling rates are somewhat below the expected sampling
rate for each instrument. Because the number of samples does not appear to vary greatly between runs of
the same length, however, the average sampling rate is probably a fairly accurate indication of the actual





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
Resp Pulse ECG
Oset 1.9983s 1.4996s 1.0181s
Average sampling rate 49.8200 Hz 49.8207 Hz 398.5625 Hz
Table 5.5: Average sampling rate and oset for each log le calculated by linear regression of samples-per-le
vs scan length.
It is still not clear whether the oset occurs at the beginning or end of the scan. Assuming that the PMU
subsystems start logging simultaneously [27] results in a physiologically plausible distance from the QRS of
the ECG to the pulse peak for the entire duration of a 10 minute run. Since the osets are dierent for each
subsystem, it was further assumed that the start of physiological logging was synchronous with the start of
the fMRI imaging and that the oset in the physiological log les resulted from a delay in stopping logging
at the end of the fMRI run.
In order to solve this problem in the future a trigger should be written to the external channel of the PMU
every TR to ensure precise alignment of physiological data with fMRI. Alternatively, time-stamps at which
logging started and stopped could also be used to align data, by comparison with the time-stamps in the
DICOM headers of the functional images. However, no time-stamps were recorded in the physiological log
les from our system.
5.2.1.2 Processing of ECG and pulse oximeter data
The measurement of ECG in a scanner environment is not straightforward. Electrical signals are subject to
artefacts from the static magnetic eld as well as from the rapid gradient switching and RF pulses. Gradient
artefacts are particularly problematic for EPI because of the high slew rate. The static magnetic eld can
cause artefacts in ECG recordings via moving loop induction and the Hall eect. Wire loops moving in a
magnetic eld induce a voltage according to Faraday's law. This causes artefacts in bioelectrical recordings
which are hard to remove because of their varying spectral content, but which can be minimised by restricting
subject movement and avoiding loops in the cables as much as possible. The magnetohydrodynamic Hall
eect results from charged particles in blood moving quickly through the aorta which get deected by the
Lorenz force and generate a Hall potential across the vessel walls, perpendicular to the B0 eld and to the
direction of blood movement. The distortion caused by the Hall eect is usually enhancement of the T-wave
which makes its amplitude comparable to that of the R-wave, causing problems for triggering [210]. The
pump and valves in the cold-head of the MRI scanner can also cause artefacts in physiological recordings.
Because ECG recorded in the MR scanner is distorted and noisy, particularly at 3T, a pulse oximeter was
also used to record the peripheral pulse on the little nger of the left hand. However, in some subjects a
good pulse signal was also not easily obtainable, and in one or two subjects tapping of the left hand during
the short block runs caused obvious pulse oximetry artefacts. For many subjects the ECG and pulse data
was fairly clean for long periods, but intermittently corrupted by noise or artefacts. Since the requirement
was only to extract the peaks of each waveform to calculate an interbeat interval, it was decided to use both











CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
signal, followed by a comparison of detected peaks in each waveform in order to eliminate spurious peaks
and interpolate missing beats. If both signals are fairly clean with short periods of artefact, it should be
possible to use the ECG to locate peaks in regions where the pulse data was corrupted and vice versa. A
program was written in Matlab to process the physiological data. Some of the initial processing was based on
the PhLEM package (at http://https://sites.google.com/site/phlemtoolbox/) with the addition of automatic
error-checking for peak detection and a GUI for manual inspection and editing of peaks if required.
The steps of the algorithm used for locating pulse and ECG waveform peaks are as follows:
1. Align and remove scanner triggers from physiological data logs.
2. Filter the raw signal. The respiration and pulse data are low pass ltered and wavelet denoising is
applied to preserve high frequency peaks in the ECG data.
3. Locate peaks in the smoothed signals. A peak detection algorithm (peakdet.m http://billauer.co.il/peakdet.html)
was used to locate even quite small peaks in the ECG signal. Because the QRS peak was not larger
than the noise level in most recordings, and the distorted elevated T-wave is easily confused with a
QRS complex, it is easier to detect the negative deection of the S wave, than the positive R-wave. In
order not to miss peaks that are smaller than typical, a small threshold is used which results in the
detection of spurious peaks to be eliminated at a later stage. For pulse data, peaks were located with
a specied minimum amplitude.
4. Calculate the power spectrum of the waveform. For pulse oximeter data the location of the largest
spectral peak can be used as an estimate of the average interbeat interval (IBI). The ECG waveform is
often dominated by harmonics, so a prominent peak in the spectrum that was close to 1 Hz was used
as the IBI estimate.
5. Select a subset of the negative ECG peaks detected in step 3 by using an optimisation algorithm to
minimise the deviation of the IBI from the average calculated in step 4.
6. Calculate the median interbeat interval m_IBI of the detected peaks across the entire run and attempt
to locate missing peaks using a smaller threshold if the distance between adjacent beats is in the order
of a multiple of 1, 2 or 3 times m_IBI or to delete extra peaks if merging two adjacent IBIs results in
a new IBI closer to m_IBI.
7. Plot waveforms and detected peaks, marking detected peaks as possible outliers if the interbeat interval
is more than m_IBI/4 greater or less than m_IBI.
The subsequent step depends on the results of the preceding algorithm. If the discrepancy between beats
detected using ECG and pulse waveforms is small, the peaks can be automatically corrected by the user
selecting a menu option on the GUI. If, however, the entire run of ECG or pulse data is unreliable, the user
may have to manually add or remove beats in the more reliable waveform via the GUI.
The automatic peak correction algorithm locates outlying IBI values and nds the corresponding peaks in











5.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
the corresponding pulse peaks is closer to the median, one of the ECG peaks is selected for deletion and a
corrected ECG peak is added before the pulse at the median ECG-to-pulse-peak distance.
The user can then inspect these corrections for accuracy and edit if necessary. The algorithm is considered
to have been successful when either no IBI outliers are detected or the detected outliers have been inspected
to ensure they correspond to valid ECG or pulse peaks (true short or long beats IBIs should exist in both
pulse and ECG data) and when no visually obvious extra or missing peaks can be seen on inspection of the
waveform plot.
Table 5.6 shows the outcome of the processing algorithm for each subject's pulse and ECG data. In many
subjects, very little intervention was necessary to detect peaks correctly. Out of 15 subjects who received MRI
scanning, 4 subjects' Short_Blocks data and 2 subjects' Long_Blocks data had to be rejected altogether, as
it was not possible to process either the pulse or ECG, even manually. In one case ECG data could be used
but not pulse data, and in 5 cases the pulse data, but not the ECG data, was useable.
The same algorithm with one modication (detection of positive R wave) was used to process the ECG data
recorded during NIRS. Because no pulse data was recorded during NIRS imaging no automatic correction
could be made, but because the ECG in this case was not noisy, correction was hardly ever necessary.
5.2.1.3 Analysis of physiological data
Repeated measures ANOVAs in OpenStat and ezANOVA software were used to analyse physiological changes
with task condition.
Changes in heart rate (mean interval between beats) with condition during the Short_Blocks MRI run were
assessed using the 10 subjects from whom adequate physiological data was obtained during fMRI scanning,
and for NIRS for 14 subjects. The reader is referred to table 5.1 for a summary of the physiological data
available in each modality in each run.
In the Long_Blocks runs, the mean interval between beats (IBI) and its standard deviation (SDNN) was
extracted for each subject for each task condition: REST1, TAP, REST2, and COLD for both NIRS and MRI
physiological recordings. These variables were used to assess changes in heart rate and heart rate variability,
respectively. Physiological changes were assessed using 13 subjects scanned using NIRS who had physiological
data for both runs, and the 12 subjects from whom adequate physiological data was obtained in both runs
during fMRI scanning. Eight of these subjects had physiological data in both scans.
The heart rate response to the cold pressor test is known to be variable between subjects, and not the same
for the entire duration of the test period [211]. In order to assess dierences in response during dierent
parts of the testing period, the 150s duration was split into three 50s intervals and the mean heart rate was
calculated during each of these three test periods as well as the 50s directly preceding application of the ice
pack. This was done for the rst run only, so the recordings during NIRS from 15 subjects and during fMRI














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
MSE df F p
HR MRI COND 0.001 4, 36 2.40 0.068
(N=10) RUN 0.006 1, 9 2.92 0.122
COND x RUN 0.000 4, 36 1.09 0.378
HR NIRS COND 0.002 4, 52 0.69 0.043*
(N=14) RUN 0.011 1, 13 8.36 0.013*
COND x RUN 0.000 4, 52 0.51 0.728
Table 5.7: Results of two way repeated measures ANOVA with factors COND (task condition) and RUN for
heart rate during NIRS and MRI Short_Blocks runs. An asterisk indicates signicance at p<0.05.
5.2.2 Results
5.2.2.1 Short blocks: task-related physiological changes
A two way repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the interbeat intervals (IBI) extracted from the
ECG or pulse oximeter data, with ve levels of factor Condition: LTAP, RTAP, LCOLD, RCOLD and
REST, and two levels of factor Run, reecting the two short runs (table 5.7). Where Mauchly's test for
sphericity was signicant at p<0.05, HuynhFeldt correction was applied. There were no signicant eects
in the MRI heart rate data, however, for NIRS both main eects were signicant at p<0.05, where the IBI
for the second run was signicantly shorter than the rst. The opposite eect appeared in the mean IBI for
MRI (gure 5.3), although this was not signicant.
Post-hoc tests using the Newman-Keuls method revealed signicant dierences in IBI between the cold and
other conditions during NIRS, shown in table 5.8.
5.2.2.2 Long blocks: task-related physiological changes
The mean IBI for each condition in the Long_Blocks task, and its standard deviation across subjects are
shown in gure 5.4. Separate repeated measures two way ANOVAs with within-subject factor Run and
Condition were performed on the interbeat intervals (HR) and their standard deviations (HRV). Although
the mean IBI in TAP is smaller than in the other conditions in both data sets, as shown in table 5.9 , there
was no signicant eect of Condition or Run on IBI in either data set. ANOVAs on the HRV data, shown in
table 5.10 reveal no signicant eects for HRV measured during NIRS. The eect of Condition was signicant
for in the HRV measured during MRI, however, post-hoc tests on individual means were not signicant.
Qualitatively similar patterns in the mean IBI occurred in both runs and in both NIRS and MRI (as shown
for 8 subjects for whom physiological recordings were available in both NIRS and MRI in gure 5.5). The
mean HRV responses are more variable between runs.
The number of subjects whose heart rate increased, decreased or remained the same in TAP and COLD
compared to REST in the rst and second runs is shown for NIRS and fMRI in table 5.11. In the second













LCOLD>REST 4.27 3, 52 0.011
LCOLD>LTAP 4.98 4, 52 0.005
LCOLD>RTAP 4.16 2, 52 0.005
RCOLD>REST 4.82 4, 52 0.007
RCOLD >RTAP 4.71 3, 52 0.005
RCOLD>LTAP 5.53 5, 52 0.002
Run 2
q df p
LCOLD>REST 4.80 5, 52 0.011
LCOLD>LTAP 3.99 3, 52 0.018
LCOLD>RTAP 4.71 4,52 0.009
RCOLD>RTAP 3.46 3, 52 0.046
Table 5.8: Signicant Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests for dierences between mean IBI in each NIRS
Short_Blocks run.
MSE df F p
HR MRI COND 0.01 3, 33 2.73 0.060
(N=12) RUN 0.01 1, 11 0.54 0.477
COND x RUN 0.01 3, 33 0.18 0.912
HR NIRS COND 0.01 3, 36 2.78 0.055
(N=13) RUN 0.01 1, 12 4.26 0.061
COND x RUN 0.01 3, 36 2.104 0.117
Table 5.9: Results of two way repeated measures ANOVA with factors COND (task condition) and RUN for
heart rate during NIRS and MRI Long_Blocks runs. An asterisk indicates signicance at p<0.05.
MSE df F p
HRV MRI COND 0.01 3, 33 5.11 0.007*
(N=12) RUN 0.01 1, 11 0.06 0.815
COND x RUN 0.01 3, 33 0.26 0.854
HRV NIRS COND 0.01 3, 36 2.49 0.076
(N=13) RUN 0.01 1, 12 1.22 0.2910
COND x RUN 0.01 3, 36 2.301 0.093
Table 5.10: Results of two way repeated measures ANOVA with factors COND (task condition) and RUN for






















































































































































CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
MRI NIRS
N=13 (12) N=15 (13)
Tap vs Rest Cold vs Rest Tap vs Rest Cold vs Rest
Increased HR 10 (8) 6 (6) 9 (9) 5 (5)
Decreased HR 2 (1) 4 (3) 2 (3) 7 (3)
No change 1 (3) 3 (3) 4 (1) 3 (5)
Table 5.11: Number of subjects whose heart rate increased, decreased or remained the same in TAP and
COLD compared to REST in the rst run. The number in parentheses is the number of subjects whose heart
rate did this in the second run.
MSE df F p
HR MRI 0.01 3, 36 1.74 0.175
HR NIRS 0.01 3, 42 2.70 0.058
Table 5.12: Results of one way repeated measures ANOVA with 4 levels of factor Cold for heart rate during
NIRS and MRI.
to tap and three to cold (one subject's data was not available). In the second NIRS run ve subjects show a
dierent response to tap and ve showed a dierent response to cold.
5.2.2.3 Physiological changes during the cold pressor test
The results of a four level one way repeated measures ANOVA on the mean IBI during the PRE-TEST
period, and the rst, second and third 50s period of the COLD stimulus (COLD1, COLD2, COLD3) are
shown in table 5.12. Although changes are not signicant, in both sets of physiological recordings the mean
heart rate appears to change during the rst 50 s after application of the cold stimulus and then drop to or
below baseline levels some time afterwards. However, the direction of the initial change is dierent during
the NIRS and MRI recordings (gure 5.6). In the MRI recordings the initial eect is an increase in heart
rate (decrease in interbeat interval) while in the NIRS recordings there appears to be on average a decrease
in heart rate (increased IBI). In the MRI recordings only 4 out of 13 subjects showed an increased IBI from
rest in the rst cold interval, while in the NIRS recordings 11 out of 15 subjects showed an increased IBI
from rest in the rst cold interval. This eect remained when only the 9 subjects were considered who had
physiological recordings in both MRI and NIRS.
To locate dierent patterns of heart rate change in subject subgroups, for each subject the dierence in
average interbeat interval was calculated between each cold segment (COLD1, COLD2, COLD3) and the
PRE-TEST period. If this dierence was larger than 2% of the PRE-TEST interbeat interval it was counted
as an increase or decrease, otherwise no change was deemed to have occurred. Subjects were then categorised
into one of ve groups: those that showed an increased heart rate compared to the PRE-TEST period for
all cold segments, those that showed a decreased heart rate for all cold segments, those that showed no
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Figure 5.6: Mean IBI in 50s intervals, pre- and during cold pressor test.
Sustained Sustained No change Increase and Decrease and
increase decrease return to baseline return to baseline
MRI (n=13) 8 1 1 2 1
NIRS (n=15) 5 4 1 1 4
Table 5.13: Number of subjects showing an increase, decrease or no change in heart rate during the stages
of the cold pressor test.
a return to near baseline levels. The number of subjects in each group are listed in table 5.13.
5.2.3 Conclusions
During the 12 s blocks, heart rate did not change signicantly with condition during fMRI, but during NIRS
heart rate was slower during the cold conditions than during tapping and rest. In the long blocks, although the
mean heart rate increased and heart rate variability tended to decrease during TAP, there was no signicant
eect of condition on heart rate or heart rate variability. This may be because an initial autonomic response
to the task stabilises over time and returns to baseline levels by the end of the 150 s block. However, no
signicant eect of period was found when a one way ANOVA was performed on the IBIs from a pre-test
period and three consecutive 50 s periods of cold stimulation. There is some variability in response between
subjects and between runs.
There are of course several dierences between the situations under which the changes are monitored as
well as the data itself used for the analysis. During MRI, recording takes place in slightly more stressful
circumstances (a conned environment with ambient noise), the subject is supine, and unable to see the
investigator applying the cold stimulus to his or her hand. During NIRS, because the subject is not able to
see the visual cues on the computer monitor when in a completely supine position, it is not possible to fully
recline the dentist's chair. Therefore, the subject is only semi-reclined. Furthermore, the surroundings are a
more usual environment with less noise than during MRI, and although the subject is instructed to look at











CHAPTER 5. RESPONSES TO SENSORIMOTOR STIMULATION
the cold stimulus. Since the NIRS session always followed the MRI session, this was also the third time each
subject had experienced the cold pressor challenge.
In addition, pulse data was used for MRI and ECG data for NIRS. Because of some diculties with obtaining
physiological recordings using the built-in scanner physiological recording equipment it is possible that the
peak identication is very slightly less accurate for MRI physiological data than for NIRS. The nature of the
pulse waveform, which is smooth, means that peaks may not be as accurately localised in time as the QRS
complex in ECG. The measurement of peripheral pulse is an indirect measure of cardiac activity. The time
it takes the pulse pressure waveform to propagate from the left ventricle through a length of the arterial tree
(the pulse transit time) is aected by blood pressure; as the blood pressure increases due to the cold pressor












Registration of NIRS and MRI data
This chapter describes an experiment investigating the registration of NIRS data to the head surface of
individual subjects.
6.1 Background
The registration of locations on the head surface, measured in physical space using a magnetic, optical
or ultrasonic position tracker, to locations on the surface of a 3D volume image has been an important
consideration for EEG-MRI [212, 213] MEG/EEG-MRI [214, 215, 216] studies, and TMS-MRI studies [217].
Because NIRS also requires the localisation of surface optodes on a 3D structural MRI image the same
principles may be applied. However the localised nature of the response measured using NIRS means that
registration accuracy may be more critical here than in EEG, where each surface electrode may measure an
electrical signal that is conducted through the entire head volume.
6.1.1 Landmark-based registration
The simplest registration method is to identify a minimum of three corresponding landmarks in both image
and real-world space, as measured with a 3D tracker, and to calculate the optimal transformation between
these co-ordinate systems. The type of transformation depends on the number of parameters calculated: this
is most often either a 7 parameter rigid body transformation - 3 rotation, 3 translation and a global scaling
parameter, or a 12 parameter ane transformation, incorporating scaling in each of the x,y and z directions
and three shear parameters as well as the rotation and scaling parameters.
Given a number N of ducial landmarks in each space, the optimal transformation minimises the least squares
distance between corresponding points in the two spaces. This optimal transformation Y = Rx+ T may be
calculated iteratively, although several closed form solutions exist [218, 219]. For landmark-based registration
at least 3 non co-linear points are required, although registration error decreases as the number N of ducials
increases, according to 1/
√











CHAPTER 6. REGISTRATION OF NIRS AND MRI DATA
In EEG anatomical landmarks are often used, namely the left and right pre-auricular points and the nasion,
which are then aligned using least squares minimisation. However, variability of the order of several millime-
ters may be associated with the repeated identication of anatomical landmarks [220, 214]. This can produce
a larger transformation error when a small number of ducials is used [213]. MRI-visible markers may also
be placed for use as landmarks, or at the sites of surface electrodes [221]. Bite-bars may be used to reduce
error [214, 222], although these may cause discomfort to the subject.
Although landmark-based registration is computationally very fast, identifying ducials in both physical and
image co-ordinate spaces can be time-consuming and inaccurate. There are many sources of error associated
with landmark identication. Markers in MRI images may be large compared to the desired registration
accuracy [213], and the marker centroid has to be consistently located by hand. Markers may also be shifted
1- 3 mm in position because of magnetic susceptibility changes from air to skin or marker, and due to chemical
shifts. In addition, markers need to be rmly attached to the scalp, and may become physically displaced
during scanning, or between scanning and digitisation [109].
6.1.2 Surface-based registration
Surface-based alignment matches two representations of the head surface: one a head surface segmented
from MRI and the other a set of digitised head-surface points. This has been done to register both EEG
[223, 224] and MEG data [225, 226] to MRI. This technique has the advantage that it does not require
identication of corresponding points in two spaces and thus eliminates the need for MRI markers, meaning
that the MRI image does not have to be taken in the same session as the surface recording [213]. However,
there are also several diculties associated with surface-based techniques. Firstly the scalp needs to be
accurately segmented from the MRI image. Secondly, hundreds or thousands of surface points usually need
to be digitised, as the registration error decreases as the number of surface points increases [215, 216]. The
latter problem has been overcome in various ways: by using spline interpolation of real EEG points [212],
by using a specic digitisation pattern [217], and by using anatomical image information in the registration
[227].
Finally, the most serious drawback to the method is that because the shape of the head is nearly spherical, a
surface-matching algorithm that iteratively minimises the distance between the segmented scalp surface and
the digitised scalp points may converge upon an incorrect solution. To overcome this, a good initial alignment
can be used as a starting point for the scalp-matching minimisation. Sometimes centroids or moments are
used for this initialisation [216]. Another method is to use three or four ducial landmarks to perform an
initial rough alignment to use as a starting point for surface matching [109]. For convenience these ducials
are often anatomical landmarks, which do not require markers in MRI scans.
There are several component steps to surface registration where dierent choices can be made that may
aect the result. These are: the choice of type of transformation between image spaces, the selection of a
representation of the surfaces and measure of distance between them, the initialisation method used to roughly
align the two co-ordinate systems, and the choice of optimisation technique to ne-tune the alignment between













The most practical registration algorithm, which allows MRI imaging and NIRS scanning to be done in
separate sessions which may be far apart in time, is to use anatomical-landmark-based initialisation, followed
by surface registration, as done by Whalen et al. [109]. There are logistical diculties with using markers
attached to the heads of subjects, as well as acquiring reliable head surface data - in fact in [109] only bald
subjects were used.
6.2.1 Head shape data
Head shape data were obtained for seven subjects who had both NIRS and MRI scans in a separate imaging
session. Eight vitamin E markers were attached using tape to a swimming cap on the subject's head. The
swimming cap had holes cut out of the sides to allow the positioning of NIRS optodes on the scalp. The
positions of the markers were also drawn onto the cap to llow the markers to be removed after MRI and
before NIRS scanning. The marker positioning was chosen so as to cover as wide an area of the head as
possible, while at the same time avoiding posterior markers becoming dislodged as the subject lay supine
in the scanner. A further constraint was that the marker locations had to remain visible while the frame
containing the NIRS optodes was in place for NIRS scanning. The distribution of the markers was as follows:
one in the centre of the forehead (approximate Fp position), one halfway between nasion and inion (Cz),
one along the same central anterior to posterior line posterior to Cz, but not as inferior as the inion, since
the subject was to be lying supine, one marker each (L ant and R ant) on the left and right anterior of the
head, slightly superior and lateral to the Fp marker, one marker each (L post and R post) at the left and
right posterior of the head, nferior to the nasion-inion central line, and one marker on the left forehead (L
ForeHd). Four anatomical landmark points were also used: the nasion (Nz), nose tip (NoseTip), and left and
right pre-auricular points (LPA and RPA).
A T1-weighted anatomical MPRAGE image was taken while the subject lay in the scanner, before the
functional MRI run was completed. After the MRI session, the subject went directly into a NIRS scanning
session, where the vitamin E markers were removed to allow the NIRS frame to be placed on the head over
the swimming cap. Targeting of the motor area was performed using MRIreg [229], which allows on-the-y
registration of an MRI scan with the subject's real head geometry in order to locate specic brain regions
using a 3D position tracker. However, this method was found to perform no better than location of the motor
area using the Cz position of the 10-20 system (as judged by functional responses) and required more time
to perform.
Once the set up of the NIRS optodes was completed, the positions of the anatomical landmarks, and vitamin
E markers (known from the marks on the swimming cap) were recorded using a Polhemus Fastrak magnetic
digitiser. The positions of the edges of the NIRS frame were also recorded, as well as a selection of head












CHAPTER 6. REGISTRATION OF NIRS AND MRI DATA
6.2.2 Evaluation of registration accuracy
It is dicult to compare the accuracy of dierent surface registration methods because of the variety of
dierent ways in which authors have evaluated this. Whalen et al [109] recommend using the following
dierent error measures in combination:
 the map error (or total registration error - TRE): the error in positions of known markers when these
markers are not used for the alignment. Target registration error is an upper limit for the error.
 the ducial registration error (FRE): the registration error in the landmarks that were used in the
registration after the registration. This may be biased and under represent the map error.
 the residual error (RE): the mean or root-mean-square distance between the MRI surface and the
registered head points. It is also biased, and serves as a lower bound for the registration error.
Because of the diculty of using markers in MRI images, map accuracy is often assessed by means of
simulations [214, 216]. If markers are used to evaluate map accuracy, TRE includes not only the map error
but also other forms of error such as marker shifts between digitisation and MR scanning. Therefore the
TRE may be considered an upper limit for the map error.
6.2.3 Landmark registration
The transformation between real-world and individual MRI space was calculated using the ducial markers
and both Horn's algorithm for closed form solution of rigid body parameters [219], and least squares ane
transformation [230].
To evaluate the ducial registration error and the map error resulting from using the landmark positions in
the MRI and Polhemus space, we performed ane (12 parameter) and rigid body (7 parameter, including a
global scaling parameter) transformations multiple times using n−x ducials, where n was the total number
of landmarks available for that subject and x ranged from 1 to n − 4 since a minimum of 4 landmarks
are required to calculate the ane transformation. (For most subjects n = 12, but on one subject a marker
slipped o while the subject was in the MR scanner.) For each registration using n−x ducials the remaining
x known landmarks were used to evaluate the map error resulting from that registration.
6.2.4 Surface registration
Surface registration was performed using a Matlab-based volume registration toolbox [230], which calculates
an initial ane transformation from real-world (digitiser) space to MRI space using landmark pairs in each
co-ordinate space. This initial mapping is optimised by minimising the distance of a set of digitised head
surface points to a head surface mesh extracted from a segmented MRI using Gauss-Newton optimisation.
The points are then projected onto the head surface. The landmark locations and digitisation pattern for
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Figure 6.1: Simulated landmark and surface point data extracted from a subject's MRI
6.2.5 Simulated surface registration: the eect of ducial and surface point
error
To evaluate the eect of error in the location of ducial markers and surface points used for registration,
simulated data was constructed by manually selecting landmark and surface points from one of the subject's
MRIs. Two hundred surface points were drawn from the selected subject's MRI using the same digitisation
pattern used for the real data, which incorporated the subject's nose shape. Dierent levels of Gaussian
noise were then added to the four ducials and the surface points and for each noise level 50 random rigid
body transformations were applied to the data to simulate digitised head surface data. The simulated data
was then aligned with the MRI data using a least squares ane transformation initialisation from the four
ducials, followed by iterative alignment using Gauss-Newton optimisation (metchgui). The resulting map
error was evaluated using the remaining landmark points, and average residual error of each point from the
head surface was calculated.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Landmark registration
The accuracy with which an unknown point can be mapped increases with the number of ducials used to
calculate the mapping transformation. However, the registration error associated with the ducials increases
with the number of ducials. Figure 6.2 shows the RMS ducial registration error for one subject as a function
of number of ducials used for both ane and rigid body registration methods. Rigid body registration always
has a higher FRE than ane, approaching a max of 21 mm for rigid and 13 mm for ane. However, because
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Figure 6.2: Map error and ducial registration error for increasing number of ducials
(where TRE is 29 mm) and variance is much larger. With greater than 6 ducials TRE is smaller using ane
than rigid body registration approaching a minimum of 20 for ane and 24 mm for rigid body. (It should
be noted that the number of target points used to calculate mean map error also decreases as the number of
ducials increases.)
Because there may be error in the landmarks used to evaluate registration accuracy (targets) as well as in the
ducials used for registration, we examine for every individual landmark the average FRE over all possible
registrations that use that landmark as a ducial, as a function of the number of ducials, as well as the
average map error for all possible registrations that do not use it. This also allows identication of landmarks
that consistently contribute to large registration error. Figure 6.3 shows that the landmarks R ant, R post,
Cz and RPA can be separated from the others as being registered consistently badly (FRE>15 mm and map
error >30 mm). R ant has the worst map error (~40 mm) and FRE (~23 mm) whereas Fp has the smallest
average FRE (~ 3 mm) and map error (4 mm).
Table 6.1 shows for 7 subjects the mean FRE and median map error over all landmark points for all regis-
trations using n− 1 ducials. The landmarks from four subjects (1,2,3, and 5) were digitised twice.
Data set 6 clearly had large errors in digitisation: the median map error was greater than 6 cm. Only 4
datasets produced median map errors of less than 3 cm, which is rather inaccurate, suggesting either errors in
digitisation or that there is too much movement of markers between the MRI session and digitisation. Upon
examining the distribution of errors according to landmark position, it appears that the more posterior and
lateral markers R post, RPA, Lpost, LPA are badly registered, as well as Iz. R post is particularly bad. The
anterior central and lateral makers (R ant, Lant, Nz, L Forehead, Fp and to a lesser degree Cz) are more
accurately registered.
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(a) Mean ducial registration error (FRE) for each landmark after
least-squares ane registration.







































(b) Mean map error (TRE) for each landmark after least-squares ane
registration.
Figure 6.3: Mean FRE and map error for each landmark after least-squares ane registration.
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Subject No. ducials Mean FRE Std dev Median map error
1a 10 11.53 1.03 15.74
1b 10 11.85 1.18 14.90
2a 11 22.37 2.29 25.91
2b 11 24.75 1.99 37.63
3a 11 27.54 2.01 35.59
3b 11 20.67 1.38 32.05
4 11 16.24 1.26 20.17
5a 11 36.92 4.16 42.03
5b 11 26.04 1.77 42.57
6 11 39.42 2.87 69.57
7 11 16.91 1.66 22.16
Table 6.1: Mean FRE and median map error over all landmark points for all registrations using n−1 ducials
6.3.2 Initial landmark-based registration followed by surface registration
For technical reasons the head surface data for only 4 subjects was useable. One subject's head surface was
digitised twice, yielding 5 data sets. The mean map error was calculated over all landmark points that were
not used in the initial registration (7 for subject 1 and 8 for the others). The ducial registration error is
the average error of the 4 ducials used in the registration, and the residual error is the RMS distance of the
digitised surface points from the head surface extracted from the MRI.
In general optimisation using surface points and projection onto the head surface improved the average map
error (table 6.2). This dierence was signicant at the 0.05 level using the Wilcoxon signed rank test for all
data sets. The residual error after optimisation was similar for all data sets, although slightly smaller for
data set 1.
6.3.3 Conclusions
For simulated registrations with dierent levels of ducial and surface point noise, the map error using the
Gauss-Newton optimisation method was 3.39 mm even when the standard deviation of added noise was 7.5
mm, suggesting that with accurate head surface and ducial data, and an accurate head surface extracted
from MRI, acceptable registration accuracy can be achieved.
However, both registration using landmarks only and surface-based registration using landmark initialisation
produced map errors between 1 and 4 cm which is not acceptably accurate in relation to the resolution of
NIRS, and compared to the 2-4 mm accuracy achieved by others [109]. This suggests that digitisation is not
accurate or that the swimming cap and/or markers moved too much between the MRI session and the NIRS
digitisation session. There appears to be no qualitative dierence between the two methods, however the
same landmarks were used to evaluate the error with both methods, so if markers moved or digitisation was












Subject Init Opt Proj
1 Mean map error 37.53 17.47 12.24
Mean FRE 0 11.48 10.39
Residual 16.40 5.94 0
2a Mean map error 90.79 40.78 40.21
FRE 0 34.40 32.20
Residual 35.39 7.32 0
2b Mean map error 72.56 42.96 41.07
FRE 0 34.17 31.81
Residual 31.26 7.93 0
4 Mean map error 48.17 23.84 22.57
FRE 0 30.01 26.80
Residual 17.29 7.51 0
7 Mean map error 38.46 31.46 28.12
FRE 0 35.86 42.91
Residual 27.14 6.40 0
Table 6.2: Map, ducial and residual error after registration: initial landmark-based, optimisation using
surface alignment, and projection to head surface.
It is not recommended to use a magnetic digitiser in the presence of large amounts of metal, however, since
the digitisation had to occur next to the NIRS system which is contained in a large metal cabinet this was
unavoidable, and may have contributed to inaccuracy in digitisation. In fact, the head shape data from some
subjects was very obviously distorted and had to be discarded.
The use of markers attached to swimming caps or hair appears to be an ineective method for registering
NIRS data. In [109] it was also found that a swimming cap produced too much movement. In addition, this
magnetic digitiser system appears to be unreliable in this particular experimental situation. Although some
data sets produced target registration accuracy in the desired range (± 1 cm), in general registration error
appears to be large.
Because of the unsatisfactory results of the initial co-registration attempt, no markers were used for the main
study, but anatomical landmarks - namely left and right pre-auricular points, nasion and nose tip were used
to align the NIRS and MRI spaces, and a collection of surface points was used to optimise the co-registration.
The NAVI software which was used for image reconstruction provides a set of 36 predened optode locations
on the FEM model (gure 6.4). In order to reconstruct an image when using a 5 x 3 optode conguration
(for example at the locations shown in magenta) there are 8 dierent locations that may be selected while
maintaining the interoptode distance required for image reconstruction. Although with image reconstruction
perfect registration cannot be achieved, alignment to anatomical location and between subjects is optimised by
selecting the appropriate grid location for each subject before reconstructing functional images. Visualisation
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digitised head surface points with the subject's MRI, transforming these to MNI space and then transforming
the FEM model co-ordinates to MNI space.
Using surface rather than landmark-based alignment has the advantage that only one MRI is required for each
subject. The subject's MRI may be acquired at any time, instead of having to acquire an MRI image for each
NIRS session. Registration to a subject's individual anatomy is highly desirable, and knowledge of individual
anatomy may be used in the forward problem solution [111] in order to increase the accuracy of reconstructed
DOT images. However, in many cases it may be impractical or too expensive to obtain an MRI image for
each subject. In these cases, registration to an atlas, possibly the MRI of a representative subject, may be
used as a general anatomical head model. The error in localisation of cortical activations when registration is
performed to an atlas, is due to a combination of imperfect registration, anatomical dierences between atlas
and subject anatomies and the localisation error associated with diuse optical image reconstruction, whereas
when using a subject-specic MRI, any localisation error is due to diuse optical image reconstruction only
[231]. It has recently been shown that registering NIRS probe locations to an atlas results in an average
localisation error of approximately 18 mm, compared to an error of 9.1 mm using the subject's own MRI.
However reasonable anatomical localisation is possible even when subject-specic anatomy is not available
[231].
Eectively what was done in this study was to register NIRS probes to the individual subject's anatomy,
and then as best as possible to the DOT template used in the image reconstruction software. To summarise,
alignment of NIRS data was performed as follows:
1. Bilateral motor cortex was targeted using the Cz position from the 10-20 system and a 5x3 optode grid
placed over this location in each of the left and right hemispheres.
2. Locations of the anatomical landmarks, head surface points and the four corners of the optode grid
were digitised in 3D using the Polhemus magnetic tracker.
3. Using landmark and surface registration methods described in this chapter, the co-ordinates of the
optode grid corners were transformed to the subject's MRI space.
4. The subject's MRI was transformed to MNI space and the same transformation applied to locate the
optode grid corners in MNI space.
5. The MRI template used by NAVI to create the FEM model was transformed to MNI space, and the
same transformation used for the FEM co-ordinates.
6. The optode grid corners and the NAVI FEM model with possible optode locations are plotted in MNI
space and the closest of the 8 possible grid positions (gure 6.4) is specied for image reconstruction
using NAVI.
However, the DOT images that are produced are in an unknown NAVI space and must be realigned with the











Figure 6.4: The 36 predened optode positions oered in NAVI software. When using a 5x3 optode congu-
ration the grid, shown in magenta, may be shifted one position left or right along the x-axis and one position






















Ipsilateral activations and deactivations
in unilateral motor tasks
The aims of the motor component of this experiment were to investigate ipsilateral activations and deactiva-
tions for left and right hand motor tasks using both functional MRI and NIRS. We wished to see if we could
replicate the ndings of ipsilateral activations particularly for left tapping and ipsilateral deactivations that
are more prominent for the dominant (right, in this case) hand and whether the analysis of NIRS images
could produce the same results. We also investigated whether there was any relationship across subjects
between the magnitude of the ipsilateral activations/deactivations in particular regions of interest to the
magnitude of activation in contralateral motor regions.
7.1 Introduction
It is well known that in response to a unilateral hand motor task, right-handed subjects produce robust acti-
vation in the contralateral primary motor (M1) and sensory (S1) cortex as well as the ipsilateral cerebellum.
Many PET and fMRI studies have also reported activation of the ipsilateral precentral gyrus in normal adults
[232, 233, 234, 235, 186, 236].
However, converging evidence suggests that the ipsilateral precentral gyrus activation found in fMRI studies
is situated more anteriorly, ventrally and laterally than the M1 activation produced by a contralateral hand
task [235, 186, 237, 236, 238]. It has been suggested that ipsilateral precentral gyrus activation considered to
be M1 in early studies is more likely to be premotor cortex (BA6) [186], since it does not dierentiate between
hand and face movements [186]. A recent study found ipsilateral precentral gyrus activation in all subjects,
mainly in the dorsal and ventral premotor areas (PMv and PMd) while ipsilateral M1 was less consistently
activated and occurred anteriorly, close to the border of M1 and premotor cortex [238].
Deactivation, that is a decrease in BOLD signal in ipsilateral M1, has also been reported in fMRI studies of
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were activated by one hand were deactivated by the other (including the cerebellum, as did [242]). Other
groups have used a low force pinch grip task to produce BOLD [241] and CBF and CMRO2 [243] signal
decreases in the ipsilateral M1 cortex.
Some studies have also found ipsilateral deactivation in only a subset of subjects (e.g. [238]) with some
subjects producing simultaneous ipsilateral precentral gyrus activation and postcentral gyrus deactivation
[238]. The results of this latter study suggest that ipsilateral sensorimotor (SM) deactivation when it occurred
was more posterior, located over the postcentral gyrus, while ipsilateral SM activation was more anterior,
situated directly over the central sulcus or over the precentral gyrus [238].
Newton et al. [244] found BOLD signal decreases in ipsilateral M1 for movements of each hand, with larger
magnitude and volume of deactivation in the M1 ipsilateral to movement for the right, dominant hand than
for the left hand. This is notably opposite to ipsilateral M1 activation which occurs more frequently to
movement with the non-dominant hand.
However, a study of BOLD deactivations during tongue movement found signal decreases only in the posterior
parietal cortex, precuneus, and middle temporal gyrus, while the primary somatosensory-motor area (SM1)
was activated bilaterally. This is not consistent with studies involving unilateral hand movements which show
deactivation of motor-related cortical areas including the ipsilateral M1 [245].
7.1.1 BOLD deactivations
In comparison with BOLD signal increases during a task, BOLD signal decreases relative to an inactive
condition (xation or rest) are much less frequently studied. One of the rst reasons for interest in deactivation
came with the discovery that a consistent set of brain regions showed signal decreases during a variety of
tasks, relative to a baseline resting state. The nding that this network of regions, which came to be termed
the default mode network [246], had greater activity during rest than during goal-directed tasks evoked much
research interest. Correlations in spontaneous activity between the same regions during a task-free resting
state, support the idea that this is a functionally connected network [247].
In addition to default mode deactivation, BOLD signal decreases have also been observed in task-specic
regions. There appear to be two main types of task-specic deactivation: sensory cross-modal deactivation,
which involves the suppression of sensory cortex that is not relevant to the task, for example deactivation
of auditory cortex during a visual task; and lateralised deactivation, where during a unilateral task, the
relevant sensory cortex of the ipsilateral hemisphere shows a BOLD signal decrease. The study of functional
connectivity between regions activated or deactivated by a particular task may help to dissociate between
these three possibly dierent modes of deactivation.
The meaning of these BOLD signal decreases is not entirely clear. It has been suggested that since blood
ow to the brain is relatively constant, local BOLD signal decreases may simply reect the reallocation
of oxygenated blood towards activated areas in response to metabolic demand [248, 249]. However, it is
unlikely that negative BOLD responses observed in the opposite hemisphere to the positive BOLD change
[240, 241, 250, 251, 243] are a consequence of this eect, since the blood supply to each hemisphere is via












is an indicator of decreased neuronal activity [252].
7.1.2 Transcallosal inhibitory and uncrossed descending pathway hypotheses
Interhemispheric control of motor action has been suggested to involve deactivation in order to prevent inter-
ference from the opposite hemisphere [240]. Ipsilateral M1 deactivation is believed to result from transcallosal
inhibitory inputs from the contralateral motor area [240, 244]. This is supported by evidence of decreases in
CMRO2 [243] and studies which indicate that a negative BOLD response indicates neural inhibition [252].
Because either inhibitory or excitatory dendritic inputs may cause an increase in BOLD signal [253], ipsilateral
precentral gyrus activation may similarly correspond to transcallosal inhibitory signals from the contralateral
motor regions [237, 236]. A second possibility is that ipsilateral activation may represent neuronal activity
in uncrossed descending motor pathways [232, 233, 235, 186, 236].
Supporting the former hypothesis, a relationship has been found between BOLD activation in the ipsilateral
precentral gyrus and transcallosal inhibition detected with TMS [237]. During nondominant (left) nger
movements, 5 of the 10 subjects showed signicant activation on their ipsilateral (left) sensorimotor hand
area. Dominant (right) nger movement did not activate the sensorimotor area of the ipsilateral side in
any subject. The paired-pulse TMS study suggests that interhemispheric, transcallosal inuences rather
than ipsilateral descending pathways account for the activation of the motor cortex ipsilateral to the hand
movement [237].
However, in nonhuman primates ipsilateral motor representations have been demonstrated in M1 [254, 255].
Also ipsilateral motor evoked potentials (MEPs) have been produced in response to transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) of M1 in children [256] and adults [257]. It is possible that initial motor responses
are bilateral, but that the ipsilateral motor cortex is subsequently partially inhibited by the motor cortex
contralateral to the active hand [258]. It has been suggested that if ipsilateral fMRI activation corresponds
to transcallosal inhibition, activations during an ipsilateral task should be spatially distinct from activations
during contralateral and bilateral tasks [238]. However, ipsilaterally activated regions were also found to be
activated during bilateral (as well as contralateral) tasks, with smaller signal change during ipsilateral nger
tapping. The authors of this study suggest that ipsilateral fMRI activation in unilateral motor tasks may
reect part of a bilateral network involved in the planning or execution of ipsilateral hand movement [238].
7.1.3 Factors aecting ipsilateral activation and deactivation
Neither ipsilateral M1 activation [233, 237] nor deactivation occur in all subjects. Ipsilateral activation
has been found to occur more commonly when movements are performed with the non-dominant hand
[232, 234, 237, 186] or paretic hand following a stroke [232], while ipsilateral deactivation of sensorimotor
cortex appears with larger magnitude and volume of activation in the M1 ipsilateral to movement for the
right, dominant, hand than for the left hand in right-handed subjects [250, 244, 259].
Ipsilateral activation also occurs more frequently during complex movements suggesting that ipsilateral M1
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ample, activate only ipsilateral secondary somatosensory areas, while possibly deactivating the ipsilateral
primary sensorimotor cortex; proximal movements have been found to activate both primary and secondary
somatosensory areas ipsilaterally [250].
Simple motor tasks which do not involve independent nger movement result in small ipsilateral activations
[233, 235, 237, 236], while tapping of a sequence using multiple ngers produces robust ipsilateral motor-
related activation for both right and left hand tapping [238]. The number of nger transitions in a sequence
has been found to correlate with increased ipsilateral dorsal premotor activation [260], while tapping a complex
sequence produces greater ipsilateral activation than tapping out chords involving simultaneous movement
of multiple ngers, which in turn produces greater ipsilateral activation than simple nger tapping [236].
Deactivation of the ipsilateral motor area can be reliably produced by a low force pinch grip task [241, 243].
Movement frequency [259] and duration have been found to have an eect on the magnitude of ipsilateral
BOLD signal decrease, where increased movement duration results in larger BOLD increase in contralateral
M1 as well as a larger ipsilateral decrease for both hands [244] and increasing movement frequency increases
contralateral BOLD signal for both hands, but has opposite eects on ipsilateral BOLD deactivations in the
dierent hemispheres [259].
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Subjects and task
The short blocks fMRI data from 14 subjects (8 male) and NIRS data from 15 subjects (9 male) was used.
Of these subjects 10 participated in both NIRS and fMRI imaging. The task and data acquisition have been
described in 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2 on page 74.
7.2.2 Image preprocessing and quality control
Functional images for each fMRI run were motion-corrected using SPM5 (http://www.l.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm),
and co-registered to the T2-weighted structural image which was in turn co-registered to each subject's T1-
weighted high-resolution anatomical image. Each subject's data were normalised to MNI space (resliced to
3x3x3 mm voxels) and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM.
The ArtRepair toolbox for SPM (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/ArtRepair/ArtRepair.htm) was used to
detect bad volumes. In the rst run (with short, 1100 ms TR ) several subjects showed either large or sudden
motions which had an impact on the global signal. In the second (2200 ms TR) run all subjects showed less
than 1 mm or 1 degree movement in any direction, and only one subject's data showed a few volumes of
large change in the global signal. The bad volumes in this subject's data were repaired and deweighted in
the rst level analysis. Because the data for the second run had fewer artefacts, the data from the rst run
was discarded and only the 2200 ms TR data were analysed.
NIRS preprocessing and image reconstruction were performed using the NAVI software (NIRx Medical Tech-












located over the left and right hemispheres. For 15 optodes over each hemisphere this is 225 channels in each
le. Raw data was band pass ltered between 0.01 and 0.5 Hz. Noisy channels were identied and re-
jected if the coecient of variation (CV) in a 3 minute baseline period was greater than 0.25. Images of
oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin concentration changes for the left and right hemisphere were then
reconstructed separately on a 64x64x64 grid and exported to Analyze format using NAVI's export feature,
for analysis with SPM.
Diagnostic plots of the data quality for each subject are shown in gure 7.1.
7.2.3 Analysis
For both sets of images, rst level analysis was performed using the general linear model (GLM) as imple-
mented in SPM5. Regressors were included for each of the task conditions (LTAP, RTAP, LCOLD, RCOLD)
convolved with SPM's canonical haemodynamic response function. For fMRI analysis the six motion param-
eters resulting from realignment were also included. High pass ltering was performed to remove signal drifts
with a period longer than 128 s. Correction for serial autocorrelation in the data was performed using an
autoregressive model of order 1.
At the group level, the rst-level contrast images for each subject (LTAP vs FIX, RTAP vs FIX, LCOLD vs
FIX, and RCOLD vs FIX) were included in a exible factorial design (2-way ANOVA) with factors subject
and condition. Including subject as a factor helps to explain variability that is based on individual dierences
in BOLD response across all conditions, in the same way that a paired t-test does for comparing means of
two conditions.
For the second level ANOVA, contrasts were generated to test for activation (RTAP > FIX, LTAP > FIX) and
deactivation (RTAP < FIX, LTAP < FIX) and dierences between the left hand and right hand conditions
LTAP > RTAP and RTAP > LTAP. This was done for both tapping and cold conditions. The latter contrasts
test where contralateral activation for a task is greater than ipsilateral activation for the task performed with
the opposite hand. Because of the many comparisons made (RTAP > FIX, LTAP > FIX, RTAP < FIX, LTAP
< FIX, RTAP > LTAP and LTAP > RTAP), statistical maps for both imaging modalities were thresholded
at a conservative p threshold of 0.001 with false discovery rate (FDR) correction to account for simultaneous
hypothesis testing across multiple voxels. This corresponds to a p threshold of 0.006 Bonferroni-corrected for
the number of comparisons (0.001 x 6 comparisons).
Areas that appear activated in one hemisphere for one hand but not in the other hemisphere for the opposite
hand may not indicate that any signicant dierences exist in homologous areas between conditions. In other
words the presence of right hemisphere activation to a left hand stimulus without signicant left hemisphere
activation in response to right hand stimulation does not allow the conclusion that contralateral activation
is signicantly greater for the left hand. In order to investigate hemispheric activation bias, and whether
there were signicant dierences in contralateral and ipsilateral activation between the dominant (right) and
non-dominant (left) hand, two dierent analyses were performed: a region of interest analysis, which was








































(a) Number of reciprocal channels (source x detector y and source y detector x)
with asymmetric gain settings





























(b) Number of rejected channels (CV > 25%) for each wavelength in each subject


























(c) Number of reciprocal channels with correlation less than 0.5 for each subject
and each wavelength
Figure 7.1: Diagnostic plots of data quality. Subjects 1-5 had dark skin and hair. Subjects 6-7 had light skin
and dark hair, and the remainder had fairly light skin and brown/fair hair with subjects 14 and 15 being
particularly fair. Subjects 10 and 12 had many low correlation channels in spite of light colouring. The data












Region of interest analysis
In the rst method, regions of interest were created dierently for fMRI and NIRS images. For fMRI
spherical regions of interest (ROIs) with 5 mm radius were created based on the results of the activation and
deactivation analyses for left and right conditions separately. Where a region was identied as signicant
for a cold stimulus applied to one hand but no corresponding activated region in the opposite hemisphere
was identied for cold applied to the opposite hand, a mirror ROI was created by changing the sign of the
x co-ordinate of the ROI centre in MNI space. For NIRS images, the ROIs encompassed the entire left and
right sensorimotor cortex measurement areas.
For each ROI the median beta value from the rst level analysis for each subject was extracted and entered
into a two factor ANOVA, with factors active hand (two levels: left and right) and hemisphere (two levels:
contralateral and ipsilateral). Using the median parameter value in the ROI as opposed to the mean was
intended to allow for a smaller extent of activation than the ROI size, and possible dierences in extent
of activation between hemispheres. Using this analysis, main eects of hand (left and right) and hemi-
sphere (contralateral and ipsilateral) could be investigated. A signicant interaction indicates a hemispheric
lateralisation, that is greater activity in one hemisphere (left or right) regardless of hand used.
Voxelwise analysis on ipped fMRI images
In the second method used for fMRI data, the rst level contrast images for the left hand conditions for each
subject were ipped about the x-axis. These ipped images were entered into a second level analysis along
with the unipped contrast images for the right hand condition, to directly test for signicant dierences in
contralateral activation between left and right conditions, and in ipsilateral activation between left and right
conditions. This method has the advantage of being able to use voxelwise statistics over the whole brain as in
a conventional SPM analysis. Comparing mirrored images does assume that functional regions are mirrored
in corresponding voxels in the opposite hemisphere, however, it avoids the need to select regions of interest
from among many possible candidate regions.
Intersubject correlation analysis
A correlation analysis across subjects was performed on the median rst-level parameter estimates between
selected ROIs that deactivated ipsilaterally in one condition and those that activated contralaterally in the
same condition. The aim of this was to investigate whether there were contralaterally activated areas whose
increased activity corresponded with decreased activity in the opposite hemisphere. If deactivation occurs
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Motor task activation
Contrasts testing for activation by left and right tapping compared to xation revealed signicant BOLD
activations in contralateral thalamus, putamen, primary and secondary somatosensory areas, premotor and
supplementary motor areas. At the threshold used, there was more extensive contralateral and ipsilateral
activation for left tapping than for right tapping. Contralateral activation for the left tap condition formed
large connected clusters encompassing several regions of interest, while contralateral activation for right
tapping produced more discrete clusters. These areas of activation are listed in table 7.1.
The same contrasts on NIRS data revealed signicant activations (oxyHb increase and deoxyHb decrease)
throughout the measured contralateral and ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex area. The extent of activation in
voxels for each contrast is listed in table 7.2. While the extent of activation was similar for all contrasts
because of the relatively small area covered, contralateral activation for right tapping produced higher t-
values than for left tapping and ipsilateral activation for left tapping produced higher t-values (and extent)
than right tapping.
While signicant bilateral activation to unilateral nger tapping was measured with NIRS, activation was
qualitatively more bilateral (less lateralised) for left tapping, as peak t-values and extent were similar in
both hemispheres. Activation for right tapping appeared more lateralised to the contralateral hemisphere;
ipsilateral activation in this case was smaller in magnitude and extent.
From the fMRI data it was apparent that the putamen, thalamus, and primary S1/M1 regions responded to
the contralateral stimulus. Activation in supplementary motor area and premotor regions was bilateral for
both left and right tapping, but there was qualitatively more ipsilateral and contralateral BOLD activation
to left hand tapping than to right tapping. In fMRI left and right tapping produced similar contralateral
peak t-values, but larger activation extent for left tapping, while in NIRS contralateral activation for right
tapping produced higher t-values than for left tapping. However, ipsilateral activation in both fMRI and
NIRS was greater in extent (and larger t-values) for left than for right tapping.
7.3.2 Motor task deactivation
BOLD deactivations in response to a unilateral nger tapping task are listed in table 7.3
Right tapping deactivated a very large extent of ipsilateral and contralateral cortex, while deactivation to left
tapping was more restricted. Ipsilateral precentral/postcentral gyrus (SM1) was deactivated in both cases,
as well as areas belonging to the default mode network (posterior cingulate, precuneus and medial frontal
cortex). Regions of occipital cortex (cuneus) were deactivated in both conditions.












Contralateral area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
L putamen 37 -27 -6 -3 6.4
L thalamus 13 -12 -18 3 7.04
L precentral gyrus (BA4) 901 -39 -21 57 24.46
L supplementary motor area 159 -3 -3 57 10.52
(R supplementary motor area) (29)
L middle/inferior frontal gyrus (BA6,9) (ventral premotor) 9 -60 3 24 5.92
Ipsilateral area
R middle/inferior frontal gyrus (BA6) (dorsal premotor) 35 54 0 45 6.9
LTAP > FIX
Contralateral area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R putamen 522 (169) 30 -3 0 10.12
(R thalamus) (81)
R precentral gyrus (BA4) 2061 45 -15 57 23.75
(R supplementary motor area) (202)
(L supplementary motor area) (139)
R middle/inferior frontal gyrus (BA6,9) (premotor)
R middle/inferior frontal gyrus (triangular and orbital parts of IFG) 10 39 42 0 5.21
Ipsilateral area
L middle/inferior frontal gyrus (BA6,9) 169 -54 -3 45 7.44
L middle/superior frontal gyrus 36 -27 42 18 6.03
L thalamus 9 -15 -6 15 4.92
L middle/superior frontal gyrus (BA10) 8 -12 30 -6 4.9
L inferior temporal gyrus 7 -42 -24 -18 5.04
Table 7.1: Positive BOLD responses to unilateral nger tapping of each hand (p<0.001 FDR), clusters > 6
voxels . Regions that are listed in brackets each appeared as part of a larger cluster that is listed above it.
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RTAP vs FIX
Left hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 21909 54.10
deoxyHb decrease 21898 57.75
Right hemisphere (ipsilateral)
oxyHb increase 20214 6.74
deoxyHb decrease 10606 6.78
LTAP vs FIX
Right hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 21396 27.17
deoxyHb decrease 21204 30.72
Left hemisphere (ipsilateral)
oxyHb increase 21847 13.76
deoxyHb decrease 21331 18.44
Table 7.2: NIRS activation (oxyHb increase and deoxyHb decrease) to unilateral nger tapping of each hand
(p<0.001 FDR), clusters > 6 voxels .
7.3.3 Dierences between left and right tapping
Regions that were found by fMRI to be signicantly dierently activated in the left and right tapping
conditions are listed in table 7.4.
As shown in gure 7.2, the right putamen, thalamus, and insula as well as primary motor cortex and parts
of SMA were activated signicantly more by contralateral tapping than by ipsilateral tapping, while in the
left hemisphere only the primary motor cortex was activated more by contralateral than ipsilateral tapping.
The hemisphere and extent of areas that were found by NIRS to be signicantly dierently activated in the
left and right tapping conditions are listed in table 7.5. Because activation corresponds to a decrease in
deoxyHb, deoxyHb concentration is greater in the hemisphere ipsilateral to to the tapping hand (that is,
there is a contralateral decrease).
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show peak regions of activation in oxyHb and deoxyHb respectively, transformed into
MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. Consistent with fMRI results, the measured areas over
the sensorimotor cortex in both right and left hemispheres were activated signicantly more by contralateral
tapping than by ipsilateral tapping. Although the location of peak activation is comparable to that found
using fMRI, as can be seen from the images the localisation of activation foci by the DOT image reconstruction
is less than perfect. In both oxyHb and deoxyHb the contrast testing for greater signal in RTAP than LTAP
(shown in blue) results in apparent activation in the skull and skin. In some cases the activation also extends
deeper than might be expected to be measured with NIRS. Notably, the peak activation for deoxyHb appears
in a more anterior location than the peak activation for either oxyHb or BOLD. This is also possibly an image
reconstruction artefact. In spite of possible inaccuracies in location, the direction of the changes observed












Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R precuneus/ postcentral (BA40) 6960 21 -39 57 11.29
(L middle temporal gyrus) (343)
(R middle temporal gyrus) (256)
(L&R precuneus/ cuneus (BA5,19)
L calcarine 27 -27 -60 3 4.95
L parahippocampal/ fusiform gyri 43 -24 -42 -12 5.22
R parahippocampal gyrus 68 33 -33 -15 5.39
L caudate 81 0 9 0 6.02
R superior frontal gyrus 38 30 60 3 5.76
L superior frontal gyrus 96 -21 60 27 6.63
R anterior cingulate 14 6 27 15 4.17
R superior frontal gyrus 18 60 24 11
L inferior parietal lobule 42 -63 -39 39 5.14
L&R medial superior frontal gyrus 301 0 36 39 7.14
L middle frontal gyrus 136 -33 30 45 7.03
L superior frontal gyrus 8 -15 12 63 4.5
LTAP < FIX
Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
L postcentral gyrus (BA 3,40) 9 -24 -39 60 5.52
R middle temporal gyrus 53 45 -78 24 6.78
L middle temporal gyrus 52 -45 -72 18 6.38
L&R precuneus/ cuneus (BA5,19) 496 3 -48 57 8.23
R posterior cingulate/ calcarine (BA 30) 44 12 -57 9 5.67
L posterior cingulate/calcarine (BA30) 14 -21 -63 3 5.96
L&R posterior cingulate/ calcarine/ cuneus (BA18) 12 0 -72 12 5
Table 7.3: Negative BOLD responses to unilateral nger tapping of each hand (p<0.001 FDR) . Regions that
are listed in brackets each appeared as part of a larger cluster that is listed above it. The notation TAP <













Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R precentral/ supplementary motor area (BA3,4,6,40) 981 36 -21 54 16.2686
R putamen/ thalamus/ pallidum/ claustrum 328 33 -6 0 8.0904
R postcentral/ Rolandic operculum/ insula 107 51 -15 18 7.9865
L medial superior frontal gyrus (BA8) 7 -6 30 45 5.127
RTAP > LTAP
Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
L precentral (BA3,4,6,40) 430 -36 -24 57 14.7054
Table 7.4: Regions activated for LTAP > RTAP and RTAP > LTAP with fMRI (FDR corrected p<0.001).
The notation LTAP > RTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the LTAP than in the
RTAP condition. RTAP > LTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the RTAP than the
LTAP condition.
Figure 7.2: Functional MRI statistical map of LTAP > RTAP (orange) and RTAP > LTAP (blue) thresholded
at p<0.001 FDR. The notation LTAP > RTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the LTAP
than in the RTAP condition. RTAP > LTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the RTAP





















Table 7.5: Regions with greater oxyHb or deoxyHb signal in LTAP condition than in the RTAP condition
(LTAP > RTAP) and in the RTAP than the LTAP condition (RTAP > LTAP), FDR corrected at p<0.001.
.
Figure 7.3: Thresholded oxyHb map of LTAP > RTAP (orange) and RTAP > LTAP (blue) transformed into
MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. The notation LTAP > RTAP indicates a contrast testing
for greater oxyHb in the LTAP than in the RTAP condition. RTAP > LTAP indicates a contrast testing for











Figure 7.4: Thresholded deoxyHb map of LTAP > RTAP (orange) and RTAP > LTAP (blue) transformed
into MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. The notation LTAP > RTAP indicates a contrast
testing for greater deoxyHb in the LTAP than in the RTAP condition. RTAP > LTAP indicates a contrast












Contralateral SM1 was activated by unilateral tapping. The NIRS analysis appears symmetric: corresponding
regions in each hemisphere show signicantly greater activation to contralateral nger tapping than ipsilateral
activation for the task performed with the opposite hand. However, in the fMRI analysis there is a larger
area of right hemisphere than the left that is activated signicantly more by contralateral tapping than by
ipsilateral tapping. The apparent asymmetry does not reveal whether there is signicantly more contralateral
activation for left tapping than right tapping or less ipsilateral activation for right tapping than left tapping
or whether greater variability means the comparison in left hemisphere regions fails to reach signicance.
7.3.4 Activation asymmetry: eect of tapping hand and hemisphere of activa-
tion
In order to test for contralateral or laterally biased activation, the 10 ROIs shown in table 7.6 were extracted
from the fMRI analyses in tables 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4. For NIRS two regions of interest were dened for each
haemoglobin species and each hemisphere - one activated by contralateral tapping and one by ipsilateral
tapping.
Two factor repeated measures ANOVA on ROI data
To account for the 10 fMRI regions tested, a p-value of 0.05/10=0.005 was required for signicance. For the
main eect of hemisphere of activation the regions of interest in the putamen, thalamus, SM1 and SMA were
signicant. From gure 7.5 it can be seen that these regions have larger parameter values in the hemisphere
contralateral to the hand used, for both left and right hands. From the plots of mean eects it appears that
the parameter estimates for left tap were larger than right tap, however this eect was only signicant in
the ACC ROI. This suggests that the ACC is more activated for left tap than for right tap (both ipsi- and
contralaterally). No interactions were signicant.
The absence of signicant main eects for the premotor ROI implies that contralateral premotor area is not
more activated than ipsilateral premotor area for left or right tapping, and ipsilateral (and contralateral)
premotor areas are not preferentially activated by dominant or nondominant hand tapping, in spite of the
larger extent of activation observed in the left hemisphere.
For the NIRS data in table 7.7, a p-value of 0.05 was required for signicance. In the sensorimotor cortex
area the main eects of hemisphere of activation and tapping hand were both signicant for both oxyHb and
deoxyHb, as illustrated in gure 7.6, indicating a larger increase in oxyHb and decrease in deoxyHb (acti-
vation) for contralateral tapping, consistent with fMRI results, as well as a larger activation for left tapping
than for right tapping both ipsilaterally and contralaterally, which is consistent with the non-signicant trend
in the fMRI data.
Voxelwise statistics using ipped fMRI images
To directly compare contralateral BOLD activation in the LTAP and RTAP conditions as well as ipsilateral











Contralateral area Co-ordinates Factor p
Putamen -27 -6 -3 Tapping hand 0.0300*
Hemisphere 0.00001
Interaction 0.6517
Thalamus -12 -18 3 Tapping hand 0.0978
Hemisphere 0.00001
Interaction 0.0811
SMA -3 -3 57 Tapping hand 0.1084
Hemisphere 0.0001
Interaction 0.7187
V. premotor (BA6,9) -60 3 24 Tapping hand 0.1117
Hemisphere 0.2954
Interaction 0.6795
Orb./tri. inf. frontal gyrus -39 42 0 Tapping hand 0.0101*
Hemisphere 0.6176
Interaction 0.0542
Mid./sup. frontal gyrus 27 42 18 Tapping hand 0.0121*
Hemisphere 0.5643
Interaction 0.3500
Ant. cingulate/BA10 12 30 -6 Tapping hand 0.0037
Hemisphere 0.0372*
Interaction 0.1611
Inf. temp. gyrus 42 -24 -18 Tapping hand 0.0186*
Hemisphere 0.3497
Interaction 0.8692
SM1 (activation peak) 39 -21 57 Tapping hand 0.1061
Hemisphere 0.00001
Interaction 0.0889
SM1 (deactivation peak) -24 -39 60 Tapping hand 0.0516
Hemisphere 0.00001
Interaction 0.2230
Table 7.6: Results of two way ANOVA with factors hemisphere and hand for selected ROIs. Because
10 comparisons were made, a Bonferroni-corrected p value of 0.05/10=0.005 was required for signicance.
Signicant eects are shown in bold. Eects that are not signicant at the corrected p threshold but are





























































































Figure 7.5: Mean parameter estimates for ROIs used in two-way ANOVA
OxyHb
df Factor F p




df Factor F p
14 Tapping hand 184.065 0.0001
Hemisphere 464.266 0.0001
Interaction 0.452 0.5122
Table 7.7: Results of two way ANOVA with factors hemisphere and hand for selected NIRS ROIs. A p value


























Figure 7.6: Mean parameter estimates for oxyHb and deoxyHb in sensorimotor area, used in two-way ANOVA
images for one of the contrasts was ipped about the x-axis.
As shown in table 7.8, no regions were signicant for the RTAP > LTAP contrast, but many contralateral
and ipsilateral regions were activated signicantly more in LTAP than RTAP. To dissociate regions that
appeared signicant in this analysis because of greater deactivation for RTAP from those that appeared
because of greater activation for LTAP this contrast was masked with RTAP < FIX (p<0.001 uncorrected)
and LTAP_ipped > FIX (p<0.001 uncorrected) respectively. From this analysis it appears that there is
greater contralateral activation for LTAP than RTAP in parts of premotor area and SMA, greater deactivation
for RTAP in ipsilateral inferior parietal lobule and triangular and orbital parts of the inferior frontal gyrus
and putamen. In the ipsilateral posterior and anterior SMA region and in the contralateral insula and middle
temporal gyrus there is both signicant deactivation for RTAP and activation for LTAP. There was no
signicant dierence in contralateral activation or ipsilateral deactivation in primary sensorimotor areas, but
there is signicantly greater ipsilateral activation for LTAP than RTAP in parts of the SMA and premotor
areas.
7.3.5 Intersubject variability of activation and deactivation
To attempt to determine how reliable BOLD motor deactivations are across subjects especially in relation
to activation by the same task, we performed a rst level xed eects analysis of the same fMRI data in
order to carry out a conjunction analysis across subjects. Using multi-subject conjunction analysis for each
of the contrasts LTAP > FIX, RTAP > FIX, LTAP < FIX and RTAP < FIX, we tested the intermediate
null hypothesis of k=6, that is that less than 7 subjects activate with a lenient threshold of FDR 0.05
The activated areas for each contrast in the conjunction analysis are shown in table 7.9. For the deactivation
contrasts (LTAP < FIX and RTAP < FIX) there is no area in which the null hypothesis, of activation in
less than half of the subjects, can be rejected. For the activation contrasts (LTAP > FIX and RTAP > FIX)
the null hypothesis can be rejected in the contralateral primary motor areas, allowing the conclusion that
more than half of the subjects studied activate in that location. Therefore ipsilateral activation appears to













Hemisphere Region Co-ordinates Voxels Max t
Contra Tri./orb. inf. frontal gyrus -42 39 -3 249 5.2329
Contra Insula/ putamen -33 -12 9 87 3.9917
Contra Sup./ mid. temporal gyrus (BA 21,22 41) -45 -33 3 108 4.585
Contra Precentral/ mid. frontal gyrus (BA 6) (premotor) -39 -9 51 60 3.5795
Contra Sup. frontal gyrus/ SMA (BA6) -15 3 57 53 4.2274
Ipsi Tri./orb. inf. frontal gyrus/ insula/ putamen 36 18 27 195 4.5028
Ipsi Inf. parietal lobule (BA 40) 45 -60 39 82 4.3174
Ipsi Medial frontal gyrus/ SMA/ anterior SMA (BA 6,8,9) 6 36 36 182 4.9872
Ipsi Post. SMA/ cingulate/ M1 (BA6,4) 12 -9 54 183 4.6244
RTAP > LTAP
No signicant regions
Table 7.8: Test for dominant response to one hand in contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres (RTAP >
LTAP where LTAP images were ipped about the x-axis) p<0.05, clusters >50 voxels. The notation LTAP
> RTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the LTAP than in the RTAP condition. RTAP
> LTAP indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the RTAP than the LTAP condition.
Contrast Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
LTAP > FIX R SM1 315 42 -15 60 3.82
R SMA 26 3 -3 60 0.84
RTAP > FIX L SM1 288 -36 -24 60
LTAP < FIX -
RTAP < FIX -
Table 7.9: Results of multi-subject conjunction analysis. The notation LTAP > FIX indicates a contrast
testing for greater activation in the LTAP than in the xation condition. LTAP < FIX indicates a contrast











CHAPTER 7. IPSILATERAL MOTOR ACTIVATIONS AND DEACTIVATIONS
BOLD
Bilateral response Contra. response only Ipsi. response only No response
LTAP > FIX 9 5 0 0
RTAP > FIX 5 8 0 1
Table 7.10: Summary of individual subject BOLD responses in SM1 region for each contrast. The notation
LTAP > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the LTAP than in the xation condition.
RTAP > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the RTAP than the xation condition.
7.3.5.1 Individual ipsilateral activation in fMRI and NIRS
To attempt to determine how reliably ipsilateral and contralateral activations to the motor task are measured
in individual subjects we examined the results of the contrasts LTAP > FIX, RTAP > FIX, LTAP < FIX and
RTAP < FIX for each subject in each hemisphere and in NIRS for both oxyHb and deoxyHb. The results
were thresholded at p<0.05 FDR corrected.
fMRI Examining subject's individual fMRI activation maps for ipsilateral activation at a p threshold of
0.05 FDR corrected, 9 subjects showed a signicant activation cluster anywhere in the left hemisphere for
left tapping, mostly in premotor area (BA 6) and two were restricted to the inferior parietal lobule. Five
subjects showed a signicant activation cluster in the right hemisphere for right tapping. All subjects except
one displayed widespread contralateral activation at the same threshold. In this one subject there was no
contralateral activation to RTAP. These results are summarised in table 7.10.
NIRS Where NIRS activation (increased oxyHb or decreased deoxyHb) occurred, it was usually widely
distributed over the entire measurement area, although in some cases only smaller regions were identied at
this threshold. The contralateral and ipsilateral activations for each hand and each haemoglobin species are
listed in table 7.11.
Three subjects did not show any activation in any of the contrasts at this signicance threshold. This may
have been because of improper optode placement (poor contact or not covering the correct area) or because
of anatomical or physiological factors aecting these subjects, such as skull thickness, skin pigmentation (all
had dark skin and hair), or large amplitude physiological interference making it harder to separate the motor
response from background noise processes.
There is some inconsistency between oxyHb and deoxyHb responses, with more oxyHb responses than de-
oxyHb responses being found. As can be seen in table 7.11 there is often a signicant oxyHb response without
a signicant deoxyHb response or with a deoxyHb response that is conned to a much smaller cluster (marked
with an asterisk). This suggests either that the SNR of the deoxyHb response is indeed lower and hence
harder to detect in individual subjects or that the deoxyHb response is more localised, or both. There are
however 3 cases where a response was detected for deoxyHb but not for oxyHb (subjects 4, 11 and 12). It
is possible that these small clusters are false positive activations, since subjects 11 and 12 show little or no











Subject LTAP RTAP LTAP RTAP
1 Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy*
2 Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy* Oxy, Deoxy* Oxy, Deoxy*
3 Oxy, Deoxy* Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy None
4 Oxy, Deoxy Oxy, Deoxy Oxy Deoxy*
5 Oxy*, Deoxy* Oxy, Deoxy Oxy** None
6 Oxy, Deoxy Oxy None
7 Oxy, Deoxy Oxy None
8 Oxy Oxy, Deoxy None
9 Oxy None None Oxy, Deoxy
10 Oxy** None Oxy** None





Table 7.11: Activations for individual subjects for the LTAP > FIX and RTAP > FIX contrasts. . The
notation LTAP > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the LTAP than in the xation
condition. RTAP > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater activation in the RTAP than the xation
condition. A single asterisk indicates an activation smaller than 100 voxels and a double asterisk a cluster
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OxyHb
Bilateral response Contra. response only Ipsi. response only No response
LTAP > FIX 6 4 0 5
RTAP > FIX 2 7 1 5
LTAP < FIX 0 0 0 15
RTAP < FIX 0 0 2 13
DeoxyHb
Bilateral response Contra. response only Ipsi. response only No response
LTAP < FIX 3 4 1 7
RTAP < FIX 3 3 2 7
LTAP > FIX 0 0 1 14
RTAP > FIX 0 0 0 15
Table 7.12: Summary of individual subject activations and deactivations in SM1 region for each contrast.
A summary of oxyHb and deoxyHb responses by number of subjects in which a response was measurable is
shown in table 7.12, from which it can be seen that the expected contralateral response to unilateral nger
tapping is more reliably measured in oxyHb (10 subjects) than in deoxyHb (7 subjects) in individual subjects.
Only ve subjects showed the expected contralateral activation for both LTAP and RTAP in both oxyHb and
deoxyHb, although a further three showed contralateral activation to both LTAP and RTAP in oxyHb, but
not necessarily deoxyHb. Four subjects showed no contralateral activation at all, and the remaining three
showed activation to either LTAP or RTAP only in oxyHb.
As expected, ipsilateral activation was even more variable than contralateral activation. Two subjects showed
ipsilateral activation for LTAP and RTAP in both oxyHb and deoxyHb and one showed ipsilateral activation
for RTAP and one for LTAP in both oxyHb and deoxyHb. Three subjects showed ipsilateral activation in
oxyHb to LTAP, two subjects had ipsilateral deactivations in deoxyHb to RTAP and one had ipsilateral
deactivation to LTAP.
It must also be mentioned that in NIRS there is the possibility of measuring the motor area of one hemisphere
but not the other, due to unilateral optode misplacement or poor contact. It is possible that this is the case
for subjects who demonstrate activation in one hemisphere only, whether this is to left or right nger tapping
(subjects 9 and 11 have activation in only one hemisphere).
7.3.5.2 Individual ipsilateral deactivation in fMRI and NIRS
Examining subject's individual fMRI activation maps for ipsilateral deactivation at a p threshold of 0.05 FDR
corrected, only 3 subjects showed a signicant deactivation cluster anywhere in the left sensorimotor cortex
for left tapping and 5 subjects showed a signicant deactivation cluster anywhere in the right sensorimotor
cortex for right tapping. This suggests that these deactivation eects in addition to occurring only in some












Ipsilateral deactivation was not found reliably using NIRS. Deactivation occurred in oxyHb for 2 subjects in
response to RTAP and in deoxyHb for one subject in response to LTAP (table 7.12).
The correlation across subjects between activation parameter estimates for oxyHb and deoxyHb was r =-0.90
for contralateral activation and r=-0.71 for ipsilateral de/activation to RTAP (n=15, signicant at p<0.05
two tailed) and r = -0.96 for contralateral activation and r = -0.73 for ipsilateral de/activation to LTAP
(n=15, signicant at p<0.05 two tailed).
7.3.6 Intersubject correlations between activation and deactivation
We hypothesised that the degree of ipsilateral deactivation should be related to the degree of contralateral
activation if the mechanism for deactivation is transcallosal inhibition, i.e. that subjects who have larger
contralateral activation should also show increased ipsilateral deactivation. Regions of interest for the corre-
lation analysis were selected from ipsilaterally deactivated and contralaterally activated brain areas for the
left and right tapping conditions. In addition an area of maximum overlap was created for each hemisphere
whose centre was the co-ordinate (reected about the x-axis) which has the largest amount of ipsilateral
deactivation and contralateral activation (the peak voxel resulting from a conjunction of contralateral activa-
tion and ipsilateral deactivation when one of these was ipped along the x-axis). This area was posterior to
the activation peak and anterior to the deactivation peak, and was probably located in the precentral gyrus
(M1). Correlation between the ipsi- and contralateral responses to RTAP and LTAP are listed in tables 7.13
and 7.14 respectively. For both hands, activity in the SMA in corresponding hemispheres was highly corre-
lated; this is not a surprising nding ince the SMA tended to activate bilaterally. For the right-hand task,
activity in the contralateral thalamus was correlated with activity in ipsilateral M1 (overlap) and activity in
the contralateral putamen was correlated with ipsilateral premotor activity. For the left tapping task only
the ipsilateral SMA was correlated with contralateral thalamus, putamen and SMA.
For NIRS, the intersubject correlation between the mean activation to RTAP in a contralateral and ipsilateral
ROIs of the 65 most-activated voxels was r = 0.70 for oxyHb and r = 0.62 for deoxyHb which were both
signicant at p<0.05 (two tailed). The relationship across subjects between ipsilateral and contralateral
activation to RTAP for oxyHb and deoxyHb is shown in gure 7.7. The intersubject correlation between the
mean activation to LTAP in a contralateral and ipsilateral ROI was r = 0.75 for oxyHb (p<0.05) and r =
0.48 for deoxyHb (p>0.05).
7.4 Discussion
As has been observed previously using fMRI, we found ipsilateral deactivation in SM1 in response to a
unilateral sequential nger tapping task [240, 241, 250]. The deactivation peak was however, posterior to
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Figure 7.7: Correlation across subjects between mean β parameter estimates to RTAP in contralateral and
ipsilateral ROIs for oxyHb and deoxyHb.
the precentral gyrus. We found more extensive ipsilateral deactivation for right hand tapping, which is
consistent with previous studies in right-handers [250]. Premotor areas showed bilateral activity without
contralateral bias, while SMA showed bilateral activity with stronger activity contralaterally. In a direct
comparison between contralateral responses to left and right tapping several areas showed signicantly greater
activation for left tapping and/or signicantly greater ipsilateral deactivation for right tapping. This suggests
that tapping with the non-dominant hand recruits a wider network of brain regions to assist with a more
challenging task, while tapping with the dominant hand requires suppression of the ipsilateral cortex to
reduce interference from the opposite hemisphere, as has been suggested by others [240]. A similar result
was found with NIRS data which in general suggested greater ipsilateral and contralateral activation to left
tapping than to right tapping. However, group-level deactivation was not observed using NIRS.
NIRS results are somewhat less consistent than fMRI. Although deoxyHb responses occur less frequently
than might be expected based on fMRI results, if oxyHb responses are considered to be evidence of activation
even in the absence of a signicant deoxyHb response, the contralateral response appears to be fairly reliably
measurable in individual subjects. In fact, because the BOLD signal depends on a relative change in deoxyHb,
a BOLD signal increase can occur without a decrease in deoxyHb concentration if there is a blood volume
increase. However, it has been found previously that the BOLD signal to motor activation depends more on
deoxyHb concentration changes than on changes in blood volume [15].
Furthermore, it happens more frequently with NIRS than with fMRI that a response is not measurable at all
in particular subjects. This is easily explainable, because of uncertainties in optode location or poor contact
of optodes with the scalp in individual subjects, both of which are factors which do not aect imaging using
fMRI. Ipsilateral activation too is consistent with the fMRI results showing that the response occurs more












LTAP appeared in 9 subjects, compared to 6 in fNIRS and ipsilateral activation to RTAP appeared in 5
subjects in fMRI compared to 3 in fNIRS.
Although in a previous study increased contralateral activation in M1 was found to correspond to larger
ipsilateral negative responses [244], we did not nd a clear relationship across subjects between the degree
of ipsilateral deactivation and contralateral activation using fMRI. For NIRS, however, in which ipsilateral
deactivations were not observed, the intersubject correlation between contralateral and ipsilateral activation
to RTAP was positive, and signicant for oxyHb and deoxyHb, and to LTAP for oxyHb only. It is possible
that systemic interference in NIRS may mask ipsilateral deactivation or enhance activation. If a contralateral
functional response is superimposed onto a bilaterally symmetric systemic response, this would result in
positive correlation between left and right hemisphere activation across subjects, as we observed. This is
worth further investigation, particularly as the same eect was not observed using fMRI.
As expected, the negative correlation between the amplitude of oxyHb and deoxyHb responses across subjects
is high, although higher for contralateral than ipsilateral activation.
7.5 Summary
We performed group analyses of the same task in mostly the same subjects, using both functional MRI
and NIRS. We used an experimental paradigm where known and robust contralateral activation could be
expected, to use as a benchmark, and then focussed on investigating the ipsilateral response, about which
previous studies have not reached consensus. The main ndings were as follows:
 A contralateral response to unilateral tapping could reliably be found in the BOLD and oxyHb data,
but not in deoxyHb.
 Consistent with previous studies in right-handers [250], in both the NIRS and fMRI data a larger
ipsilateral and contralateral response to left than to right tapping was observed, and the response to
left tapping was more frequently bilateral.
 The fMRI group-level ipsilateral deactivation which was particularly evident for right tapping could not
be found in the NIRS data, in which bilateral activation tended to occur. However, at the individual
level, deactivations were variable in both fMRI and NIRS
 No clear relationship across subjects between the degree of ipsilateral deactivation and contralateral
activation was found using fMRI, but in NIRS there was high intersubject correlation between con-
tralateral and ipsilateral activation.
In conclusion, the oxyHb response appears more reliable than the deoxyHb response. In studies of contralat-
eral motor activation the same conclusions could be reached using either fMRI or NIRS. However, there are





















Activation and deactivation to a noxious
thermal stimulus
Functional MRI responses to a cold stimulus have mostly been studied in the context of pain which is thought
to involve sensory, motor and cognitive components [261, 262]. Many cortical areas, including the primary
and secondary somatosensory cortex (S1, S2), anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex, are involved
in the sensation of thermal pain, as well as the thalamus. The motivational-aective component of pain is
evidenced by activations in the cingulate, insula, limbic, telencephalic and prefrontal cortex resulting from
projections from medial thalamic nuclei [263]. However, studies involving noxious hot and cold stimuli are
characterised by a large amount of intersubject variability [264, 262].
Given the lack of consistent activation of contralateral S1 to painful stimulation, we wished to determine
whether contralateral S1 and ipsilateral S2 activation would be obtained in response to a noxious cold
stimulus applied to each hand, across a group of healthy subjects. We also wished to determine whether
a noxious cold stimulus produces ipsilateral deactivations in S1 similar to those observed for tactile and
median nerve stimulation, as well as for noxious heat [265]. The noxious heat stimulus in [265] was applied
only to the right side of the body, so we wished to determine whether ipsilateral sensory deactivation is more
prominent for the dominant hand (right in the case of these right-handed subjects), in the same way as has
been observed for ipsilateral motor deactivation. Another goal was to establish whether there is evidence for
a (particularly right) hemisphere bias for a noxious cold stimulus as has been found previously [266, 267].
Finally we investigated whether there was any relationship between the degree of activation in activated areas












CHAPTER 8. ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION TO A NOXIOUS THERMAL STIMULUS
8.1 Introduction
Tactile information from the skin is transmitted to the brain via spino-cortical tracts terminating in the con-
tralateral thalamus, which relays it mainly to the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of the same hemisphere
[268, 269]. This contralaterally dominant representation of tactile input is present in most animal species
[270, 269, 271]. Although S2 cortex and the S1 representations for head, trunk and proximal limbs commonly
show bilateral responses to unilateral stimulation [272], the S1 hand region has long been thought to process
predominantly contralateral input. However, there is also evidence for an ipsilateral representation of tactile
stimuli [273], which may be stronger for the right (dominant) hand [272].
Sensory stimulation of body parts including the hands evokes a bilateral response in the secondary so-
matosensory cortex (S2) [274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279], although ipsilateral activations are variable [272].
This is consistent with the known existence of transcallosal projections between S2 of each hemisphere in
animals [272].
8.1.1 Activations and deactivations to dierent types of sensory stimulation
The results of imaging experiments on somatosensory processing depend on the type of sensory stimulation
used, which may be purely mechanical tactile, or involve electrical stimulation of the median nerve or a
noxious stimulus which may be thermal or electrical.
Tactile stimulation
Tactile stimuli are known to activate the whole contralateral primary somatosensory (S1) and S2 cortex.
Ipsilateral S2 activation is not observed as frequently [280, 281, 282, 283, 284], and ipsilateral S1 activation
even less so [285, 286, 273]. Although tactile stimuli have been found in some studies to activate both contra-
and ipsilateral S1 and S2 [287, 286, 288], often with a stronger contralateral activation [82, 279, 289, 290],
it is thought that ipsilateral tactile stimuli activate only the more posterior parts of the postcentral gyrus
(subarea 2) of the S1 cortex [272]. Tactile stimuli have also been found to transiently deactivate anterior
ipsilateral postcentral gyrus (area 3b) for stimulation of both left and right hands [273, 272]. In the study
by Hlushchuk et al. [273], the contralateral S1 cortex (positive) response was found to be signicantly longer
lasting than the deactivation response in the ipsilateral rolandic cortex. Small regions of primary motor cortex
(M1) were also found to be transiently deactivated in response to both ipsilateral and contralateral touch
[273]. Eickho et al. [272] similarly found that tactile stimulation of either hand resulted in deactivation of
ipsilateral areas 3b and 1, but that while tactile stimulation of the left hand deactivated ipsilateral area 2,
right hand stimulation showed a positive response in the same region ipsilaterally as well as contralaterally.
Electrical median nerve stimulation
In contrast to mechanical stimulation it is possible that electrical stimulation does not evoke an ipsilateral












while a mechanical stimulus produced responses in both contralateral and ipsilateral S1 and bilateral S2
[291]. Similarly in fMRI, electric median nerve stimulation produces positive BOLD signal changes in the
contralateral primary and bilateral secondary somatosensory areas (ipsilateral S1 area 2 and/or the posterior
parietal area 5 [286], as well a decreased BOLD signal in the ipsilateral primary somatosensory cortex (S1)
[292]. Decreased deoxyHb levels in contralateral S1 and increased deoxyHb levels in ipsilateral S1 in response
to median nerve stimulation, have also been measured with NIRS [82]. Ipsilateral deactivation was observed
in response to median nerve stimulation, but not to motor and tactile stimulation, possibly either because
systemic increases in blood ow resulting from changes in heart rate during motor and tactile stimulation
cancel out localised deactivation or because motor and tactile stimuli activate and deactivate neighboring
ipsilateral areas which could not be spatially resolved [82]. A recent study found that in addition to deactiva-
tions in ipsilateral primary somatosensory cortex, deactivations also occurred in the ipsilateral supplementary
motor area, insula, the dorsal part of the posterior cingulate cortex, and the contralateral cerebellum. These
negative responses had a dierent time course compared to the positive responses in the opposite hemisphere,
with an onset time delay of 2.4 s and a peak delay of 0.7 s [293]. This ipsilateral sensory deactivation may
have a functional purpose: Kastrup et al. [292] found that the degree of negative BOLD signal change
in S1 correlated with an increase in current perception threshold of the contralateral, unstimulated nger,
suggesting that the ipsilateral negative BOLD response reects somatosensory inhibition.
Painful/thermal stimulation
In comparison to tactile stimulation, which reliably activates contralateral S1 and S2, painful stimulation
does not reliably activate contralateral S1 [294], although contralateral S2 is consistently activated [295].
Thalamus activation to both tactile and painful stimulation is variable. S1 activations to tactile stimuli are
stronger and larger compared to painful stimuli, however, ipsilateral deactivation in S1 has been found to be
larger for painful than tactile stimuli [295]. In a study of deactivations in response to thermal pain, low pain
deactivated bilateral motor cortex, while high pain produced signicant deactivation in ipsilateral (right) S1.
The high pain condition was found to produce greater activation than low pain in many areas, although not
S1, while the low pain produced deactivation in many more areas than high pain [265]. The variability of S1
activation in pain studies as well as the smaller pain-related activation in S1 compared with tactile responses
may indicate that S1 is not the primary cortical processing area for pain [295].
8.1.2 Lateralisation of somatosensory processing
Although processing of both painful and nonpainful somatosensory information is thought to take place
primarily in contralateral brain regions, lesions to the right, but not left, posterior parietal cortex have been
reported to produce a unilateral tactile neglect syndrome. In behavioral and clinical studies the pain threshold
on the left side of the body has been found to be lower and the perception of pain intensity higher than that
on the right (e.g., [296, 297, 298, 299]. This has prompted investigations into a possible right-hemispheric
lateralisation of pain [267, 266, 300, 301, 302].











CHAPTER 8. ACTIVATION AND DEACTIVATION TO A NOXIOUS THERMAL STIMULUS
painful thermal stimuli delivered to the right or left forearm [266], pain intensity-dependent activation was
demonstrated in contralateral regions of the primary somatosensory cortex, secondary somatosensory cortex,
insular cortex, and bilaterally in regions of the cerebellum, putamen, thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex, and
frontal operculum without lateralisation. However, portions of the thalamus, inferior parietal cortex (BA 40),
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 9/46), and dorsal frontal cortex (BA 6) exhibited right lateralised activation
during both innocuous and painful stimulation, regardless of the side of stimulation [266]. Symonds et al. [267]
similarly found right-lateralised activation in response to an electrical pain stimulus applied to the nger in
the middle frontal gyrus (BA 9/46), anterior cingulate (BA 32), inferior frontal gyrus, medial/superior frontal
gyri (BA 6/8), and inferior parietal lobule, while contralateral activations were observed in the somatosensory
cortex and posterior insula, and bilateral activations in the mid/posterior insula, anterior insula, and posterior
cingulate, regardless which hand was stimulated [267]. Another study [300] demonstrated right-lateralised
activity to heat pain in a portion of the anterior cingulate and in the anterior insula only when pain was
attended to. Bingel et al.[301] and Youell et al. [302] using painful laser stimuli found that regions in S1, S2,
and insula [301, 302], and a portion of the cingulate gyrus [301] were bilaterally active during stimulation of
either the left or right hand [301] or lower leg [302]. In the insula, activation in the left brain hemisphere was
greater than in the right hemisphere regardless of stimulus side [302].
8.2 Methods
The methods used were the same as for the motor component of the experiment. The subjects and task are
described in sections 5.1.1 on page 72 and 5.1.2 on page 72 and preprocessing and analysis in section 7.2 on
page 106, only the contrasts investigated in this case were RCOLD > FIX, LCOLD > FIX, RCOLD < FIX,
LCOLD < FIX, RCOLD > LCOLD and LCOLD > RCOLD.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Areas activated by a cold stimulus applied to each hand
Brain regions activated by a cold stimulus applied to the left or right hands are listed in table 8.1, and shown
in gures 8.1 and 8.2.
Because of the many comparisons made (RCOLD > FIX, LCOLD > FIX, RCOLD < FIX, LCOLD <
FIX, RCOLD > LCOLD and LCOLD > RCOLD) statistical maps were thresholded at a conservative p
threshold of 0.001 with false discovery rate (FDR) correction to account for simultaneous hypothesis testing
across multiple voxels. This corresponds to a p threshold of 0.006 Bonferroni-corrected for the number of
comparisons (0.001 x 6 comparisons). There was qualitatively more ipsilateral and contralateral activation to
the right-hand cold stimulus than to the left-hand cold stimulus. The primary S1/M1 regions including the
inferior parietal lobule, and the thalamus in both hemispheres responded to the contralateral stimulus. The
ipsilateral middle/superior frontal gyrus (BA 8,9) and orbital frontal gyrus (BA 38,47) were also activated












Contralateral area No. voxels MNI co-ordinates Peak t
L SM1/ S2/ inf. par. lob. (BA3,4,40) 1275 -39 -30 63 14.2
(L insula) 35
L insula (middle) 24 -36 0 12 6.5
L thalamus/ hippocampus 89 -24 -27 -6 7.28
L paracentral lobule 20 -6 -27 45 6.68
Ipsilateral
R S2/ inf. par. lob. (BA 2) 291 60 -21 27 9.5
R thalamus 11 21 -27 -3 5.88
R mid./sup. frontal gyrus (BA 8,9) 40 36 33 42 6.42
R orb. frontal cortex (BA 38,47) 22 30 18 -21 8.28
Bilateral
R,L cuneus/ calcarine/ post. cing. 569 12 -66 6 10.75
L sup. temp. gyrus (BA 39) 13 -48 -66 18 5.98
R sup. temp. gyrus (BA 39) 39 57 -60 18 6.37
L tri. inf. frontal gyrus (BA46) 76 -45 39 15 7.24
R inf. frontal gyrus (BA 46) 30 48 39 9 5.8
LCOLD > FIX
Contralateral area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R SM1/ inf. par. lob. (BA2,3,4,40) 506 42 -33 60 12.71
R mid./post. insula/ S2/ inf. par. lob. 599 48 -15 15 12.36
R thalamus 53 21 -24 3 5.62
R paracentral lobule 9 -12 51 4.72
Ipsilateral
L S1/ inf. par. lob. (BA2) 57 -21 21 3.85
L thalamus -21 -27 -3 4.35
L sup. frontal gyrus (BA 8,9) 38 -12 24 60 5.95
L orb. frontal gyrus (BA 38,47) 33 -24 15 -15 7.23
Bilateral
R,L cuneus/ calcarine/ post. cing. 485 12 -66 6 10.51
R tri. inf. frontal gyrus (BA46) 42 36 15 4.56
L inf. frontal gyrus (BA 46) -36 42 12 3.28
Table 8.1: BOLD activation for RCOLD > FIX and LCOLD > FIX (p<0.001 FDR corrected). The notation
COLD > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater BOLD signal in the cold condition than during xation.
Regions in italics are homologous regions which were not signicantly activated for both conditions at this
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RCOLD vs FIX
Left hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 20346 7.28
deoxyHb decrease 0 -
Right hemisphere (ipsilateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 0 -
deoxyHb decrease 0 -
LCOLD vs FIX
Right hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 6590 4.56
deoxyHb decrease 0 -
Left hemisphere (ipsilateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb increase 7 12.16
deoxyHb decrease 2 7.42
Table 8.2: NIRS activation (oxyHb increase and deoxyHb decrease) to unilateral cold stimulus applied to
each hand (p<0.001 FDR), clusters > 6 voxels
as well as bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (BA 46) were activated signicantly at this threshold for the right
cold stimulus only. For the left hand stimulus these regions were activated at a lower threshold of p<0.05
(FDR corrected) as shown in italics in table 8.1, but at this threshold there was also extensive activation
throughout the brain.
The same contrasts on NIRS data revealed signicant activations as measured by increase in oxyHb through-
out the measured contralateral sensorimotor cortex area. However, the decrease in deoxyHb in these regions
was not signicant. The extent of activation in voxels for each contrast is listed in table 8.2. Ipsilateral
activation was negligible.
8.3.2 Regions deactivated by a cold stimulus applied to each hand
Deactivated regions are listed in table 8.3 and shown in gures 8.1 and 8.2.
For cold stimulation of the left hand, signicant deactivations were observed in the ipsilateral precuneus, a
large region of ipsilateral precentral and postcentral gyrus including supplementary motor area, as well as
a small portion of the ipsilateral thalamus. There were also a few signicantly deactivated voxels in the
contralateral (right) premotor area. There were no signicant regions of deactivation for cold stimulation of
the right hand at the chosen signicance level, but at a lower signicance threshold deactivations in ipsilateral
precentral and postcentral gyri and supplementary motor area were observed.
Deactivations in NIRS data (oxyHb decreases and deoxyHb increases) are listed in table 8.4. Ipsilateral
sensorimotor cortex deactivation is robust, in that is is measurable in both oxyHb and deoxyHb at this












Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R SM1 11 42 -18 57 5.14
R SMA 58 9 -12 63 6.48
R S1 (BA3) 9 21 -30 63 4.98
LCOLD < FIX
Area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
L precuneus (BA5,7) 80 -9 -48 60 7.961
L SM1/ SMA (BA3,4,6,40) 790 -39 -9 60 8.55
R premotor (BA4,6) 6 66 -3 21 5.41
L caudate/ thalamus 6 -12 -6 15 5.07
Table 8.3: BOLD activation for RCOLD < FIX and LCOLD < FIX (p<0.001 FDR corrected). The notation
COLD < FIX indicates a contrast testing for smaller BOLD signal in the cold condition than during xation,
i.e. deactivation. Regions in italics are homologous regions which were not signicantly activated for both
conditions at this threshold, but were activated at a less stringent p threshold of 0.01 FDR.
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Figure 8.2: BOLD activation (orange) and deactivation (blue) for LCOLD vs FIX thresholded at p<0.001.
response. The contralateral increase in deoxyHb for LCOLD is surprising, although the areas of signicant
increase in oxyHb and signicant increase in deoxyHb are completely distinct from each other.
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show NIRS peak regions of activation in oxyHb and deoxyHb for RCOLD and LCOLD vs
FIX, respectively, transformed into MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. The oxyHb activation
and deactivation responses to RCOLD are comparable with those measured using fMRI, although located in
more superior axial slices. Ipsilateral activation of the secondary somatosensory cortex observed with fMRI
was not measurable with NIRS. The oxyHb response to LCOLD is poorly localised, with the activation peak
more posterior than in fMRI and an artefactual deactivation near the ventricles, which are too deep to be
assessed by NIRS. However, the direction of the concentration change is consistent with expectation and with
fMRI. In deoxyHb, although no signicant contralateral activation was measured, ipsilateral deactivation was
robust and the deactivation peak was localised to more inferior slices than in fMRI.
8.3.3 Dierence between left and right hand cold stimulus
Areas that were activated signicantly dierently in the left cold and right cold conditions are listed in table
8.5.
Greater activation for contralateral than ipsilateral cold stimulus was apparent in the postcentral gyrus of













Left hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb decrease 0 -
deoxyHb increase 0 -
Right hemisphere (ipsilateral)
oxyHb decrease 12141 7.28
deoxyHb increase 19949 11.61
FIX vs LCOLD
Right hemisphere (contralateral) No. voxels Peak t
oxyHb decrease 0 -
deoxyHb increase 6080 5.85
Left hemisphere (ipsilateral)
oxyHb decrease 20600 10.61
deoxyHb increase 21543 26.91
Table 8.4: NIRS deactivation (oxyHb decrease and deoxyHb increase) to unilateral cold stimulus applied to
each hand (p<0.001 FDR), clusters > 6 voxels
LCOLD > RCOLD
Contralateral area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
R SM1 (BA3,4) 132 42 -30 60 6.99
R post. insula/ S2 (BA 13) 50 45 -18 18 6.86
R cing./ SMA (BA 31) 9 -9 51 4.76 (4.20)
RCOLD > LCOLD
Contralateral area No. voxels Co-ordinates Peak t
L SM1/ precuneus (BA3,4,6,5,7) 634 -39 -30 63 11.21
L insula/ S2 -45 -24 18 4.75
L cing./ SMA (BA31) 35 -6 -27 45 6.58
Table 8.5: BOLD activation for LCOLD > RCOLD and RCOLD < LCOLD (p<0.001 FDR corrected). The
notation LCOLD > RCOLD indicates a contrast testing for greater BOLD signal when the cold stimulus
was applied to the left hand than when it was applied to the right. RCOLD > LCOLD indicates the reverse
contrast. Regions in italics are homologous regions which were not signicantly activated for both conditions











(a) OxyHb activation (orange) and deactivation (blue) for RCOLD vs FIX
(b) DeoxyHb deactivation (orange) for RCOLD vs FIX
Figure 8.3: Thresholded NIRS maps of RCOLD > FIX (orange) and RCOLD < FIX (blue) transformed into
MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. The notation RCOLD > FIX indicates a contrast testing
for greater oxyHb or deoxyHb in the RCOLD than in the xation condition. RCOLD > FIX indicates the










(a) OxyHb activation (orange) and deactivation (blue) for LCOLD vs FIX
(b) DeoxyHb ipsilateral (red) and contralateral (orange) deactivation for
LCOLD vs FIX
Figure 8.4: Thresholded NIRS maps of LCOLD > FIX (orange) and LCOLD < FIX (blue) transformed into
MNI space and overlaid on a template brain MRI. The notation LCOLD > FIX indicates a contrast testing
for greater oxyHb or deoxyHb in the LCOLD than in the xation condition. LCOLD > FIX indicates the
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LCOLD > RCOLD









Table 8.6: Number of voxels activated for LCOLD > RCOLD and RCOLD > LCOLD (FDR corrected
p<0.001). The notation LCOLD > RCOLD indicates a contrast testing for greater oxyHb or deoxyHb signal
when the cold stimulus was applied to the left hand than when it was applied to the right. RCOLD >
LCOLD indicates the reverse contrast.
The hemisphere and extent of areas that were found by NIRS to be signicantly dierently activated in
the left and right cold conditions are listed in table 8.6. Because activation corresponds to a decrease in
deoxyHb, deoxyHb concentration is greater in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the tapping hand (that is, there
is a contralateral decrease). There is a larger area of left hemisphere than right that is activated signicantly
more by contralateral than ipsilateral cold stimulus. In fact, there are no voxels in the right hemisphere
where deoxyHb is signicantly smaller for contralateral than ipsilateral stimulus.
8.3.4 Investigation of acti ation asymmetry: eect of stimulus side and hemi-
sphere of activation
The results of the analysis in table 8.5 do not indicate whether the apparent right lateralised activation in the
insula for LCOLD > RCOLD and the left lateralised activation for the cingulum in the RCOLD > LCOLD
comparisons indicate hemispheric/hand bias or activation which is below the signicance threshold in the
other hemisphere.
In order to test for contralateral or laterally biased activation, the ROIs shown in table 8.7 were extracted
from the analyses in tables 8.1, 8.3 and 8.5. For NIRS the regions of interest encompassed the entire measured
area.












Table 8.7: Results of two way ANOVA with factors hemisphere and hand for selected fMRI ROIs. Because
15 comparisons were made a p value of 0.05/15=0.003 was required for signicance. Signicant eects are
shown in bold. Eects that are not signicant at the corrected p threshold but are signicant at p<0.05
uncorrected are marked with an asterisk.
Contralateral area Co-ordinates Factor F p
SM1 (activation peak) 39 -33 60 Hand 1.173 0.2985
Hemisphere 68.971 0.00001
Interaction 0.000 0.9941
SM1 (deactivation peak) 39 -12 60 Hand 0.319 0.5816
Hemisphere 51.799 0.00001
Interaction 0.739 0.4055
S2 60 -21 27 Hand 1.729 0.2113
Hemisphere 6.176 0.0273*
Interaction 0.035 0.8539
Post. insula 48 -15 15 Hand 0.638 0.4387
Hemisphere 46.820 0.00001
Interaction 5.711 0.0327*
Mid. insula 42 -3 6 Hand 0.147 0.7073
Hemisphere 1.914 0.1898
Interaction 11.580 0.0047*
Thalamus 21 -24 0 Hand 0.347 0.5660
Hemisphere 8.970 0.0103*
Interaction 1.847 0.1973
Paracentral lobule 6 -27 45 Hand 2.385 0.1465
Hemisphere 16.267 0.0014
Interaction 7.622 0.0162*
Inf. par. lobule 63 -30 30 Hand 3.501 0.0840
Hemisphere 0.426 0.5252
Interaction 0.757 0.4000
Sup. frontal gyrus 12 24 60 Hand 0.910 0.3575
Hemisphere 2.157 0.1657
Interaction 0.934 0.3513
Inf. frontal gyrus (BA 38,47) 27 15 -18 Hand 1.275 0.2792
Hemisphere 1.091 0.3152
Interaction 2.980 0.1080
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Inf. frontal gyrus (BA 46) 45 39 12 Hand 3.614 0.0797
Hemisphere 3.639 0.0788
Interaction 0.001 0.9749
Sup. temp. gyrus 51 -63 18 Hand 1.370 0.2629
Hemisphere 0.664 0.4298
Interaction 0.246 0.6283
Sup. parietal lobule 30 -51 63 Hand 1.023 0.3303
Hemisphere 8.279 0.0130*
Interaction 6.866 0.0212*
Precuneus 9 -51 66 Hand 5.053 0.0426*
Hemisphere 4.077 0.0646
Interaction 1.344 0.2671
To account for the 15 fMRI regions tested, a p-value of 0.05/15=0.003 was required for signicance. As
can be seen from table 8.7, the interaction of hand and hemisphere approached signicance in the middle
and posterior insula, paracentral lobule and superior parietal lobule. A signicant eect of hemisphere
(contralateral > ipsilateral) was found for the two regions of the postcentral gyrus (SM1), the posterior
insula and the paracentral lobule and approached signicance in the thalamus, S2 and superior parietal
lobule. No signicant eect of stimulus side was found, although this eect approached signicance in the
precuneus. No signicant eects of hemisphere, stimulus side or their interaction were found for the superior,
middle or inferior frontal gyri, inferior parietal lobule or superior temporal gyrus. Thus no evidence was
found for right hemisphere lateralisation in the superior, middle or inferior frontal gyri or the inferior parietal
lobule.
This suggests that activation and deactivation in S1 to a noxious cold stimulus has a contralateral bias, as
does activation in the posterior insula and paracentral lobule. Although the thalamus and S2 show a tendency
for contralateral bias this is not signicant, suggesting that activation may be bilateral. From the plot (gure
8.5) it can be seen that there is little dierence between contralateral and ipsilateral activation for RCOLD
particularly. The interaction present in the middle insula suggests that its activity may be right lateralised
for stimuli to left and right hands.
Although the eect was not signicant, there is a tendency for an eect of hand in the inferior parietal lobule,
the inferior frontal gyrus, and the precuneus. To investigate this further, the simple main eects of hand
(stimulus side) were tested separately for contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres in a voxelwise analysis
(described in 7.2.3 on page 109).
For the NIRS data a p-value of 0.05 was required for signicance. As shown in table 8.8, the main eects
of hemisphere of activation and hand were both signicant for both oxyHb and deoxyHb indicating a larger
increase in oxyHb and decrease in deoxyHb (activation) for contralateral stimulation as well as a larger
activation for right than left cold stimulus, particularly contralaterally. However, as can be seen in gure
8.6, the mean parameter estimate for deoxyHb in the right hemisphere for LCOLD is positive, indicating



























































Figure 8.5: Mean BOLD eect for right cold (RCOLD) and left cold (LCOLD) conditions in contralateral
and ipsilateral ROIs
OxyHb
df Factor F p




df Factor F p
14 Hand 86.711 0.0000
Hemisphere 221.192 0.0000
Interaction 2.542 0.1332
Table 8.8: Results of two way ANOVA with factors hemisphere and hand for selected NIRS ROIs. A p value



































Figure 8.6: Mean NIRS parameter estimates for oxyHb and deoxyHb in sensorimotor area, used in two-way
ANOVA
RCOLD > LCOLD
Hemisphere Region Co-ordinates Voxels Max t
Contra Paracentral lobule -3 -27 45 16 4.9632
Contra Inf. par. lobule/ supramarginal (BA2,40) -60 -30 39 72 5.8323
Ipsi Inf. par. lobule / supramarginal (BA40) 63 -39 27 15 4.6201
Ipsi SM1 (BA3,4) 57 -15 36 14 4.6201
Ipsi Sup. parietal lobule 30 -51 63 11 4.4372
Ipsi Precuneus (BA5,7) 9 -51 66 15 9 -51 66
LCOLD > RCOLD
No signicant regions
Table 8.9: Test for dominant response to a cold stimulus applied to one hand in contralateral and ipsilateral
hemispheres, where LCOLD images were ipped about the x-axis (p<0.05 FDR). The notation RCOLD >
LCOLD indicates a contrast testing for greater BOLD signal when the cold stimulus was applied to the right
hand than when it was applied to the left.
as great as in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Although the dierence is small, the signicantly larger ipsilateral
activation for RCOLD in oxyHb and deoxyHb can be interpreted as a greater ipsilateral deactivation to
LCOLD than RCOLD.
Voxelwise statistics using ipped images
The results of a voxelwise analysis on ipped images testing for the simple main eects of hand for contralat-
eral and ipsilateral hemispheres separately are shown in table 8.9. There was a signicantly greater response
to right cold than to left cold in ipsilateral and contralateral supramarginal gyrus, as well as in ipsilateral
precuneus, superior parietal lobule and postcentral gyrus. The contralateral paracentral lobule was also more
activated for right than left cold. There were no regions in which there was signicantly more ipsilateral or
contralateral activation for left cold than for right cold.
The interpretation of this is that the right hemisphere supramarginal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, post-












Contralateral S1 Inf. Par. S2 Thalamus Max overlap
Ipsilateral MNI co-ords -39 -30 63 -51 -36 54 -57 -21 21 -24 -27 -6 -36 -24 57
Precuneus 15 -42 57 0.77 0.5 0.74 0.84 0.65
M1 42 -18 57 0.87 0.49 0.69 0.85 0.81
SMA 9 -12 63 0.84 0.38 0.65 0.88 0.77
S1 21 -30 63 0.86 0.41 0.69 0.88 0.78
Max overlap 36 -24 57 0.78 0.4 0.64 0.82 0.7
Table 8.10: Pearson correlation between ipsilaterally deactivated ROIs and contralaterally activated ROIs
for RCOLD. Correlations in bold are signicant at p<0.002 (p<0.05 corrected for 25 comparisons)
are for left cold. Also, activation in the left hemisphere supramarginal gyrus and paracentral lobule during
right cold are greater than the same regions in the right hemisphere during left cold. Therefore, although
activation in the primary somatosensory area is contralateral, there is signicantly greater ipsilateral (right
hemisphere) activation for RCOLD than there is for LCOLD.
This conrms in a quantitative manner the qualitative observation of more widespread ipsilateral activa-
tion for the right cold than left cold condition. However, because greater activation for right than left
cold could result from larger deactivation for left cold or increased activation for right cold, the RCOLD >
LCOLD_ipped contrast was masked with the RCOLD > FIX contrast and LCOLD_ipped < FIX contrast
respectively to determine whether one of these eects was responsible for the observed dierences between
right and left cold stimulation. In the RCOLD > LCOLD_ipped contrast (p<0.05 FDR) masked with
RCOLD > FIX (p<0.001 uncorrected) a region of contralateral inferior parietal lobule was signicant imply-
ing that the contralateral inferior parietal lobule has signicantly greater activation for right than left cold.
In the RCOLD > LCOLD_ipped contrast (p<0.05 FDR) masked with LCOLD_ipped < FIX (p<0.001
uncorrected), the ipsilateral precuneus was signicant, suggesting that ipsilateral deactivation in the pre-
cuneus is greater for left than right sided stimulation. For the remaining areas it is not possible to establish
whether the asymmetry between the left and right cold conditions resulted from increased activation for right
cold or decreased activation for left cold.
8.3.4.1 Intersubject correlations
Regions of interest for the correlation analysis were selected from ipsilaterally deactivated and contralaterally
activated brain areas for the left and right cold conditions separately. Where a large cluster was found in
the activation analysis encompassing several relevant regions (for example S1 and S2), local maxima within
the cluster were used as centres for the ROIs. In addition an area of maximum overlap was created
for each hemisphere whose centre was the co-ordinate (reected about the x-axis) which has the largest
amount of ipsilateral deactivation and contralateral activation (the peak voxel resulting from a conjunction
of contralateral activation and ipsilateral deactivation when one of these was ipped along the x-axis). The
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Contralateral S1 Inf Par S2 Thalamus Max overlap
Ipsilateral MNI co-ords 42 -33 60 51-30 27 48 -15 15 21 -24 3 33 -24 57
Precuneus -9 -48 60 0.38 0.6 0.51 0.55 0.59
M1 -42 -15 51 0.38 0.69 0.66 0.83 0.69
SMA -18 -15 66 0.63 0.51 0.58 0.67 0.61
S1 - 27 -36 57 0.47 0.6 0.59 0.78 0.75
Max overlap -33 -24 57 0.26 0.56 0.55 0.78 0.65
Table 8.11: Pearson correlation between ipsilaterally deactivated ROIs and contralaterally activated ROIs
for LCOLD. Correlations in bold are signicant at p<0.002 (p<0.05 corrected for 25 comparisons)

























































Figure 8.7: Correlation across subjects between mean β parameter estimates for RCOLD in contralateral
and ipsilateral ROIs for oxyHb and deoxyHb.
For the right cold stimulus activity in the contralateral S1 and thalamus was signicantly correlated with
ipsilateral deactivated regions. For the left cold condition contralateral thalamus activity was correlated with
deactivation in the M1, S1 and 'maximum overlap' ROIs. Activity in S2 was not signicantly correlated with
ipsilateral deactivation in either condition.
For NIRS, the intersubject correlation (gure 8.7) between the mean activation to RCOLD in a contralateral
and ipsilateral ROIs of the 65 most de/activated voxels was r = 0.66 for oxyHb and r = 0.78 for deoxyHb
which were both signicant at p<0.05 (two tailed). The intersubject correlation between the mean activation













8.3.4.2 Between subject variability of activation and deactivation in fMRI and NIRS
Because activations to a cold stimulus have been reported to be variable among subjects [264, 262], and
deactivations appear to be even more variable, we attempted to investigate how frequently these eects occur
in our subjects.
Multi-subject conjunction analysis In the fMRI data, using multi-subject conjunction analysis on a
xed eect rst level analysis for LCOLD > FIX, RCOLD > FIX, LCOLD < FIX and RCOLD < FIX,
we tested the intermediate null hypothesis of k=6, that is that less than 7 subjects activate with a lenient
threshold of FDR 0.05. There were no regions that exceeded the threshold for signicance in any of the
contrasts (activation or deactivation), suggesting that fewer than half the subjects show this eect. This
supports the idea that activations to noxious stimulation are variable and suggests that deactivations may
be as variable between subjects.
Individual ipsilateral deactivation Examining subject's individual fMRI activation maps for ipsilateral
deactivation at a p threshold of 0.001 uncorrected only 5 subjects showed a signicant deactivation cluster
anywhere in the left hemisphere for LCOLD and 1 subject showed a signicant deactivation cluster anywhere
in the right hemisphere for RCOLD. This suggests that these deactivation eects in addition to occurring only
in some subjects are generally very small eects and show up in a group analysis better than in individual
subjects.
Individual ipsilateral activation Examining subject's individual fMRI activation maps for ipsilateral
activation at a p threshold of 0.001 uncorrected only 4 subjects showed a signicant activation cluster any-
where in the left hemisphere for LCOLD and 4 subjects showed a signicant activation cluster anywhere in
the right hemisphere for RCOLD. However, 6 subjects also showed no contralateral activation for LCOLD
and 4 subjects showed no contralateral activation for RCOLD.
A summary of oxyHb and deoxyHb responses by number of subjects in which a response was measurable is
shown in table 8.12. The responses were extremely variable, and in most subjects activation was not found.
The correlation across subjects between parameter estimates for oxyHb and deoxyHb was r =-0.44 (p>0.05
two tailed) for contralateral activation and r=-0.52 (p<0.05 two tailed) for ipsilateral deactivation (n=15) to
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OxyHb
Bilateral response Contra. response only Ipsi. response only No response
LCOLD > FIX 1 4 1 9
RCOLD > FIX 4 3 0 8
LCOLD < FIX 1 0 4 10
RCOLD < FIX 3 1 2 9
DeoxyHb
Bilateral response Contra. response only Ipsi. response only No response
LCOLD < FIX 0 1 1 13
RCOLD < FIX 2 3 0 10
LCOLD > FIX 2 2 3 8
RCOLD > FIX 4 0 0 11
Table 8.12: Summary of individual subject activations and deactivations in SM1 region for each contrast.
The notation COLD < FIX indicates a contrast testing for smaller signal in the cold condition than during
xation and the notation COLD > FIX indicates a contrast testing for greater signal in the cold condition
than during xation.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Activation of contralateral and ipsilateral somatosensory areas (S1 and
S2)
Contralateral S1 activation was found in response to a cold stimulus applied to either hand. Although S1
activation to a noxious stimulus is inconsistent [303, 294], and has been found in meta-analyses to be present
in only about half of studies on pain [304, 305], the observed contralateral activation is consistent with several
studies that have found contralateral S1 responses to noxious stimulation ([306] provides a comprehensive
review). Some fMRI studies on painful stimulation have also reported bilateral activation following unilateral
stimulation [263, 307, 308]. Cognitive modulation, inhibitory processes, and methodological dierences may
be reasons for this discrepancy [294, 91]. In fact, cold stimulation with an ice pack includes a tactile component
which may be at least partially responsible for the contralateral activation observed in this study.
We also found activation of contralateral S2 as well as ipsilateral S2, which was signicant only for stimulation
of the right hand. However, no signicant main eects of hand or hemisphere were found for S2 in the ROI
analysis, suggesting that S2 activation may be bilateral. In other studies of pain activation of insular and S2
cortices had been found to be primarily contralateral to stimulation but also ipsilateral [304], which agrees
with our results. Consistent with [301] and [267] we found contralaterally dominant activation in the posterior
insula.
In NIRS only contralateral activation was found, indicating that the measured area was indeed SM1.
In a similar manner to S2, unilateral cold stimulation of the hand appeared to activate predominantly con-












However, in the ROI analysis hemispheric dierences did not reach the signicance threshold. Thalamic acti-
vation may be bilateral with a more prominent contralateral response. It is known that thalamus activation
to both tactile and painful stimulation is variable [295], and a higher resolution investigation which allows
separate examination of the lateral and medial parts of the thalamus may be more illuminating.
8.4.2 Deactivation in response to cold stimulation
Ipsilateral deactivation occurred in the primary sensory, motor and premotor regions, as well as the supple-
mentary motor area, parietal lobule and precuneus. This eect was signicant only for the left hand cold
stimulus at the selected threshold, but similar regions were found for the right hand stimulus at a lower sig-
nicance level. Ipsilateral deactivation was also found using NIRS, with a signicantly greater deactivation
for cold applied to the left hand than to the right. Unlike [273], no contralateral regions were deactivated
except a small premotor region for the left hand cold stimulus. Also no evidence was found for ipsilateral S1
activation for the right hand as in [272], however, the spatial resolution or smoothing used may have hidden
any activations with a very small spatial extent.
This ipsilateral SM1 deactivation conrms that a noxious cold stimulus produces similar deactivations to
those that have been found for tactile [273, 272], electric median nerve [82, 292, 293], painful [295] and
noxious heat [265] stimulation. Ipsilateral supplementary motor area deactivation was also reported in [293],
however, our results using cold stimulation dier from this study as the ipsilateral insula was not found to
be signicantly activated, and deactivation was found in the precuneus rather than the dorsal part of the
posterior cingulate cortex.
We expected to nd ipsilateral somatosensory cortex deactivations to a noxious cold stimulus because ipsilat-
eral deactivation to pain has been found to be larger than that for tactile stimuli [295], while tactile stimuli
produce greater S1 activation. In [265], ipsilateral S1 was also been found to be deactivated in response to a
high pain, but not a low pain condition.
To our knowledge, there are only two previous studies on painful or noxious thermal stimulation using DOT
[91, 290]. The stimulation used in these cases was noxious heat, rather than cold, and bilateral activation in
S1 was found, rather than ipsilateral deactivation.
8.4.3 Pathways for ipsilateral deactivation
Similarly to ipsilateral motor deactivation found in fMRI studies [240, 250, 241, 243, 244], ipsilateral S1
deactivation could result from transcallosal inhibition by contralateral S1. Other possibilities are direct
uncrossed aerent projections to ipsilateral S1 [309] or input from higher-level processing areas such as S2
[310, 311]. Although interhemispheric connections between the hand regions in S1 are sparse [312, 313, 314,
315], the mechanism for deactivation has been proposed to be via area 2 which has the densest connections
[313, 316, 317, 273]. Deactivation of areas 3b and 4 would occur via corticocortical projections from BA 2 to
areas 3b and 4 [273].
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hand, and has few callosal connections [312, 313] whereas transcallosal connections are known to exist between
S2 in the dierent hemispheres, the ipsilateral deactivation might be mediated by an input from contralateral
S2 to ipsilateral S2 and then to S1 [292]. The results of fMRI studies on callosotomised subjects suggest
that ipsilateral S2 activations to touch [318], but not pain [289], are mediated by callosal connections, and
S2 regions are also known to have connections with both contralateral and ipsilateral areas of S1 [319, 320].
8.4.4 Lateral asymmetry of activations and deactivations
Ipsilateral deactivation of sensorimotor cortex appears with larger magnitude and volume of activation in
the M1 ipsilateral to movement for the right, dominant hand than for the left hand in right-handed subjects
[250, 244, 259]. Because of the greater signicance and extent of deactivations in the left hemisphere to
stimulation of the left hand, we were interested to know whether there was a signicant dierence between
ipsilateral deactivation to stimulation of the dominant (right) or non-dominant hand. Using a region of
interest centred around the peak of deactivation in each hemisphere, which was situated somewhat anteriorly
to the corresponding activation peak in the opposite hemisphere we found that, as expected, there was a
signicant eect of hemisphere, where deactivation was stronger for the ipsilateral hemisphere, but there was
no signicant main eect of hand of stimulation.
Although there was no signicant dierence in contralateral activation measured with fMRI, using NIRS
contralateral activation to the right hand stimulus was greater than activation to the left hand stimulus. This
is consistent with the more widespread activation noted from fMRI for right hand stimulation. Similarly,
using NIRS greater ipsilateral deactivation was found for the left hand stimulus.
Investigating the ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres separately, signicantly less deactivation (or greater
activation) was present for right cold in ipsilateral superior and inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), SM1 (BA
3,4) and precuneus (BA 5,7). The intersection of these regions with regions that signicantly deactivated
compared to xation revealed a larger ipsilateral deactivation in the precuneus to the left hand stimulus.
In the hemisphere contralateral to stimulation, there was greater activity to the right cold stimulus in the
paracentral lobule and inferior parietal lobule (BA 2,40). Because no behavioural data was collected it is not
clear whether the experience of noxious stimulation was the same for both hands, which would inuence the
apparent asymmetry of activations to stimulation of the dominant compared to the non-dominant hand.
The greater extent of signicant activation for stimulation of the right (dominant) hand and greater deac-
tivation for stimulation of the left hand, mirrors the eect found in the motor system, where non-dominant
hand action produces a larger extent of activation, ipsilaterally as well as contralaterally [321], and dominant
hand action more often produces deactivation [250, 244, 259]. Studies on the lateralisation of thermal pain
have found that the perceived intensity of heat [297, 298] and cold [298, 322] pain applied to the left hand is
higher than that of the right. It has been suggested that the right hemisphere is less ecient than the left in
processing cutaneous sensory input, but is dominant for emotional experience resulting in a left-sided dom-
inance for pain [323]. Our ndings in right-handed subjects appear to indicate the opposite, with stronger,
or more consistent responses to right-sided cold stimulation in the left hemisphere.












on the right for both left and right hand cold stimulation. The insula has usually been found to be activated
bilaterally to pain [301, 302, 267], although one study found greater activation in the left brain hemisphere
than in the right hemisphere regardless of stimulus side [302], and another found right-lateralised activity to
heat pain in a portion of the anterior cingulate and in the anterior insula only when pain was attended to
[300]. These dierences may arise because of dierent denition of regions of interest within the insula.
8.4.5 Relation between activations and deactivations
We found signicant positive relationships between contralateral S1 and thalamus activation and ipsilateral
deactivation for the RCOLD condition, and signicant positive correlation between contralateral thalamus
and ipsilateral SM1 in the LCOLD condition. This, however, suggests that increased contralateral activity
corresponds to increased ipsilateral activation, that is to say decreased deactivation. The interpretation of
this is not certain as, if contralateral regions were responsible for inhibiting ipsilateral regions, the expected
direction of the correlation would be negative.
8.5 Summary
We investigated the response to noxious thermal stimulation in mostly the same subjects, using both func-
tional MRI and NIRS. This task has not previously been studied using NIRS, and we were able to conrm our
group level results using fMRI. The main ndings of our group analysis of the response to noxious stimulation
in fMRI and NIRS were:
 Using fMRI, contralateral S1 activation and bilateral S2 activation was found in response to a cold
stimulus applied to either hand. In NIRS however, only a contralateral response was observed, in
oxyHb but not in deoxyHb.
 In fMRI data there was qualitatively more contralateral and ipsilateral activation for a right-hand cold
stimulus than the left-hand cold stimulus, and signicantly greater ipsilateral activation for the right
hand stimulus in primary somatosensory regions. Similarly, using NIRS a larger activation (oxyHb
increase and deoxyHb decrease) was found for right than left cold stimulus.
 Ipsilateral deactivation at the group level was particularly evident for left-hand cold stimulation in
the fMRI data. In NIRS, robust ipsilateral deactivation in both oxyHb and deoxyHb was observed in
both hemispheres. In agreement with the fMRI data, this was greater in extent and magnitude to the
left-hand stimulus.
 Across subjects, the activation in ipsilateral and contralateral S1 regions to RCOLD were positively
correlated in the fMRI, oxyHb and deoxyHb data. However, the correlation between the mean activation
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Surprisingly, the ipsilateral deactivation response to a cold stimulus in deoxyHb is more reliably measured













Task-related changes in brain functional
connectivity
The aim of this chapter was to examine task-related changes in steady-state, particularly interhemispheric,
connectivity during sensory and motor tasks in both fMRI and NIRS, compared to connectivity at rest.
Although there have been some studies considering connectivity changes during nger tapping using BOLD
fMRI [324, 325], we were particularly interested in the modulation of connectivity during unilateral tapping
and cold stimulation between those sensorimotor regions that were activated and those that were deactivated
by the sensory and motor tasks, RCOLD and RTAP. (These regions were identied in chapters 7 and 8.) In
addition, for both fMRI and NIRS we used a technique for removal of physiological noise [326], which can
confound functional connectivity measurements, particularly task-related connectivity, during which there
may be simultaneous cha ges in systemic variables.
9.1 Introduction
There has been a surge of recent interest in the spontaneous uctuations of cerebral haemodynamics in the
low frequency range (below 0.1 Hz). A large number of studies have succeeded in mapping functionally
connected networks in the resting human brain, based on low frequency correlations [48] observed using both
fMRI [327] and more recently NIRS [328, 329, 330, 331, 332]. Several functional systems have been identied
in this way; for example, the same areas that are activated using a conventional fMRI motor task can be
identied from the correlations they exhibit at low frequencies, even when the subject is at rest [327].
Other functional networks that show coherence across separated brain regions, include those for the visual
[26, 333], sensory [42], motor [327, 42], and language [334] systems, as well as dorsal and ventral attention
streams [335]. It should be noted that some of these regions are not only functionally, but also symmetrically,
and presumably vascularly, related. Sets of regions that show coherent uctuations have been termed resting
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across healthy subjects [336], but that they are frequently disrupted in conditions such as multiple sclerosis
[337], Alzheimer's disease [338, 339], schizophrenia [340, 341, 342], autism [343], depression [344], blindness
[345] and attention decit hyperactivity disorder [346].
It has been suggested that spontaneous activity may have similar patterns to those evoked by specic tasks
because spontaneous oscillations recall previous simultaneous use of brain areas, coordinate neuronal activity,
or predict expected brain use [335]. However, some authors have pointed out that the consistency of resting
state networks across subjects may not necessarily reect a neuronal origin: oscillations could instead result
from changes in local physiology or vasculature [40, 336], or autonomic modulations of cerebral blood ow
[41].
9.1.1 Functional connectivity in the default-mode network
Functional connectivity has also been used to dene networks that are not associated with dened functions.
For example Margulies et al. [347] identied separate networks via their correlation with dierent parts of
the anterior cingulate which are suspected to be functionally distinct. Raichle et al. [246] have also de-
scribed a connected default-mode network (DMN) which includes the posterior (PCC) and ventral anterior
cingulate cortex (vACC), the hippocampus and the bilateral inferior parietal cortex. Regions belonging to
this network also consistently show BOLD deactivation during demanding cognitive tasks when compared
to rest [247]. Greicius et al. [247] also found that during the resting state the default mode network showed
an inverse correlation with brain regions that show task-related increases in brain activity, and hypothesised
that activation of these other regions would suspend connectivity in the default mode network. However,
default network connectivity during a visual processing task was the same as during rest, and the PCC and
vACC components were not deactivated by the task. The authors suggest that this is because the default
mode network is not disrupted by undemanding sensory processing tasks.
Fransson [348] subsequently compared the spontaneous activity during rest and during a continuous working
memory task in which the default network does show deactivation. Low frequency spontaneous activity in the
default-mode network was still present during the working memory task, but was reduced in spatial extent
as well as in spectral power. However, Hampson [349] found that in a demanding working memory task
the default network functional connectivity was not decreased. In fact, increased default mode connectivity
during the task was associated with better task performance. Recently Newton et al. [350] have shown
connectivity within the memory and default mode networks to increase with increasing cognitive load, while
the dorsal posterior cingulate becomes increasingly negatively correlated with the task-positive memory
network. Correlations in the default network are stronger during xation and eyes open rest than in eyes
closed rest or a semantic classication task [351], and decrease during sad mood induction [352] and listening
tasks [353]. Activity in the default mode network has been shown to decrease signicantly with age [354]
even after correction for grey matter volume. The reduced activity also correlates with degree of age-related
cognitive decline.
Thus far, the existence of a correlated default mode network has been attributed primarily to neurophysio-












correlated uctuations, even though the blood supply is via dierent cerebral arteries. The regions consti-
tuting the default mode network are also known to be some of the most densely vascularised in the brain.
Their deactivation, in BOLD terms, during goal-directed tasks could be a consequence of this. Blood ow
could be diverted from these regions to supply some other metabolically active region. It is not strictly
necessary that a decrease in blood ow to a region be a consequence of decreased activity in the same way
that increased blood ow is a result of increased activity. A diversion of CBF from default mode network
regions would result in an increased oxygen extraction fraction, and therefore negative BOLD, without any
change in neuronal activity.
9.1.2 The eect of task performance on connectivity
The question of whether deactivation of the default network aects its low frequency connectivity extends to
activation of other networks as well. Although structural connectivity does not change, functional connectivity
at rest may be dierent from the connectivity in the same areas when these brain regions are being actively
engaged. Several studies have shown that connectivity can be modulated by the continuous performance of a
task [355, 356, 333, 357, 348, 324]. Early studies used conventional block designs and removed the task-related
activation before merging time-courses from task blocks. More recent studies have measured steady-state
connectivity over a longer, continuous, period, which avoids the need for such preprocessing [334, 357, 324].
Biswal and Hyde [355] found that the functional connectivity map created during continuous nger tapping
overlapped more with the standard nger-tapping activation map than the functional connectivity map during
rest.
Lowe et al. [356] identied a correlated network based on regions activated during conventional block design
memory tasks and found that during continuous performance of a working memory task, the correlation
amongst the regions of this network increased, as compared to during a control task which did not activate
the same network. Similarly, Hampson et al. [334] found functional connectivity between Broca's area and
Wernicke's area in healthy subjects at rest which increased when subjects continuously listened to narrative
text. Increased motor cortex connectivity has also been found during the performance of motor tasks [358].
Newton et al. [324] found that the mean correlation of the supplementary motor area, ipsilateral cerebellum,
and ipsilateral auditory cortex to contralateral primary motor cortex increased during a unilateral nger
tapping task relative to rest. The eect of an increased tapping rate was an increased mean correlation to
primary motor cortex due to a larger number of correlated voxels within each region. In agreement with
this, Amann et al. [325] found that it was the number of correlated voxels that drives changes in overall
functional connectivity during task performance. However, their study also investigated ipsilateral regions of
the motor network that, although connected at rest, are not activated by a unilateral motor task. They found
a reduction in interhemispheric SM1 connectivity during continuous motor task performance. Consistent with
this, the degree of connectivity of the contralateral M1 and premotor cortex to other motor network nodes
has been found to show a tendency to increase during a motor task, as compared to rest, while connectivity
of the contralateral cerebellum decreased [359].
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evidence to suggest that the connectivity in all systems and regions of the brain is aected by regional brain
activation in the same manner [357]. A visual processing network correlated with MT/V5 at rest was reduced
in extent and magnitude when subjects were viewing motion [333]. Widespread correlated uctuations in the
visual system during rest become spatially decorrelated during visual stimulation, as functionally specialised
areas are recruited [360]. Morgan et al. [357] found no signicant dierences in connectivity between rest and
sequential nger tapping in areas activated by a motor task, although there was a trend towards decreasing
connectivity during the task. In the study of Amann et al. [325] overall reduced connectivity was observed
between some motor areas activated by the task: contralateral M1 and SMA, with some individuals showing
a connectivity increase during the task and others a decrease.
The ndings of increased connectivity of activated areas during task performance are interesting, since the
BOLD response associated with the task presumably involves vasodilation concurrent with an increase in
regional CBF. However, local vasodilation in response to non-neuronal stimuli such as hypercapnia and
anaesthesia tends to abolish low frequency oscillations [361], suggesting that the mechanism for increasing
rCBF in BOLD imaging may be dierent, or oscillatory.
9.1.3 NIRS functional connectivity
With the advent of large dense arrays of NIRS optodes that allow coverage of more than a small region of
the head, it became possible to study resting functional connectivity with NIRS. Using DOT, White et al.
[328] mapped correlations in the visual and motor cortex and found high inter-hemispheric correlation in
motor and visual networks, but no correlation between visual and motor cortex seed regions. Mesquita and
colleagues [331] similarly mapped correlations in sensorimotor, visual and prefrontal cortices, nding higher
correlations using totHb and deoxyHb than oxyHb and the lowest correlation to the contralateral side in the
prefrontal cortex. Lu et al. [332] found stronger interhemispheric correlation in oxyHb and totHb in the
motor and auditory systems. Correlations between areas belonging to the language system have also been
found [330]. The motor cortex correlation patterns at rest have been shown to resemble those resulting from
the alternation of motor task and rest [362]. Although seed correlation analysis was used in most of the initial
studies, ICA may oer better separation of physiology and artefacts, as ICA has been found to produce more
localised resting functional connectivity patterns than the seed-correlation-derived ones in the sensorimotor
and especially the visual systems [363].
Duan et al. [364] performed a simultaneous fMRI and fNIRS resting state connectivity study. By transforming
BOLD data into NIRS space, they were able to compare connectivity indices calculated with each modality.
They found good corrrespondence between BOLD and oxyHb in an analysis using anatomically-dened
ROIs, and slightly worse correspondence between BOLD and deoxyHb. Spatial maps of resting functional
connectivity generated using NIRS were found to be slightly less accurate than those from BOLD, with a
reasonable correspondence between BOLD and oxyHb connectivity maps.
Task-related connectivity in the prefrontal cortex has been shown with NIRS to increase during verbal uency
[365], Stroop [366] and Go-No-Go [367] tasks and in the temporal, parietal, and occipital regions during infant












in infants, compared to rest [369].
The following sections describe the investigatation of changes in functional connectivity of the sensory and
motor cortices to motor activation and noxious thermal stimulation, using both NIRS and fMRI.
9.2 Methods
9.2.1 Subjects and task
The Long_Blocks data from subjects who also had physiological recordings available were used. This was
the fMRI data from 13 subjects (8 male) and NIRS data from 15 subjects (9 male). Of these subjects, 9
participated in both NIRS and fMRI imaging (see table 5.1). Data acquisition has been described in 5.1.3.1
and 5.1.3.2 on page 74. Image preprocessing has been described in 7.2.2, but fMRI images from both 1100
ms TR and 2200 ms TR runs were used. The TRs were chosen to be integer multiples of the sampling
interval used for NIRS. Because connectivity measures can be inuenced by aliased physiological noise [43],
two dierent TRs were used to examine the eect of sampling interval on the connectivity measures. The
image SNR is also decreased at the shorter TR and smaller ip angle, which could also aect physiological
noise, since physiological noise increases with increasing image SNR.
Because the NIRS data was acquired continuously (the machine is not stopped between runs) the quality
measures in 7.1 apply to the long block data as well. To exclude the transient eects from the haemodynamic
response to the task, the rst 30 seconds of data for each block were discarded, leaving 120s of steady-state
data in each of the REST1, TAP, REST2, and COLD conditions for analysis.
9.2.2 Physiological noise removal
The physiological signals were processed using custom Matlab software, and physiological noise removal
was performed using Aztec software [326] (http://www.ni-utrecht.nl/downloads/aztec). From the ECG (in
NIRS), pulse (in fMRI) and respiration data, the cardiac and respiration phase were assigned to every image in
each NIRS and fMRI time series. The RETROICOR method was used to construct regressors for the BOLD
and NIRS time series, by tting a 5th order Fourier series to the cardiac and respiratory phase information
[7]. Heart rate and heart rate variability were calculated using the mean and variance respectively of the
inter beat interval (IBI) in 6s windows. The amplitude and frequency of the current breath for each image
was calculated based on the peaks of exhalation and inhalation, and the respiration volume per unit time
(RVT) was calculated as in [370]. After RETROICOR, the BOLD signal was corrected for HR, HRV and
RVT eects by shifting the signals with multiple lags to account for the variable delay between these, and
uctuations in the BOLD and NIRS signals. The optimal lags for HR, HRV, and RVT were determined by
nding the lag of maximum correlation for every voxel. For HR, optimal lags in the 0 to 20 s range and 0 to
60 s range were found, since peaks of HR - BOLD correlation at two latencies have previously been observed
[371]. The time courses of HR, HRV, and RVT at the optimal lag were then regressed from the BOLD,
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9.2.3 Region of interest denition
Motor regions of interest were extracted using the functional activation maps generated by the short motor
task. To identify the contralateral (left) motor cortex, LM1_act, the positive RTAP activation from the
Short_Blocks group analysis thresholded at p<1e-06 uncorrected was masked with BA 4 from the AAL
Brodmann Area template to produce an ROI of 161 voxels. An ipsilateral (right hemisphere) deactivated
ROI, RM1_deact, was dened using the short task deactivation map: RTAP<REST thresholded at p<1e-06
masked with BA4 to produce a region of 56 voxels.
Sensory regions of interest LS1_act and RS1_deact were created using the same procedure, except the mask
consisted of BAs 1, 2 and 3.
Since there was no ipsilateral deactivation for NIRS at the group level, left and right hemisphere activation
maps for RTAP > REST and LTAP > REST were thresholded so as to produce ROIs of ±65 voxels.
9.2.4 Connectivity analysis
Connectivity analysis was conducted using the REST toolbox [372]. All data was detrended and band pass
ltered between 0.01 and 0.15 Hz. This is a wider frequency range than the 0.01-0.1 Hz band more commonly
used for connectivity studies, however, we wished to include both the low frequency (0.01-0.04 Hz) and very
low frequency (0.04-0.12 Hz) oscillations that have been previously described using NIRS [373].
For each subject, an average time course was extracted from each region of interest LM1_act, RM1_deact,
LS1_act and RS1_deact. Then for each condition (REST1, TAP, REST2, COLD), the Pearson correlation
coecient was calculated between this time course and the whole brain fMRI scan, and with the whole of
the ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres of sensorimotor cortex that were measured with NIRS. An ROI
analysis was also conducted by calculating the correlation between the average time courses from left and
right ROIs. Only zero-latency correlation was considered.
In each case, the correlation coecient was converted to a z-score using Fisher's transformation. A one
sample t-test was performed on the z-score data for all subjects from the rst rest condition (REST1), in
order to verify the resting connectivity with M1. The z-scores for each subject and each condition (REST1,
TAP, REST2, COLD) were then entered into a one way repeated measures ANOVA to assess changes in
connectivity between the M1 ROI and other brain regions with condition. For whole brain/hemisphere
analyses, the z-score maps were analysed using SPM5, while ANOVAs on the ROI-ROI correlation z-scores
were performed in Matlab.
To establish the relationship between deactivation and connectivity, the Pearson correlation was calculated
across subjects between the degree of deactivation to the right hand tasks (RTAP, RCOLD) in the ipsilateral
ROIs (see chapters 7 and 8) and the connectivity between left and right ROIs during each long task condition












9.2.5 Power spectral density analysis
ALFF analysis [374] was performed on NIRS and fMRI data using the REST toolbox [372]. The square root
of the amplitude of the power spectrum was taken and averaged over two dierent frequency bands at each
voxel: 0.01 - 0.04 Hz (VLF) and 0.04 - 0.12 Hz (LF). The ALFF at each voxel was divided by the individual
global mean of ALFF within a brain-mask. The ALLF maps for every subject and condition were entered
into one-way repeated measures ANOVAs in SPM for each frequency band separately, to assess for changes
in the amplitude of spontaneous uctuations with task condition.
9.3 Results
9.3.1 Steady-state and resting functional connectivity
fMRI
Connectivity was calculated during the resting conditions (resting state functional connectivity) and during
the continous task/stimulus blocks, TAP and COLD (steady-state functional connectivity). In the rst
resting condition, REST1, group statistical analysis of BOLD correlation to the left M1 shows the expected
resting connectivity to the ipsi- and contralateral primary and secondary sensorimotor areas, as well as to the
thalamus and occipital regions. From examination of the continuous t-maps in shown for REST1 in gure
9.1, connectivity appears more extensive at the 2200 ms TR than the 1100 ms TR, and physiological noise
correction reduces the magnitude and extent of connectivity, particularly at the 1100 ms TR. However, in
a voxel-by-voxel comparison there are no voxels where the dierence in connectivity at the dierent TRs
is signicant (p<0.05 FDR). Connectivity to visual areas, although reduced, remains signicant, even with
physiological noise regression. Regions that survive a signicance threshold of p<0.05 FWE corrected are
shown in table 9.1.
Only in the 2200 ms TR connectivity analysis do the inferior frontal regions, thalamus and putamen survive
the signicance threshold.
Connectivity to the right M1 ROI - the area deactivated by the ipsilateral motor task, showed less widespread
and more distinct regions of connectivity, listed in table 9.2, which included bilateral primary and secondary
somatosensory areas, and superior temporal gyri, insula, rolandic operculum and Heschl's gyrus, but did not
include visual cortex.
A paired t-test was performed to determine which areas showed greater connectivity to the left M1 ROI than
right one and to the right M1 ROI than the left one. Unsurprisingly a region of left SM1 showed greater
correlation with the left ROI and a region of right SM1 showed greater correlation with the right ROI at
both TRs (table 9.3). However, at the 1100 ms TR, the right insula, and Rolandic operculum as well as the
left superior frontal gyrus and left paracentral lobule were more correlated with the right (deactivation) ROI
than the left. Notably, the greater connectivity with the right M1 ROI in the left superior frontal gyrus and

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Area No. voxels MNI co-ords Peak t
R SM1, L/R SMA, L/R paracent. lob. (BA 2, 3, 4, 6, 24, 31, 40) 1021 39 -30 57 19.74
R sup. temp. gyru s, rolandic operc., insula, heschl's gyrus 120 66 -27 0 13.46
L S1 (BA3, 40) 72 -27 -39 60 12.07
L S1 11 -39 -15 42 10.06
L SM1 (BA 3,4) 14 -57 -18 42 9.62
L sup. temp. gyrus, rolandic operc., heschl's gyrus 40 -57 -9 9 11.57
L mid./sup. temp. gyrus 10 -54 -24 -3 10.63
R sup. temp. gyrus 12 54 -39 15 9.45
TR2200
Area No. voxels MNI co-ords Peak t
R SM1, L/R SMA (BA 2, 3, 4, 6, 24, 31) 873 30 -24 57 18.68
R insula, rolandic operc., heschl's gyrus 27 36 -24 15 11.49
L SM1, insula (BA 2,3,4 6 13 40) 456 -33 -18 57 15.37
L sup. temp. gyrus, insula, rolandic operc. 13 -42 -33 21 11.68
L sup. temp. gyrus 12 -45 -9 -3 10.96
R sup. temp. gyrus 27 57 -15 3 10.55
Table 9.2: Brain regions showing connectivity to the right M1 (deactivation) ROI signicant at p<0.05 FWE


























































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) 1100 ms TR resting connectiv-
ity to left M1 during REST1 without
physiological noise removal.
(b) 1100 ms TR resting connectivity
to left M1 during REST1 with physi-
ological noise removal.
(c) 2200 ms TR resting connectiv-
ity to left M1 during REST1 without
physiological noise removal.
(d) 2200 ms TR resting connectivity
to left M1 during REST1 with physi-
ological noise removal.
Figure 9.1: Unthresholded t-maps of BOLD signal connectivity to left M1 during the REST1 condition for
1100 ms and 2200 ms TRs, with and without physiological noise removal.
other than the left SM1 area itself, showed greater connectivity with the left ROI than the right one even at
lower thresholds.
In the fMRI ROI analysis, connectivity between the M1 ROIs in each hemisphere and between the S1 ROIs
in each hemisphere was signicant during all four conditions (table 9.4), as determined using four one sample
t-tests across subjects with Bonferroni adjustment, α = .05/4 = .0125 for four comparisons.
NIRS
In the hemisphere ipsilateral to each ROI, almost the entire volume was signicantly connected to the ROI
in each condition and each hemisphere, both with and without physiological noise correction (p<0.01 FDR).
The entire left hemisphere was also signicantly connected to the right ROI in each condition and the right
hemisphere to the left ROI in each condition (p<0.01 FDR). This occured in both oxyHb and deoxyHb.
Figure 9.2 shows the Pearson correlation between left and right M1 ROIs for each subject during each











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
REST1 TAP REST2 COLD
t p t p t p t p
1100 ms TR (df=12)
M1 7.84 4.64e-6 13.22 1.62e-8 10.45 2.22e-7 4.29 0.001
S1 8.13 3.18e-6 11.66 6.68e-8 7.34 9.00e-6 3.94 0.002
2200 ms TR (df=11)
M1 10.81 3.36e-7 12.56 7.24e-8 9.24 1.62e-6 9.51 1.22e-6
S1 9.91 8.09e-7 9.87 8.42e-7 5.17 3.09e-4 7.42 1.32e-5
Table 9.4: T-statistics and p values for one sample t-tests on mean ROI connectivity z-score across subjects
for M1 and S1 ROIs in fMRI. All t-tests were signifcant at p<0.05 with Bonferroni adjustment for four
comparisons.
REST1 TAP REST2 COLD
N=14 t p t p t p t p
Without physiological noise correction
oxyHb 3.25 0.006* 2.85 0.013 3.22 0.006* 2.65 0.018
deoxyHb 1.95 0.072 1.92 0.075 2.26 0.041 1.99 0.066
With physiological noise correction
oxyHb 2.47 0.027 2.31 0.036 3.01 0.009* 2.70 0.018
deoxyHb 1.95 0.072 1.96 0.070 2.33 0.035 2.09 0.055
Table 9.5: T-statistics and p values for one sample t-tests on mean ROI connectivity z-score across subjects
for M1 ROIs in NIRS. Tests signicant at p<0.05/4=0.0125 with Bonferroni adjustment for four comparisons
are marked with an asterisk.
ROIs in all conditions (r>0.95), and one subject (subject 13) showed negative L-R correlation in all conditions
i.e. the left and right M1 ROIs were anticorrelated. This subject was excluded from further analysis.
In oxyHb without physiological noise correction, connectivity between the ROIs in each hemisphere was
signicant across subjects during both REST conditions, but not during TAP or COLD, as determined using
four one sample t-tests (table 9.5). The required signicance level was p<0.0125 (p<0.05 Bonferroni-corrected
for 4 comparisons). With physiological noise correction, connectivity between the left and right ROIs was
only signicant during REST2.
In deoxyHb, connectivity between hemispheres was not signicant in any state with or without physiological
noise correction.
9.3.2 Eect of TAP and COLD conditions
fMRI
No areas showed decreased connectivity with the left (contralateral) M1 ROI during TAP compared to REST,
whereas the brain regions listed in tables 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 showed increased connectivity to left M1 during the
TAP condition, the largest clusters being the precuneus and the cingulate/supplementary motor area and
the right inferior parietal lobule (BA 40).
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Area No. voxels MNI co-ords Peak t
R/L precuneus 656 0 -51 51 5.76
L precentral gyrus (BA 6) 29 -42 -9 45 5.13
L sup. temp. gyrus, rolandic operc. 10 -51 0 3 3.62
R SMA (BA 32) 86 9 12 48 4.29
L/R midbrain, thalamus 80 6 -21 -3 4.35
R inf. par. lob., supramarginal (BA 40) 56 51 -45 24 4.44
R mid. frontal gyrus (BA 9, 10) 73 39 51 21 4.35
R mid. frontal gyrus 11 39 39 42 4.66
R sup. temp. gyrus (BA 38) 10 36 9 -21 3.74
R mid. temp. gyrus (BA 20) 15 54 -48 -12 3.88
R/L post. cingulate 25 3 -39 15 4.13
R fusiform 14 33 -42 -24 4.82
R pallidum 13 15 0 0 3.94
Table 9.6: Areas that show greater BOLD signal connectivity with the left M1 ROI during TAP than REST












Area No. voxels MNI co-ords Peak t
L/R precuneus, sup. par. lob. 337 -3 -54 51 5.37
L precentral gyrus (BA 6) 24 -42 -6 48 4.06
L insula (posterior) 56 -42 -6 -3 4.57
R mid. cingulate, R/L SMA (BA 32, 6) 113 3 24 42 4.34
R/L thalamus 72 6 -18 -3 4.12
R supramarginal gyrus, inf. par. lob., angular gyrus (BA 40) 197 57 -39 33 5.7
R sup./inf. par. lob., angular gyrus (BA 40) 21 36 -63 48 3.76
R mid. frontal gyrus 18 39 51 18 4.42
R sup. frontal gyrus (BA 9) 16 24 33 33 3.78
R mid./sup. frontal gyrus 15 33 -3 66 4.36
L sup. frontal gyrus 11 -18 -3 69 4.46
L mid./sup. frontal gyrus (BA 9) 13 -30 39 36 3.88
L mid./sup. frontal gyrus 17 -36 51 0 3.87
R mid./ inf. temp. gyrus 19 54 -48 -12 4.38
R inf. temp. gyrus 10 51 -60 -9 4.04
L mid./sup. temp. gyrus 11 -63 -54 12 4.02
L insula (anterior) 21 -33 15 0 4.31
L cerebellum 10 -27 -48 -12 4.22
Table 9.7: Areas that show greater BOLD signal connectivity with the left M1 ROI during TAP than REST











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
TR2200
Area No. voxels MNI co-ords Peak t
R inf. temp gyrus, fusiform gyrus (BA 37) 121 48 -69 -15 5.9
L/R brainstem 21 -3 -30 -21 5.53
R/L precuneus, cuneus, fusiform gyrus 2749 6 -93 3 6.61
R precuneus 104 36 -69 36 4.27
L mid. frontal gyrus 22 -21 27 -12 3.63
R inf. frontal gyrus, insula (BA 13) 26 21 12 -12 3.51
R mid. frontal gyrus (BA 10) 17 42 57 -3 3.92
R mid./ ant. cingulate (BA 9, 32) 26 9 39 27 3.54
L/R SMA 21 6 -9 72 5.04
Table 9.8: Areas that show greater BOLD signal connectivity with the left M1 ROI during TAP than REST.
Figure 9.3: Brain regions showing signicantly greater BOLD signal connectivity to the precunueus ROI in
the TAP than in the REST condition (p<0.05 FDR).
ms TR. However at a lower signicance threshold (p<0.001 uncorrected) the bilateral calcarine, cuneus and
precuneus showed increased connectivity during tapping.
No region showed a change in connectivity to the ipsilateral (right) M1 during TAP at p<0.05 FDR.
Some areas that increase connectivity with contralateral M1 during right hand tapping also deactivate during
tapping , namely parts of the precuneus, L STG (insula), and R supramarginal gyrus.
Because change in connectivity to left M1 during tapping appeared to happen reliably in the precuneus,
which is also an area deactivated by the motor task, a third ROI was created using the intersection of the
RTAP<REST and LTAP<REST contrasts thresholded at p<1e-6, which produced an ROI of 101 voxels in
the (dorsal anterior) precuneus. The change in connectivity to this ROI in TAP vs REST was evaluated.
The regions showing greater connectivity during TAP are listed in table 9.9 and shown in gure 9.3 and
correspond closely to the motor system, including bilateral M1 and SMA, as well as bilateral IPL/posterior
insula.
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(a) 1100 ms TR data






(b) 2200 ms TR data
Figure 9.4: Mean and standard deviation across subjects of connectivity z-score between left and right M1
ROIs in each condition.
In a contrast comparing connectivity during the COLD and preceding rest condition, REST2, there was no
signicant change in connectivity to either the contra- or ipsilateral S1 regions, except in the 1100 ms TR
data where the whole brain was signicantly less connected to the ipsilateral (R) ROI during COLD than
during REST2. This eect remained when correction for physiological noise was applied.
The mean connectivity z-scores across subjects between left and right M1 ROIs are shown in gure 9.4.
Although connectivity appears slightly greater in REST2 than in the other conditions, a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA found no eect of condition on connectivity between left and right M1 ROIs in the 1100
ms TR (F(3,36)=0.381, p=0.77) or 2200 ms TR (F(3,33)=1.03, p=0.39) data.
The mean connectivity z-scores across subjects between left and right S1 ROIs are shown in gure 9.5. Again
connectivity appears slightly greater in REST2 than in the other conditions, but a one-way repeated measures
ANOVA on the left and right S1 regions (identied by de/activation to COLD) similarly revealed no eect
of condition in either in the 1100 ms TR (F(3,36)=0.283, p=0.84) or 2200 ms TR (F(3,33)=0.24, p=0.865)
data.
In the rst run in both ROIs a large standard deviation in the COLD condition indicates varying responses
across subjects.
In the TR 1100 run all individual subjects showed signicant correlation during the REST1 condition (df=109,
r>0.23, p<0.01 one-tailed). In the TR 2200 run all individual subjects showed signicant correlation during
the REST1 condition (df=54, r>0.32, p<0.01 one-tailed). The number of subjects showing a connectivity
increase or decrease in response to TAP and COLD are shown in table 9.10.
Five subjects showed the same direction response (a connectivity increase or decrease) to TAP in both runs,
















(a) 1100 ms TR data





(b) 2200 ms TR data
Figure 9.5: Mean and standard deviation across subjects of connectivity z-score between left and right S1
ROIs in each condition.
1100 TR (n=13) 2200 TR (n=12)
TAP > REST1 6(4) 6(2)
COLD > REST2 6(3) 6(1)
TAP < REST1 7(2) 6(0)
COLD < REST2 7(5) 6(4)
Table 9.10: Number of subjects showing increases or decreases in connectivity with condition. The number












CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
No correction With correction
L hem - L ROI R hem - R ROI L hem - L ROI R hem - R ROI
OxyHb DeoxyHb OxyHb DeoxyHb OxyHb DeoxyHb OxyHb DeoxyHb
TAP > REST1 2653 0 17697 0 0 290 0 0
TAP < REST1 7528 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COLD > REST2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6332
COLD < REST2 11041 13304 0 0 6499 12747 0 0
Table 9.11: Number of voxels in each hemisphere showing changed connectivity to the ROI in the same
hemisphere at p<0.01 FDR, with and without physiological noise correction.
L hem - R ROI R hem - L ROI
OxyHb DeoxyHb OxyHb DeoxyHb
TAP > REST1 0 0 18735 0
TAP < REST1 413 20015 0 0
COLD > REST2 0 0 0 20263
COLD < REST2 0 18794 0 0
Table 9.12: Number of voxels in each hemisphere showing changed connectivity to the ROI in the opposite
hemisphere at p<0.01 FDR, with physiological noise correction applied.
NIRS
Table 9.11 shows that the within-hemisphere connectivity to the ROI decreased for COLD compared to
REST2 in the left (contralateral) hemisphere in both oxyHb and deoxyHb. However, correction for phys-
iological eects reduced the extent of decreased connectivity. In oxyHb, connectivity increased for TAP
compared to REST1 in the right (ipsilateral) hemisphere, and decreased to some degree in the left hemi-
sphere.
In the left hemisphere there was no signicant change in connectivity to the right ROI for COLD, but many
voxels in both oxyHb and deoxyHb were signicantly less connected to the right ROI during TAP than during
REST (p<0.01, see table 9.12). This area did not overlap with the left ROI (found by activation to tapping)
used in the ROI-ROI analysis.
In the right hemisphere there was greater connectivity in TAP than REST1 in OxyHb only and greater
connectivity in COLD than REST1 in deoxyHb only.
The mean ROI-ROI connectivity was slightly greater in REST2 than in the other conditions (gure 9.6), but
a repeated measures ANOVA revealed no main eect of condition either with (F(3,42)=1.53, p=0.112) or
without (F(3,42)=2.13, p=0.234) physiological noise correction.
In deoxyHb there was no main eect of condition with (F(3,42)=1.94, p=0.138) or without (F(3,42)=1.14,
p=0.138) physiological noise correction.
























































Figure 9.6: Connectivity z-scores between left and right M1 ROIs for each condition, averaged over 14 subjects
oxyHb (n=9) deoxyHb (n=6)
TAP > REST1 2 1
COLD > REST2 3 1
TAP < REST1 6 (2) 3 (1)
COLD < REST2 6 (2) 3 (2)
Table 9.13: The number in parentheses indicates subjects whose dierence in connectivity during the two
conditions was signicant at p<0.01 two-tailed.
de/activation to COLD) was close to zero for each condition. In deoxyHb connectivity during TAP was
smaller than in the other conditions. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA on the left and right S1 regions
revealed no eect of condition in oxyHb (F(3,39)=0.83, p=0.485) and in the deoxyHb data (F(3,42)=4.99,
p=0.004) post-hoc tests were not signicant.
Nine individual subjects showed signicant correlation during the REST1 condition in oxyHb (df=430,
r>0.12, p<0.01 one-tailed). A subset of six of these subjects also showed signicant correlation in deoxyHb
during REST1. Of the subjects who showed signicant connectivity during rest, the number of subjects who
showed changes in connectivity with each condition is shown in table 9.13. Two additional subjects whose
ROIs were not signicantly connected during REST1 nevertheless showed signicant increases in connectivity
during the TAP or COLD conditions.
9.3.3 Relation of connectivity to activation and deactivation
In the 1100 ms TR fMRI data the correlation across subjects between the mean activation parameter estimates
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Figure 9.7: Connectivity z-scores between left and right S1 ROIs for each condition, averaged over 14 subjects
REST1 (r=0.24, p=0.41), TAP (r=0.09, p=0.75), REST2 (r=-0.02, p=0.95) or COLD (r=0.1, p=0.73) and
correlation between the mean RTAP deactivation parameter estimate in RM1_deact and connectivity z-score
during TAP (r=-0.57, p=0.03) approached signicance for TAP but not during REST1 (r=0.02, p=0.950
, REST2 (r=0.44, p= 0.11) or COLD (r=0.08, p=0.79). This result was not signicant when corrected
for multiple comparisons, and may have been driven by extreme subjects as shown in gure 9.8, but was
repeatable in the 2200 ms TR run and was not aected by physiological noise correction.
Correlation across subjects between mean activation parameter estimates to RCOLD in LS1_act and mean z-
score of LS1_act - RS1_deact connectivity was not signicant for REST1 (r=0.16, p=0.58), TAP (r=-0.12,
p=0.68), REST2 (r=-0.05, p=0.87), COLD (r=0.29, p=0.31) and correlation between the mean RCOLD
deactivation parameter estimate in RS1_deact and connectivity z-score was not signicant for REST1 (r=-
0.04, p=0.89) , TAP (r=-0.15, p=0.61) REST2 (r=-0.32, p= 0.27) or COLD (r=-0.16, p=0.59).
In the NIRS data there was no relation between deactivation and connectivity in M1 for oxyHb (REST1
r=-0.11, p=0.70 TAP r=0.05, p=0.86 REST2 r=-0.11, p=0.69 COLD r=-0.03, p=0.92) or deoxyHb (REST1
r= -0.06, p=0.84 TAP r=0.18, p=0.51 REST2 r=-0.01, p=0.97 COLD r=0.11, p=0.69) and physiological
noise correction made no dierence to these results.
9.3.4 Power spectral density analysis
No signicant changes in the amplitude of uctuations in the VLF or LF frequency band with condition were
found in the fMRI data at p<0.05 FDR corrected. In the oxyHb data, there was an increase in VLF power
for TAP compared to REST1 in both the left and right hemispheres, and a decrease in LF power in TAP
compared to REST1 in the left (contralateral) hemisphere only. In deoxyHb, there were no changes with






































Figure 9.8: Correlation across subjects between ipsilateral deactivation to RTAP and L-R M1 connectivity
during the 120 s TAP condition (fMRI).
and decreased power for TAP compared to REST1 in the left hemisphere only.
9.4 Discussion
In the motor system, correlated uctuations at rest usually exist between (left) SM1 and premotor cortices,
thalami and central and postcentral gyri, SMA, middle frontal gyri, insulae, secondary somatosensory cortices
and contralateral cerebellum. Steady-state connectivity within these networks may be altered during con-
tinuous task performance [324]. The relation between functionally deactivated areas and connectivity is not
known. Although using fMRI we were able to investigate whole-brain connectivity to an M1 ROI, since with
NIRS measurement is restricted to the surface of the brain, we were limited to investigating interhemispheric
sensorimotor cortex connectivity in deoxyHb and oxyHb measurements.
9.4.1 Spurious correlations, the global signal and physiological noise
Using fMRI we found the expected connectivity to a functionally-dened M1 ROI across the motor system
during rest, as well as to regions of occipital cortex. Using an ROI dened by deactivation to a motor task
we found more restricted connectivity, which did not include visual cortex. The nding of connectivity of
M1 to the occipital cortex is not unprecedented (e.g. [375]) but it is thought not to reect neurophysiological
connectivity since the visual and motor networks are separate. Spurious correlations thought to be caused
by systemic sources with a global eect across the brain are frequently addressed by removing the global
brain signal. This preprocessing step has been found to decrease correlations between the motor and visual
systems [375] and improve the specicity of functional connectivity maps [375, 376]. The global signal
resembles the breath-to-breath variation in the end-tidal partial pressure of carbon dioxide [38], but it is
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not yet clear whether it also correlates with signals of neuronal origin. Its removal is also problematic if
negative correlations are to be studied, as this forces the distribution of correlations to centre around zero
[376, 377], presenting an ambiguity as to whether the removal of global signal actually produces negative
correlations, or reveals existing negative correlations that are masked by global eects [378, 376]. Because of
this uncertainty, regression of the global signal was not performed here, but the incorporation of cardiac and
respiratory signals in the analysis using RETROICOR and Aztec did not decrease connectivity to occipital
regions. By raising the threshold, we found spurious correlation with the visual system could be eliminated:
a similar result to [351] who found that identical network maps could be produced by raising the threshold,
without performing any preprocessing beyond spatial smoothing.
The removal of respiration-related variation has been shown not to alter default network connectivity maps
to any great extent [370, 351]. Correction of both respiratory and heart rate variation, using the method
that we used here, resulted in rather small changes in correlations between default network regions (z(r) from
0.57 to 0.53)[326]. Similarly we found little noticeable dierence between the connectivity maps and ROI
z-scores with or without phsyiological correction, in both NIRS and fMRI. However, it has also been shown
that model-based correction for physiological eects can increase signal correlations [378].
There is evidence that suggests that neuronal activation within resting state networks does not fully account
for low frequency BOLD uctuations in the brain [379]. More global oscillations may be purely vascular,
either related to systemic processes such as heartbeat, respiration and arterial blood pressure [7, 38, 370], or
the regulation of regional cerebral blood ow [380].
Tong et al. [381] found signicant correlations between a prefrontal NIRS signal and the BOLD signal in
widespread areas throughout the brain. Lagged correlations also showed a temporal progression through the
brain with a pattern resembling the circulatory system, suggesting that the origin of the oscillations is a
global haemodynamic rather than neuronal one. These low frequency physiological oscillations may originate
both from vasomotion and from Mayer waves in arterial blood pressure.
It is likely that there are both neural and vascular components to the low frequency oscillations in the brain
and the presence of purely vascular oscillations may confound the detection of resting-state connectivity
networks. Because of its high temporal resolution, NIRS can be used to separate the contributions of the
LF spontaneous oscillations and cardiac signals to the modulation of the BOLD signal [382] and has been
shown to be useful for regressing low frequency variations from fMRI data, reducing variance more than a
RETROICOR model [383].
9.4.2 The eect of dierent TRs
Slightly dierent regions of signicant connectivity were found using dierent TRs. Signal uctuations due
to steady-state free-precession are greater at the short TR [22], and cardiac pulsation eects in parenchymal
tissue may be aliased to dierent frequencies with each sampling rate [21, 43, 24]. The image SNR, which
is greater at the 2200 ms TR, may also play a role. Higher temporal resolution should facilitate accurate
sampling of the low-frequency signal uctuations and the removal of confounding signals. However, functional












between 2.5 and 5.0 s repetition times. Since the acquisition time was constant, the number of volumes
acquired was greater for the 1100 ms TR data set, so for assessment of single subject, but not group-level,
connectivity the increased degrees of freedom will result in lower p values.
9.4.3 Steady-state connectivity in task conditions
In the fMRI data, interhemispheric connectivity between M1 and between S1 ROIs was signicant in all
conditions. In NIRS, although most of the ipsi- and contralateral hemisphere was signicantly connected
during each condition, the ROI analysis at group level revealed connectivity in oxyHb in the REST conditions
only, and no signicant ROI-ROI connectivity in deoxyHb. Only nine out of fteen subjects showed signicant
positive correlation between the M1 areas at rest. It is probable either that poor optode coupling resulted in
low SNR or that inaccurate optode placement, or anatomical variation in these subjects meant that the motor
cortex was not optimally sampled. However, two of these subjects showed increased connectivity during the
tasks. We hypothesise that autonomic changes during the task which were not adequately accounted for by
the physiological noise removal method: for example blood pressure oscillations in supercial tissue, may
have contributed to this phenomenon.
The apparent NIRS connectivity to most of the ipsi- and contralateral hemisphere may be due to global
noise of physiological origin that was inadequately removed by the physiological noise correction scheme
used. However, another possibility is inaccuracy in the image reconstruction algorithm. The area of cortex
sampled by the 3 x 5 array of source and detectors is rather small, possibly comprising mostly or only
sensorimotor cortex, however, voxels a great distance from this area are included in the image reconstruction.
If voxels which are too distant to have an inuence at any optode are weighted too heavily, a measured local
eect may appear to be more global throughout the image. This is supported by the fact that, although
distinct peaks of activation were found for the motor and cold tasks in chapters 7 and 8, activation across
most of the hemisphere of the DOT image survived the signicance threshold.
9.4.4 Discrepancies between fMRI and NIRS
There were several discrepancies between group-level ndings in fMRI and NIRS. Due to interindividual
subject variability, steady-state connectivity was not signicant in oxyHb and deoxyHb during all conditions
and connectivity changes were observed during NIRS but not in fMRI.
There are several possible reasons for these discrepancies between fMRI and NIRS. Most importantly, a
major limitation of this study was the inability to perform simultaneous fMRI and NIRS recordings. Since
functional connectivity patterns may vary with time [384] and the subject state may vary, the dierent
results obtained here cannot be solely attributed to dierences between imaging modalities. In addition, due
to practical constraints, the fMRI scan always took place before the NIRS scan, therefore systematic eects
due to repetition of the same protocol may exist between NIRS and fMRI. Furthermore, although eorts were
made to replicate environmental conditions between the two scans, subject position varied slightly between











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
The MRI scanner is a conned environment with high ambient noise levels, whereas the NIRS scanning
environment is arguably more comfortable, and certainly quieter, which could lead to variations in subjects'
neurophysiological state.
Dierences in imaging modalities may also contribute to dierences in connectivity measures. Because fNIRS
signals are measured transcranially, light must penetrate several supercial layers including skin, skull and
CSF. This means that globally distributed physiological noise including cardiac pulsation, respiration, and
blood pressure changes may appear in the optic signals. Although we used a physiological noise correction
scheme to try to eliminate these sources of interference, because the correction algorithm is optimised for
fMRI rather than NIRS data, it is possible that residual physiological noise was partially responsible for
discrepancies between connectivity measures obtained using fNIRS and fMRI. Moreover, the biophysical
origins of the fMRI and fNIRS signals are not identical [154].
Inidividual fMRI connectivity maps have been found to be more specic than individual maps obtained using
NIRS [364]. In fact, there seemed to be great interindividual variability between NIRS connectivity measures.
However, in simultaneous recordings, group-level maps have been found to be comparable to those obtainable
with fMRI [364]. However, our results agree with previous ndings that although the origins of the deoxyHb
and BOLD signals are more similar, resting connectivity is more reliably detected using the oxyHb signal
[332, 363, 330], possibly because of the lower SNR of deoxyHb [381].
9.4.5 Considerations for NIRS
It is possible that a normalised connectivity metric independent of temporal SNR and signal amplitude
[385] may be particularly helpful for NIRS data, in which the SNR may vary substantially between subjects
and between sessions due to variations in optode placement. Despite our lack of nding of interhemispheric
connectivity in NIRS, others have shown repeatable functional connectivity in the sensorimotor cortex a week
apart using both seed correlation [386] and ICA [387]. Seed-based correlation in the motor cortex has also
been demonstrated to be reproducible between two dierent NIRS systems [388].
The haemodynamics measured by the NIRS are also sensitive to systemic variation associated with the cardiac
cycle, respiration, blood pressure oscillations, and heart rate variations. It is important to account for these
systemic contributions in order to investigate neuronal oscillations. This can be done either using data from
small source-detector separations to account for shallow variation arising from the scalp [328, 331] or by
including auxiliary physiological measurements, such as blood pressure, in the analysis [331]. Although low
frequency blood pressure oscillations tend to broaden areas of high correlations [331], several studies do not
appear to have accounted for the inuence of global signal [332, 389, 365]. We adapted a physiological noise
correction method [326] previously used for fMRI to account for respiration and cardiac-related variation
as well as variations in heart rate, heart rate variability and respiration volume. However, variations in
blood pressure which appear to be the biggest confounding factor in NIRS experiments were not accounted
for in this method, unless blood pressure was correlated with HR or HRV. Since we used a DOT image
reconstruction, in which depth localisation is better than multichannel NIRS, we did not regress signals from












We examined correlations in a wide frequency range from 0.01 to 0.15 Hz. Interhemispheric connectivity
maps in NIRS have been demonstrated not to be aected by the frequency range of the band pass lter
[332]. OxyHb signals between homologous regions of the contralateral hemisphere show high coherence over
a wide frequency range (0.0090.1 Hz), whereas connectivity between the prefrontal and occipital regions
(fronto-posterior connectivity) show high coherence within only a narrow frequency range (0.04 0.1 Hz)
[389].
9.4.6 Change in connectivity with task
No regions showed a decrease in connectivity to contralateral (left) M1 during the motor task, however,
connectivity to the precuneus, premotor, cingulate/supplementary motor area and the right inferior parietal
lobule (BA 40), as well as the left posterior insula, bilateral thalamus and right MFG was increased. Although
previous studies of task-related changes in motor cortex connectivity have emphasised connectivity to selected
ROIs, rather than considering the whole brain, our ndings of increased connectivity of the SMA and right
MFG are consistent with [324] and [325] respectively. However, Amann et al. [325] observed overall reduced
connectivity between contralateral M1 and SMA, with some individuals showing a connectivity increase
during the task and others a decrease.
Functional correlations have been found to increase during performance of tasks including working memory
[356], listening [334], and motor [358, 324] tasks. Regions that are part of the network, but not activated
during a unilateral motor task, may even decrease their connectivity to activated regions [359, 325]. However,
a tendency for connectivity decrease has also been observed in functionally activated areas (M1 and SMA)
[357, 325]. Activation may also aect dierent networks in dierent ways: connectivity in visual areas has
been found to be reduced during visual stimulation [333, 360].
9.4.6.1 Interhemispheric SM1 connectivity
In fMRI, connectivity between left and right M1 ROIs did not change signicantly between conditions,
and neither did connectivity between left and right S1 ROIs. Using NIRS we did not nd any change in
connectivity between conditions between left and right M1 or S1 ROIs. However, in the NIRS data, in the
left (contralateral) hemisphere, intrahemispheric connectivity to the left M1 ROI decreased during COLD,
and interhemispheric connectivity to the right M1 ROI decreased during COLD and TAP. Also, in the NIRS
ROI data from individual subjects, a majority showed decreases in interhemispheric connectivity during TAP
and COLD.
Newton et al. [324] found that the mean correlation of contralateral M1 to activated areas: SMA, ipsilateral
cerebellum, and ipsilateral auditory cortex ROIs, increased during a nger tapping task relative to rest. They
did not investigate the ipsilateral M1 which is not activated, and may even be deactivated, by a unilateral
motor task. Although our thresholded group t-maps appeared to show a larger number of signicantly
connected voxels in right SM1 - probably premotor area - during TAP than during REST, we found no
evidence for signicantly increased or decreased interhemispheric M1 connectivity when the left and right











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
Although echoing the ndings of [357], this is in contrast to the ndings of decreased interhemispheric M1
connectivity during task perfomance of [325] and [390]. Dierences in ROI denition may have contributed
to the varying ndings. The ipsilateral M1 ROI of [357] was dened on the basis of motor task activation;
in [325] the ipsilateral ROI was dened anatomically; while ours was dened on the basis of deactivation
to a unilateral motor task. It is suggested that ROIs should be dened based upon activation, rather than
anatomy [325]. It is also possible that dening regions based on individual rather than group activation maps
may improve the ROI estimates of connectivity, especially for NIRS data where location is even less precise.
In both NIRS and fMRI data there was a trend for greater interhemispheric M1 connectivity during REST2,
directly following the TAP condition. It is known that resting state functional connectivity may be altered
by past events. Widespread increases in low frequency spectral power and connectivity in motor regions
have previously been observed in the resting period following performance of a task [390]. An increase in
connectivity between left and right middle frontal gyri, and between posterior cingulate cortex and medial
frontal cortex at rest has been found after a language task, as compared to a before-task rest period [391].
A reduction in connectivity between motor cortices after a fatiguing handgrip exercise has also been demon-
strated [392]. The trend we observed was in the other direction, and is unlikely to result from fatigue, since
our motor task was not as demanding as handgrip exercise.
The interhemispheric coupling between SM1 may dier during unilateral and bimanual tasks. Unimanual
simulation may require greater suppression of inter-hemispheric interaction, in order to prevent mirror sym-
metric movements. In a passive movement task, Macaluso et al. [393] found increased coupling between left
and right SM-regions for bimanual movement and reduced coupling for unilateral passive stimulation [393].
9.4.6.2 Connectivity to precuneus
An interesting nding was the consistent increase in connectivity of M1 with the precuneus: the same
subregion that was deactivated by the unilateral motor task. Using this dorsal anterior region of deactivated
precuneus as a seed region for connectivity analysis did not reveal signicant functional connectivity with
primary sensorimotor areas during rest, however, the connectivity to primary and basal ganglia motor regions
was signicantly increased during the TAP condition.
The precuneus is an understudied region which may be of great importance because of its purported role in
the default mode network and consciousness. It is implicated in a range of cognitive functions including visuo-
spatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, self-processing and consciousness [394] and is widely connected to
higher association cortical and subcortical regions, including the adjacent parietal cortex, frontal lobes and
the dorsal premotor area, the SMA and the anterior cingulate cortex [394].
Resting connectivity in humans and monkeys has shown that subdivisions of the precuneus may each have a
distinct functional role. The anterior precuneus is functionally connected with sensorimotor regions includ-
ing the superior parietal cortex, paracentral lobule, and motor cortex. The central precuneus is functionally
connected to cognitive/associative regions including dorsolateral prefrontal, dorsomedial efrontal, and multi-
modal lateral inferior parietal cortex, and the posterior precuneus is connected with adjacent visual cortex.












functional connectivity to limbic structures, that is a component of the default-mode network [395].
Functional connectivity between the the primary motor cortex and precuneus was found in early studies
[327, 396] and has recently been rened to its dorsal anterior portion [395, 387], which is more strongly
connected to the somatomotor cortex, insula, supramarginal, Heschl's, and superior temporal gyri than the
ventral and dorsal posterior precuneus, the latter of which is more connected with visuomotor areas [387].
To our knowlege increased connectivity between dorsal anterior precuneus and M1 during a motor task has
not been reported. It is all the more interesting considering that this region of precuneus was strongly
deactivated during the unilateral motor tasks. The dorsal anterior precuneus has been found to be activated
in spatially complex bimanual coordination tasks as compared with the unimanual subtasks, and may be
involved in spatial motor imagery, such as shifting attention between dierent locations in space, movement
coordination, and mental rotation [397]. A recent study [398] has also found the amplitude of response in the
precuneus during motor sequence learning decreases as performance became more consistent. If the precuneus
is involved in the co-ordination of complex motor behaviour or facilitation via imagery of the storage of motor
sequences in spatial working memory [394] it is possible that the task we used was suciently simple and
automatic for precuneus activity to be suppressed during the task.
9.4.6.3 Relation to deactivation
Correlation across subjects between the mean RTAP deactivation parameter estimate in RM1_deact and
connectivity z-score during TAP approached signicance for TAP (r=-0.57, p=0.03) but did not reach signif-
icance for the other conditions. This is opposite to the nding of [325] who observed that individual decrease
in left-right SM1 connectivity during a continuous motor task correlates with stronger suppression of collat-
eral SM1 activation during the task. In our data, greater interhemispheric M1 connectivity during the long
TAP condition corresponded to greater ipsilateral deactivation during the short RTAP condition. However,
in our subjects we also did not observe decreased interhemispheric M1 connectivity during the task. We
also investigated the contralateral activation and found that the connectivity was not signicantly related to
the magnitude of activation across subjects. There was no signicant relationship between the magnitude of
activation or deactivation to RCOLD and connectivity in any condition. In the NIRS data no relation was
found between deactivation and connectivity.
9.4.7 Task design and variation between runs
Because the primary aim of the study was to investigate changes in steady-state connectivity between rest
and dierent task conditions, rather than to examine resting functional connectivity itself, the 150s block
lengths selected were shorter than is conventional during pure resting state experiments. However, previous
studies that have investigated changes in steady-state characteristics during rest and task states have used
blocks of comparable length (e.g 120s [390] or 200s [324]). Because the activation and connectivity tasks
were performed in the same imaging session, which was followed by the same protocol repeated during NIRS
imaging, the block lengths could not realistically be increased while keeping the total imaging time for each











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
With regards to resting state functional connectivity, van Dijk et al. [351] have shown that, although one long
run is ecient and not much increase in reliability is gained from multiple runs, the run length necessary
to reduce noise and stabilise connectivity measures is 5 minutes. However, it has also been shown that
concatenating quite short runs, or using only the rest blocks from an interleaved block design experiment,
produces equivalent resting functional connectivity [399]. The resting state connectivity during the rst 150s
block of our experiment was examined in order to verify that suciently accurate motor system resting
connectivity could be obtained.
Although multisession and multisubject connectivity results are stable [325, 351], the degree of connectivity
may also vary between individuals and between sessions in the same individual [325]. In the two fMRI runs,
out of twelve subjects only ve showed the same direction response (a connectivity increase or decrease) to
TAP in both runs, and eight showed the same response to COLD in both runs. In the NIRS data the two
runs were concatenated for one connectivity measure. If the direction of connectivity change in an individual
diered in the rst and second runs these dierences would be averaged out. However concatenated runs
have been shown to provide nearly identical connectivity results com ared to one continuous run [351].
Although it was not explicitly investigated, it is expected that the performance of the motor task would aect
the subsequent resting block. Previous studies have found changes in resting state BOLD signal uctuations
before and after performance of a motor task [390] and an n-back memory task [400]. The fractal scaling
properties of fMRI time series take some minutes to return to their pre-task values [400]. For this reason,
changes in connectivity and PSD due to the TAP and COLD conditions were only calculated in relation to
the immediately preceding rest block.
9.4.8 Power spectrum changes
The investigation of spectral power of haemodynamic oscillations is important, since if the amplitude of
correlated signals decreases relative to other signal components, measures of connectivity will be reduced
[390].
No signicant changes in the amplitude of uctuations in the VLF or LF frequency band with condition were
found in the fMRI data. At 120 s, the long blocks were possibly too short and noisy for reliable spectral
estimates to be obtained - a multitaper spectral estimate may have been more accurate. Previous studies
using the ALFF method have investigated averaged power in the 0.01- 0.08 Hz frequency band. Although a
previous study found changes in PSD at specic frequencies in the motor cortex with motor task performance
[390], we averaged spectral power in two frequency bands, which may have contributed to dierences in results.
The decrease in oxyHb and deoxyHb LF spectral power in the left hemisphere during TAP is consistent
with previously-observed reduction in spectral power during motor task performance [390]. However, in
[390], the reduction was bilaterally symmetric, and appeared in both activated and non-activated regions.
In opposition to this result, we found a signicant bilateral increase in VLF power in oxyHb during TAP, as
well as contralaterally in deoxyHb during COLD. Although we found no changes in cardiac activity that were
signicant at the group level, we cannot exclude the possibility that some changes in connectivity and PSD












correction method, in particular blood pressure oscillations that are induced by activation of the sympathetic
nervous system.
In the NIRS data in the left (contralateral) hemisphere, there was some evidence for decreased connectivity
to the ipsilateral ROI during TAP in deoxyHb, which corresponds to the observed decrease in LF power
during TAP in that hemisphere.
Our NIRS data diered from the fMRI data in that a higher sampling rate was used and correlation was
calculated across two runs. However, in an ROI analysis there was no signicant eect of task condition on
connectivity. The selection of ROIs may have played a part in this. ROIs were selected based on activa-
tion/deactivation at the group level, however, since intersubject alignment in this experiment is approximate,
a better approach may have been to select the ROIs for each subject based on individual activation maps. Be-
cause in individuals there was often no signicant activation or deactivation except at a very high p threshold
value, dening ROIs based on group activation maps was more practical.
As well as in the motor network, task-induced reductions in low frequency spectral power have also been
observed in the default network [348], and in NIRS signals from the visual cortex [373]. However, Yang et al.
[374] found increased low frequency BOLD signal uctuations in the visual cortex, and decreased uctuations
in the PCL, during eyes-open compared to eyes-closed rest.
9.5 Summary
This chapter describes the investigation of connectivity to motor and sensory regions of interest that were
activated or deactivated by the short blocks tasks in chapters 7 and 8, and the modulation of steady-state
connectivity during tasks that activate or deactivate these regions.
The main ndings are summarised as follows.
Steady-state connectivity Connectivity between the M1 ROIs in each hemisphere and between the
S1 ROIs in each hemisphere was signicant during all four conditions in fMRI. In NIRS there was large
interindividual variability, and across the group connectivity was only signicant between M1 ROIs in oxyHb
during the REST conditions. This is possibly due to poor optode placement and/or low SNR in a few
subjects. In both oxyHb and deoxyHb, in the hemisphere ipsilateral to each ROI almost the entire volume
was signicantly connected to the ROI in each condition and each hemisphere, both with and without
physiological noise correction. This may result from inadequate physiogical noise correction or inaccurate
image reconstruction.
Change in connectivity with task Although some evidence has previously been found for decreased
interhemispheric M1 connectivity during unilateral tapping [357, 390, 325], in our fMRI data there was no
evidence for changed interhemispheric M1 or S1 connectivity during COLD or TAP. Interestingly, the dorsal
anterior precuneus which was deactivated by the short blocks left and right motor tasks, showed increased











CHAPTER 9. TASK-RELATED CHANGES IN BRAIN FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
However, in the NIRS data, in the left (contralateral) hemisphere, intrahemispheric connectivity to the left
M1 ROI and interhemispheric connectivity to the right M1 ROI decreased during COLD and TAP. Also, in
the NIRS ROI data from individual subjects, a majority showed decreases in interhemispheric connectivity
during TAP and COLD.
Although there was no signicant change in connectivity between the left and right M1 ROIs in either fMRI
and NIRS data, the mean connectivity z-scores across subjects in both cases were slightly greater in REST2
than in the other conditions. This is consistent with the observation of increased low frequency spectral
power and connectivity in motor regions in a resting period following performance of a task [390].
Change in power spectrum with task Unlike in [390], no signicant changes in the amplitude of
uctuations with condition were found in the fMRI data. In the oxyHb data, there was an increase in VLF
power for TAP compared to REST1 in both the left and right hemispheres, and a decrease in LF power
in TAP compared to REST1 in the left (contralateral) hemisphere only. In deoxyHb, there was increased
LF power for COLD compared to REST2 and decreased power for TAP compared to REST1 in the left
hemisphere.
Relationship between deactivation and connectivity A negative correlation across subjects between
the mean parameter estimate for ipsilateral deactivation to RTAP and the interhemispheric connectivity
z-score during the TAP condition approached signicance. This is opposite to the nding of [325] who
observed that individual decrease in left-right SM1 connectivity during a continuous motor task correlates













In this thesis, the use of near infrared imaging for brain imaging has been explored, particularly in contrast
with fMRI, which is the current gold-standard of functional brain imaging. Because of dierences in the data
acquired with each technique, there are certain issues in NIRS imaging which remain largely unresolved: these
include standardisation of optode placement, intersubject registration, correction for physiological interference
and removal of motion artefacts.
We have attempted to address the problem of motion artefact removal by using imaging channels with
extremely small distance between source and detector to detect subject motion. In a comparison of several
motion artefact removal techniques, independent component analysis and multiple-channel regression were
found to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in data sets containing deliberate motion artefacts.
In an investigation of an action execution and observation task in single subjects, all four subjects showed
activation in the right motor cortex for left hand tapping, but three also showed almost equal activation for
left hand tapping. To test whether these results could have occurred by chance, the same analysis was per-
formed on task-free data collected during a resting baseline period. Because the oxyHb signal represents the
arterial component of the vasculature and is subject to spontaneous oscillations resulting from vasomotion
and blood pressure uctuation, we hypothesised that false positives might occur in oxyHb data. However,
false positives were only found in deoxyHb and were mostly eliminated when correction for multiple compar-
isons was used. The reason for false positives occurring in deoxyHb may be because of its lower SNR. By
contrast, deoxyhaemoglobin responses to the task, where they occurred, were much smaller in extent than
oxyhaemoglobin responses and often did not overlap spatially with signicant oxyhaemoglobin responses. If
activation is counted only when both oxyHb and deoxyHb signals in a particular area pass the signicance
threshold, false positives would not be found in null data, but using this criterion true task responses are also
likely to be less reliably observed.
In random eects group analyses of null data no false positives were found, but in xed eects analyses
the number of false positives increases with increased smoothing, and is eliminated with prewhitening and
correction for multiple comparisons. We recommend the use of prewhitening and correction for multiple












rate. However even when only some of these precautions are taken, the false positive rate is not very high
- because of the low SNR in NIRS, and high intersubject variability, the problem of actually detecting a
response when it exists maybe more critical than detecting a signicant response by chance when none
occurred. However it must be emphasised that from the low incidence of false positives detected in null data
one cannot conclude anything about the possibility of detecting a false positive cerebral response as a result
of systemic changes that occur simultaneously with a task.
In the second part of this thesis, an experiment investigating deactivation and connectivity in the sensorimotor
system was conducted using fMRI and fNIRS in two separate sessions. There are several limitations to this
experiment. Although 11 out of the 15 subjects participated in both scanning sessions, a further 4 only
participated in one imaging session. In addition, the two scans were done in two sessions because facilities
for simultaneous imaging using NIRS and fMRI are not available. This introduces intersession dierences
in response to the task as well as dierences between modalities. Despite attempts to keep the scanning
conditions as similar as possible by reclining the subject during NIRS, dierent levels of noise and a dierent
scanning environment may have contributed to dierent levels of arousal in each experiment. In order to
investigate autonomic responses during the task, as well as to reduce the confounding eect of respiration and
cardiac variation on cerebral haemodynamic uctuations, simultaneous recordings of respiration and pulse or
ECG were performed. Dierences in cardiovascular variables due to the task were not signicant, except that
heart rate was slowed during the short blocks cold condition, in the NIRS session only. Although physiological
noise was removed from the data using regressors derived from cardiac and respiratory measurement, little
eect of this noise removal was observed in the imaging data.
Targeting of the sensorimotor area using each subject's anatomical MRI and a Polhemus magnetic 3D position
tracker was found to take signicantly longer and to perform no more eciently than location of the motor
area using the Cz position of the 10-20 system. For this reason, optode placement was performed using the
10-20 positions, a method that may lack sophistication, but that has been used successfully in many NIRS
studies up till now. NIRS probes were then registered to the individual subject's MRI image, and then as
best as possible to the DOT template used in the image reconstruction software. Intersubject alignment was
approximate, within the restrictions imposed by the DOT image reconstruction software which only allows
optodes at pre-specied locations on the model head.
Using surface-based alignment of NIRS and MRI data means that for each subject only one MRI image is
required. This image could be acquired at any time, instead of having to acquire an MRI image for each NIRS
session. Registration of NIRS probes to a subject's individual anatomy is highly desirable, and knowledge
of individual anatomy may be used in the DOT forward problem solution [111]. However, it is possible to
perform NIRS without an MRI of each subject via registration to an atlas, or the MRI of a representative
subject. Reasonable anatomical localisation has been shown to be possible using this method [231], and the
approximate alignment via registration to the subject's own MRI that was performed here may not have
been signicantly more accurate than direct registration to a template MRI.
In spite of the aforementioned limitations, NIRS results in the group were similar to the results of fMRI
analyses in many cases. Responses are more reliably found in oxyHb than deoxyHb. Because the amplitude











error and cross-talk may disproportionately aect deoxyHb, resulting in lower SNR than in oxyHb [1]. This
has been suggested as the reason that in some studies better correlation has been found between BOLD and
oxyHb than between BOLD and deoxyHb [200, 1]. Similarly, in the experiments described in this thesis the
deoxyHb signal appears to produce fewer signicant responses, as well as more false positives than oxyHb, in
spite of the fact that physiological noise is more prominent in the oxyHb signal which originates predominantly
from the arteries.
Laterality eects to motor and noxious cold stimulation were similar in both sessions in our right-handed
subjects. Although it has previously been found that NIRS is equally as powerful as fMRI for comparing
conditions within subjects, but fMRI is preferable to NIRS for group comparisons [5], we found group level
results to be more reproducible between NIRS and fMRI than individual results. NIRS reproducibility
between sessions has similarly been found to be better in group, rather than single-subject analyses [147]. In
some subjects responses were not observed, possibly due to poor optode placement, or low CNR. Because it is
relatively dicult to detect a response in a single subject, more data may be required for NIRS experiments.
Scanning each subject for longer may increase the reliability of response detection in individual subjects and
minimise physiological and random noise. This is especially true when brain regions further from the scalp
are being studied [4]. However, if there are subjects in which it is not possible to observe a response because
of characteristics of head anatomy or tissue properties, it may be necessary to scan more subjects to obtain
signicant results at the group level.
Robust ipsilateral deactivation to a cold stimulus was apparent in NIRS data, however, the absence in NIRS
of ipsilateral deactivation to a unilateral motor task as found in fMRI may be because of systemic changes
with the task that mask deactivation. Although we found no signicant change in heart rate or heart rate
variability during the motor task in NIRS, heart rate slowed signicantly during the cold stimulation. It is
possible that changes in blood pressure or scalp blood ow may occur without signicant change in heart
rate. Blood pressure changes may also aect cerebral, as well as scalp haemodynamics [85]. Therefore, in
addition to or perhaps more importantly than, measurement of heart rate and respiration, the simultaneous
measurement of blood pressure would be a useful addition to most NIRS experiments, particularly when
changes in autonomic arousal may occur with the task.
Although activation on the cortical surface can be measured with NIRS, the limited penetration depth
of near infrared light means that deeper brain structures are inaccessible. This precludes the study of
entire brain networks, although connectivity between cortical components of a functional network may still
be investigated, as was done in this study. Using fth nearest-neighbour measurements in DOT image
reconstruction at a source-detector separation distance of 54 mm has been shown to be able to recover
changes up to 20 mm deep within the brain; sucient to measure activity within sulcal folds [195]. However,
some apparent activations observed in this study were too deep to have been measured by NIRS and were
clearly artefactual. Depth localisation in DOT may not always be entirely accurate due to the blurring
inherent in diuse image reconstruction, overestimation of the depth sensitivity by application of the diusion
approximation in media including non-scattering regions, and the tendency of many image reconstruction













The measurement of changes in the PSD of spontaneous uctuations is an important adjunct to studies of
connectivity. If the amplitude of the correlated oscillations decreases relative to spatially uncorrelated signal
components, a decrease in connectivity will be observed [390]. It seems possible that if vasodilation as a
result of hypercapnia tends to reduce the amplitude of spontaneous low-frequency uctuations and decrease
connectivity, vasodilation as a response to functional activation may similarly reduce the amplitude of these
spontaneous oscillations. However, there is evidence to suggest that changes in network correlations during
task performance is associated with widespread changes in the amplitude of low-frequency oscillations, rather
than specic changes in the connectivity of particular networks [390].
Although we expected to nd a change in connectivity between deactivated ipsilateral primary sensorimotor
cortex and contralateral activated primary sensorimotor cortex during motor and cold tasks, no such changes
in connectivity or PSD were apparent in our fMRI data with or without correction for physiological eects.
We conclude that the short duration of these runs did not allow for stable connectivity measures or spectral
estimates to be obtained.
By contrast, in NIRS, the expected tendency for reduced interhemispheric correlations for tap and cold
conditions was found in the left hemisphere only. The decrease in oxyHb and deoxyHb LF spectral power in
the left hemisphere during TAP is consistent with this reduction in correlated voxels. A signicant bilateral
increase in VLF power during TAP is in opposition to the nding of reduced PSD at 0.03 Hz in [390].
Although we found no changes in cardiac activity that were signicant at the group level, and respiration
and heart rate variability were regressed from the data, we cannot exclude the possibility that some changes
in connectivity and PSD during NIRS occurred as a result of systemic changes that were not accounted for
by the physiological noise correction method, in particular blood pressure oscillations that are enhanced by
activation of the sympathetic nervous system [401].
We did not examine the spectral power of physiological recordings for comparison with the PSD of brain
haemodynamics. For future studies it would be interesting to look for changes in spectral power in both
physiological and cerebral measurements, particularly in tasks that involve autonomic changes. However,
given the intersubject variability in autonomic response observed in the cold pressor test in normal subjects,
as judged by heart rate and heart rate variability, it is possible that a much larger number of subjects would
need to be studied, in order to group subjects who showed similar responses to the task. More work should
be done investigating changes in cerebral haemodynamics related to cardiac, respiration and blood pressure
changes during task performance in both fMRI and NIRS.
In addition, changes in spontaneous uctuations with, and after, task performance have to date been investi-
gated in a limited number of tasks and functional networks. It is possible that connectivity and PSD changes
dier between networks and between tasks.
As more commercial instruments become available, standards and conventions for the analysis of NIRS
data, as there are for fMRI, seem desirable and would simplify the use of NIRS amongst neuroscience
researchers. Although this is made complicated by the construction of individual imaging systems, which
may dier in many ways, recently several software packages have become available that will address this
problem. Standardisation of optode placement using a brain atlas or individual MRIs, and NIRS technology











reliability of group level analyses.
The NIRS system used in this study provides 30 sources and detectors (900 channels) on 30 optodes. However,
for measurement of bilateral motor cortex this leaves only 15 optodes per hemisphere. Because in this system
both source and detector are located on the same optode, and because the DOT image reconstruction
algorithm requires a dense optode conguration and strictly dened optode locations which are enforced by
the rigid optode holder frame, there are few channels with sucient source-detector separation (>3 cm) to
measure as deep as the cerebral cortex. This means that a rather small area of cortex can be sampled for
this kind of experiment, making accurate optode placement critical. Also, although a small area of cortex is
actually measured, in the pre-calculated weight matrix used for image reconstruction weights exist outside
this area, which can result in spurious activations in areas which could not have contributed to the observed
surface measurements. An increase in the number of available channels would allow more brain area to be
covered and broaden the range of experiments possible with the system.
The main drawback of the DYNOT system is its lack of exibility. The rigid optode holder helmet and
frame makes it challenging to ensure accurate optode placement and to make good scalp contact in subjects
with hair. Although fast measurement and image reconstruction is possible using an ecient algorithm, the
limited number of FEM models currently available for image reconstruction restricts the possible optode
congurations if tomographic imaging is required. Also, using the provided image reconstruction algorithm
imposes restrictions on the user as it is dicult to apply preprocessing other than what is provided by the
software, and the images that are output require some manipulation before registration or analysis can take
place using other software.
Future versions of the DYNOT system are certain to increase the number of imaging channels as improved
hardware is developed. Software improvements are relatively simple to implement and the capability of
allowing users to plug in their own processing modules could lead to rapid advances which would make
signicant contributions to the eld of functional NIRS imaging.
In spite of the limitations of the study and of the imaging system, we have found that even when performed
in separate sessions on similar populations, certain results are reproducible between fMRI and NIRS at
the group level. However, the lack of ipsilateral motor cortex deactivation at the group level, and the
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(Revisions addressing comments from examiner 2 are bulleted, those addressing examiner 3's comments are
numbered).
 Changed headings in section 4.1.1 on page 47 to Subjects, NIRS optode setup and Task
 Chapter 5 describes the subjects and tasks used in the remainder of the theses, therefore the Subjects
and Tasks subsections in chapter 5 apply to all subsequent chapters. Added subheadings 9.2.1 on
page 159 and 9.2.1 on page 159 (Subjects and tasks) to chapters 7 and 9.
Abstract
 Specied that the system used was continuous wave DYNOT
 Replaced pilot experiment with initial experiment
 Replaced right-handed cold stimulus with right hand cold stimulus.
Abbreviations
Added RTAP, LTAP, RCOLD, LCOLD, LF, VLF, PMU, CW
Chapter 1
Specied that scanner was 3T Siemens Allegra.
Chapter 2
 Added section Analysis of fMRI data 2.3 on page 12












 Added sentence and references about source-detector spacing and path length in section 2.4.2 on page 14
 Added paragaphs about continuous wave, frequency domain and time domain NIRS in section 2.4.1 on
page 14 and justifying selection of DYNOT system in section 2.5.5 on page 17.
 Changed sentence in section 2.8 on page 20. The intended meaning was that the more common approach
was not to consider spatial statistics - have tried to make this clearer.
 Added bullet list in section 2.8 on page 21
Chapter 3
 Added text to gure 3.1 on page 28 caption explaining that each optode contains both a source and a
detector
 Added 3 sentences explaining co-location referring to the gure in section 3.1.2 on page 29
 Modied sentence in section 3.4 on page 44 to specify negligible distance compared to channels that
are actually used in the image reconstruction.
Chapter 4
 Changed title.
 Added paragraph discussing depth of DOT in section 4.1.2 on page 54
 Changed smoothing to temporal smoothing
Chapter 5
 Made section 5.3 a new chapter
 Stimulus presentation in both NIRS and fMRI experiments is described in section 5.1.1 on page 72.
Modied section 5.1.3.2 on page 74 to avoid repeating stimulus presentation method for NIRS here.
 Modied paragraph in section 5.2.3 on page 89 to make it clearer that the subject could always see
the visual stimulus, but was not able to see his own hands, and hence the cold stimulus being applied,
during MRI, and that during NIRS it was not possible to fully recline the chair and still have the
subject able to see the computer screen with the task cues.
 Added paragraph in section 6.3.3 on page 100 commenting on the possibility to perform NIRS without











Chapter 6 (now 7)
 Added gures 7.3 on page 115 and 7.4 on page 116 showing NIRS activation images and explanatory
paragraph 7.3.3 on page 112
 Added text explaining the notation LTAP > RTAP etc to captions of tables and gures 7.4 on
page 114, 7.2 on page 114, 7.5 on page 115, 7.8 on page 121, 7.9 on page 121, 7.10 on page 122, 7.11 on
page 123 7.1 on page 111 7.3 on page 113 (also added LTAP and RTAP to list of abbreviations)
 Incorporated examiner's comment about relative deoxyHb into discussion in section 7.4 on page 128.
Chapter 7 (now 8)
 Added text explaining the notation LCOLD > RCOLD etc to captions of tables and gures 8.1 on
page 135 8.3 on page 137 8.5 on page 139 8.6 on page 142 8.9 on page 146 8.12 on page 150 (also added
LCOLD and RCOLD to list of abbreviations)
 Specied that gures 8.2 on page 138 and 8.1 on page 137 are BOLD
 Add gures 8.3 on page 140 and 8.4 on page 141 and descriptive paragraph 8.3.2 on page 138
Chapter 8 (now 9)
 Did not change steady-state to rest because connectivity is evaluated during continuous performance
of a task as well
 Specied that correlation coecient is Pearson correlation in section 9.2.4 on page 160. A correlation
function was not used, added sentence in section 9.2.4 on page 160 specifying that only zero-latency
correlation was considered.
 In captions 9.3 on page 170 and 9.1 on page 165 changed connectivity to BOLD signal connectivity
for clarity. Added a sentence in section 9.4 on page 177 explaining that using fMRI one is able to look
at connectivity to all brain regions, but using NIRS only supercial sensorimotor cortex (surface of the
brain) connectivity was considered.
1. Added text in sections 9.2.4 on page 160 and 9.3.1 on page 161 clarifying that resting connectivity is
evaluated during the rst resting condition
2. Added text in section 9.2.4 on page 160 explaining selection of band pass lter cuto
3. Text in section 9.3.1 on page 161 explains that connectivity is calculated during rest and task (steady-
state)











5. Modied section 9.4.7 on page 183 adding 3 paragraphs to address questions about task design.
6. Added a sentence in section 9.2.1 on page 159 explaining that the rst 30s of each block was discarded
to exclude transient task eects.
7. Added text in section 9.2.1 on page 159 explaining the selection/use of two dierent TRs
8. Corrected colourbar in gure 9.1 on page 165
9. Presentation of NIRS data in fMRI space has been partially addressed through addition of activa-
tion/deactivation images for NIRS in chapters 7 and 8
10. Added text in sections 9.4.3 and 9.5 to try and explain almost global connectivity observed with NIRS
11. Changed CNR to SNR
12. Added section 9.4.4 on page 179 discussing discrepancies between NIRS and fMRI
13. Added in reference to Duan 2012 in section 9.1.3 on page 158
Chapter 9 (now 10)
 Changed near infrared optical imaging to near infrared imaging
 First sentence in second paragraph reads ne.
 SNR of deoxyHb discussed in chapter 10 on page 188
 Added a sentence in chapter 10 on page 187 describing results if both oxyHb and deoxyHb results are
considered
 Added a sentence in chapter 10 on page 188 describing the inuence of systemic processes on functional
imaging results
 Added reference/justication for SNR of deoxyHb (see chapter 10 on page 188)
 Added reference for blood pressure oscillations
 Removed the ambiguous sentence
 Added paragraph in chapter 10 on page 189 discussing penetration depth limitations
 Added text in chapter 10 on page 191 suggesting improvements to the fNIRS system
 Added text in chapter 10 on page 188 commenting on the possibility of performing fNIRS without a
subject-specic MRI
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